H&G’s Hallmark House No. 3
A daring new concept of beauty

Rooms that revive conversation
The kitchen where springtime never ends
The Casserole Cook Book
Oak floors give your home higher resale value

8 out of 10 home buyers prefer OAK Floors

A home of your own is one of the best investments you can make today. It's an even better value when the floors are Oak. While you're living in your home, Oak Floors give you greater enjoyment. Should you decide to sell it, Oak Floors will help you obtain the highest resale price... because Oak is preferred by 8 out of 10 home buyers.

Durable, healthful, beautiful—This preference for Oak is natural. Oak Floors are durable... don't show the wear of constant family traffic and aren't dented by the weight of heavy furniture that damages most flooring materials. Oak Floors are clean, healthful and comfortable... easy to keep beautiful with a minimum of care. And Oak's distinctive blend of rich wood grain and coloring harmonizes perfectly with any interior decoration plan.

Greatest flooring value—No other flooring material offers you so many lasting advantages, and economy too. Oak actually costs less than any other quality floor or floor covering (only $5 to $6 a square yard installed in most localities), yet retains its value through the years. Ask your architect, contractor or lumber dealer to give you comparative floor costs and life expectancy figures. You'll find your best investment is Oak Floors... a sign of quality construction in any home. Write for free color booklet showing exciting uses of Oak Floors.

OAK FLOORS
Oak...the floor you'll never wear out

Compare these advantages of OAK with any floor at any price
- Lifetime durability
- Resistance to damage
- Warm and healthful
- Natural wood beauty
- Non-denting surface
- High insulating quality
- Comfortable resilience
- Easy to keep clean
- Low cost

NATIONAL OAK FLOORING MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION, 814 STERICK BUILDING, MEMPHIS 3, TENN.
A TRIAL MEMBERSHIP OFFER FROM THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB
TO DEMONSTRATE HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE CONTINUOUSLY ON BOOKS YOU ARE EAGER TO READ AND OWN

The Story of Civilization
BY WILL DURANT
SIX VOLUMES [RETAIL PRICE $60] FOR $6

... if you join the Club now and agree to buy six books during the next year from at least 200 to be made available

A thrilling panorama of human history
—CLIPTON FADiman

THE PURPOSE of this extraordinary offer is to demonstrate the Club’s unique Book-Dividend system, through which members regularly receive valuable library volumes—either completely without charge or at a small fraction of their price—simply by buying books they would buy anyway.

The six-volume set will be sent with the first book you purchase. The five other books can be chosen from at least 200 Selections and Alternates that will be made available during the next year.

You will pay—on the average—20% less for them than you would otherwise.

If you continue after this six-book trial membership, with every second Club choice you buy you will receive, without charge, a valuable Book-Dividend, averaging around $6 in retail value.

More important than the saving, this sensible system will keep you from missing the books you intend to read.

Why immediate action is advisable: A single edition of this Durant set has been printed as part of the Club’s usual winter promotional effort—enough to meet the expected demand. If the supply is exhausted, there will be an unavoidable delay in fulfilling orders—at least four months, since it takes that long to print and bind an edition of such a large set. If your order is received after the present edition is all spoken for, you will be notified and may then either cancel your membership or defer it until a new edition can be printed.

THE REFORMATION
BY BORIS PASTERNAK, 1958 NOBEL PRIZE WINNER

YOU CAN BEGIN MEMBERSHIP WITH
DOCTOR ZHIVAGO
BY BORIS PASTERNAK

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, Inc. 345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Mrs. ... (Please print plainly)

Address

City

State

Zip

For Canada: Book prices include applicable sales tax. For Canadian members, please contact your local Book-Of-the-Month Club office.

—Trademark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. and in Canada
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All the wonderful warmth of wood...forever yours in redwood.
On the cover

One small section of the living room storage wall (it runs for fifty feet) in H&G's Hallmark House No. 3 (see pages 53-77) indicates how happily art and utility have been combined. All the colors of a paint box and the wonders of a treasure trove are expertly blended in this series of useful shelves and cupboards. Backgrounds are fabrics and papers of all textures and types, ornaments range through Mexican, African, Peruvian, Hopi Indian, French Provincial, Chinese, Victorian and Early American. The music system is in the wall, a heating-cooling outlet (top, right); rosewood panels conceal storage for camera equipment.
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General Electric

ALL-PURPOSE
Floor Polisher...

waxes ... polishes

scrubs ... even cleans rugs

It's a snap doing floors with the new General Electric All-Purpose Floor Polisher. You'll love the easy way it handles. It's powerful ... yet it's lightweight. Gets right up to baseboards, deep into corners, thanks to new contour design.

Exclusive wax applying pads snap on easily—apply wax on wood, vinyl, linoleum, tile floors. Snap-on brushes for polishing, scrubbing—even cleaning rugs—save you time and money.

Optional accessories include: steel wool pads, lamb's wool pads, wax applicating pads, and rug-cleaning brushes. Vacuum Cleaner Department, General Electric Co., Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

Antiques

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
BY THOMAS H. ORMSBEE

This column is devoted to questions about old things. Letters will be answered on this page or by mail. No attempt at evaluating antiques will be made. One question to a letter, please.

My great-grandmother regarded this platter so lightly that it was used in the kitchen to hold quail, turkey and fish before cooking. The design is in black and gray and I have included the marking in the hope that you can identify the piece.

E.T.B.—Virginia Beach, Va.

Your platter is transfer-decorated Staffordshire earthenware with the mark of Ralph Stevenson, Cobridge, England, 1815-1825. Manhattan is the name he gave to this Oriental landscape pattern. Stevenson produced a number of designs for the American trade—like the much sought after view of Castle Garden and the Battle of Bunker Hill in transfer prints of rich blue.

Our clock is in excellent running condition and we believe it to be well over 100 years old. "N. Hunter, Port Glasgow" is printed on its face. Can you tell us anything about its origin?

B.H.G.—Bel Air, Md.

The movement of your tall case clock was made by Nathan Hunter, Dock Head, Port Glasgow, Scotland, who worked from 1820-1826. The case is a good example of the restrained design followed by English provincial and Scotch cabinetmakers from the 18th century well into the 19th.

I would appreciate any information you can give me about this pistol purchased in England some years ago. Have also included the barrel mark in my rough sketch.

Dr. W.B.—San Francisco, Calif.

You have an English flintlock pocket pistol, made about 1800. The maker, Leggett, is one of a number of English gunsmiths whose names and years are not on any check list of this craft. The barrel marks are those of the brass founder.

Continued on page 6
NOW a Trial Membership can be offered YOU!

YES, YOU MAY OBTAIN SIX BEAUTIFUL, BEAUTIFUL HERITAGE BOOKS

plus THESE TWO BOOKS FREE

Complete Poems of Edgar Allan Poe, edited by Louis Untermeyer as one of The American Poets series; illustrated with Hugo Steiner-Prag's lithographs that capture all of the fantasy, beauty and grandeur of the poems. 6 1/2 x 10 1/4 inches. Slipcased.


Looking beyond this extraordinary bargain offer, here is what Trial Membership in The Heritage Club can mean to you:

In the next six months you will add a collection of eight beautiful books to your bookshelves. Books that will prove to be of lasting value and a worthwhile investment.

Through these books you will renew acquainctance with many old friends... old friends, in fine dress, ever ready to enrich your leisure hours.

You will bring into your home a new wealth of cultural subjects that busy people of today are prone to overlook. Fine editions to be numbered among your proud possessions; heirlooms for your children and your children's children!

You will be interested to know that for the past twenty-three years the members of the Club—people like yourself—have regularly come into possession of books designed by famous typographers, illustrated by the world's great artists and printed on fine papers by skilled craftsmen—for the same price as ordinary novels.

Yet, if it should happen that you do not desire some of these titles, in the Club's descriptive Prospectus you will find a list of thirty Heritage books-in-print from which you may select substitute titles also at the special member's price of $3.95 each. To mention but a few: SHERLOCK HOLMES, MOBY DICK, GREEN MANSIONS, PEER GYNT, and Jane Austen's SENSE AND SENSIBILITY.

The Directors extend this invitation with the knowledge that you will be delighted with this exciting program. But, please... act quickly! Mail the coupon promptly and you will receive at once three handsome Heritage books for the price of one ($3.95) and a copy of the descriptive Prospectus!

The Heritage Club
595 Madison Avenue, New York 22

Please send me the three books I have checked off below and a copy of the Prospectus from which I may select the remaining five books on my Trial Membership and a method of payment. I understand that these three books will be shipped at once—two FREE as my gift-upon-joining, the other as my first selection; and further, that I may return these books if I am in any way dissatisfied and my membership will be cancelled.

☐ TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
☐ TALES OF MYSTERY AND IMAGINATION
☐ COMPLETE POEMS OF EDGAR ALLAN POE
☐ SENSE AND SENSIBILITY (Substitution Title)

(Please check any three)

Reservation Coupon

The Directors of the Heritage Club
595 Madison Avenue, New York 22

Please send me the three books I have checked off below and a copy of the Prospectus from which I may select the remaining five books on my Trial Membership and a method of payment. I understand that these three books will be shipped at once—two FREE as my gift-upon-joining, the other as my first selection; and further, that I may return these books if I am in any way dissatisfied and my membership will be cancelled.

☐ TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
☐ TALES OF MYSTERY AND IMAGINATION
☐ COMPLETE POEMS OF EDGAR ALLAN POE
☐ SENSE AND SENSIBILITY (Substitution Title)

(Please check any three)

Name
Address
City
State
Postage
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The "Susie Seaburg" You will paint with pride to your softly styled "Decorator Chairs" Choose from a selection of over 80 beautiful fabrics Hand tufted on pure molded foam rubber seat and back

SEE IT SIT IN IT LOVE IT With comfortable pitch of seat and back you will have such a fine piece of furniture your friends will say: "I love that chair"

Decorativer chairs
Identified by this brass tag
Ask Your Dealer

Jamestown Lounge Co., Jamestown, N.Y.

Correct Glasses FOR THOSE FESTIVE OCCASIONS
A. 8-Oz. Footed Hollow Stem Champagne; B. 5-Oz. Footed Hollow Stem Burgundy; C. 9-Oz. Footed Tulip Champagne; D. 6-Oz. Footed Saucer Champagne; E. 364-Oz. Footed Hollow Stem Champagne; F. 7-Oz. Footed Hollow Stem Champagne.

What can you tell me about this chair, one of a set, with F.A. Sinclair, Nottsville, N.Y., stamped on the back of the top slat? G.C.—Wausau, Fla.

Your Victorian chairs were made about 1860 by F. A. Sinclair, who probably operated a small factory in Nottsville. Once a small hamlet in Otsego County, it no longer appears on the New York State map.

Can you identify from my rubbings the marks on a pewter plate I purchased while touring Germany? J.C.—Emmaus, Pa.

The mark is that of Johann Heinrich Hofmann of Wunsiedel, South Germany. He worked as a pewterer from 1835 and died in 1884. The engraved initials and 1845 are probably the monogram of the original owner and the date he purchased the plate.

The drawing is of one of a pair of counters for some kind of game. Made of mahogany, its keys are ivory with inserts of semi-precious stones. For what game were they made and when? J.R.—Greensboro, N.C.

They are Japanese counters for the game of cribbage, made about 1870. Ships' officers, in the Far Eastern trade, owned handsome counters for this, their favorite game.

What can you tell us about our mahogany chest-on-chest? The knobs are said to be of Bristol glass. B.E.O'B.—Greenville, Ohio

Your tall chest of drawers could have been made by some American cabinetmaker as early as 1835 and not later than 1850. The glass knobs are not Bristol but Sandwich. The Boston & Sandwich Glass Co. made many like them.

Can you translate the hallmark on a small silver mirror which belonged to my husband's grandmother? T.R.H.—Albany, N.Y.

This is a mark of the Gorham Co., manufacturing silversmiths, founded 1845 at Providence, R. I. Dressing table appointments in silver were popular from about 1890.

Here are pictures of a pitcher and its mark. The inside is glazed with pink and the spout is a brown butterfly. I bought it about eight years ago. Can you tell its origin? W.P.F.—Tyler, Texas.

Your pitcher is American majolica. It was made at the Phoenixville, Pa., pottery of Griffen, Smith & Hill, in business 1879-1900, and bears the monogram mark of their "Etruscan" majolica.
New! Guarantees the most spot-free dishes any dishwasher can wash!

First dishwasher detergent with germ-removing Purisol!

Not even hand-polishing gets dishes more spotless than new Dishwasher all (now with Purisol added to safeguard family health). It's recommended by dishwasher manufacturers. Satisfaction is guaranteed by Lever Brothers or your money back.

FREE PACKAGE!

Fill out and mail today with boxtop from a package of new Dishwasher all. We'll send you a coupon good for another package free!

Name______________________________
Address____________________________
City__________________Zone______State______

(Limit: one coupon per family, Offer ends June 30, 1959)

LEVER BROTHERS
BOX 2030
NEW YORK 46, N. Y.

Enclosed is boxtop from a package of new Dishwasher all. Please send me my coupon good for another package free.
EASTER ARTISTRY from AUSTRIA

- DETAIL colored WAX EGGS with trans-

- HAND DEPT. HGI, 1048 LEXINGTON AVE., N. Y. 21, N. Y.

- Rabbit and find 3 little bunnies under her,

- SURPRISE BUNNY BASKETS—lift Mrs. Peter

- 7-11 Mrs. Peter

- Infant of Prague, St. Francis, Christ Child &

- Guardian Angel & Children, par

- oil portraits

-将以

- ONLUnU liunas has always jirai

- OIL PORTRAITS

- The oil portrait has always graced the

- walls of our best houses. Our fine artists

- will paint, with beautiful lasting

- oil colors on pure

- linen canvas, true

- likeness that will

- thrill you with its

- fidelity and life.

- Compare our por-

- traits... and our

- prices... with

- any done today... Send your favorite

- photo or snapshot with a short note

- stating color of hair, eyes and com-

- plexion, and in 3 to 4 weeks you will

- receive a work of art which you will

- be proud to own.

- A beautifully done likeness or your

- money will be refunded.

- Write for our free booklet!

- 12"x16" $39.95 16"x20" $49.95

- 20"x24" 59.95

- PORTRAIT HOUSE

- Dept. C2, 1012 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 21, N.Y.

- Sensitive! CORDUROY BEDSPREADS

- ...with DOUBLE kick-pleat corners. Velvet soft spreads of fine CROMPTON pinwale CORDUROY. Overlocked seams, washable.

- Sterling Silver Heart

- says "I love you!"

- Hold this dainty sterling silver heart to your eye... you'll see "I Love You" magnified in the center. A pleasing gift of heirloom caliber. $2.99

- With Neck Chain Only $3.30

- With Cuff Bracelet Only $4.40

- As Pin Only $5.50

- Prices include fed. tax. Send for our FREE plastic cookbook marker with simplified measures and temperature information.

- Old World symphony

- Hang one (or a group) of these Italian lanterns in entrance hall or

- enclosed patio for an enchanting effect. Globes are made of color-

- fused glass and hang from wrought iron ceiling chains. Easy to elec-

- trity, the lamps come in blue, am-

- ber or green. With 12" long globe, $6.99; 16" size, $8.99, exp. coll.

- Hybern Imports, HG2, 2140 Hy-

- perion, Los Angeles.

- Sealed to fit

- Where space is limited, this four

- drawer Honduras mahogany com-

- mode is a good solution. 20 1/2" wide by 15" deep x 30 1/2" high,

- it is available in four finishes: fruitwood, walnut, mahogany or

- antique white and gold. Imported

- Italian marble top is beautifully

- veined. $69.95 express collect.

- Jones Brothers, HG2, Box 246, Pine Level, North Carolina.

- Bell-bottom trousers

- ... and coats of navy blue... have been brought down in scale to

- fit young skippers who wear

- sizes 2 to 8. Available in Sanfor-

- ized white twill ($6.95) or in navy

- blue twill ($7.95). White hat is

- $1.00. Black neckerchief is includ-

- ed with either uniform. Postpaid.

- Order from Bill's Naval Uniforms,

- HG2, 16 North Hogan St., Jack-

- sonville, Florida.

- Lucky seven

- If the man of the house is ill dis-

- posed to driving nails, attaching

- wires or mending furniture, give

- his wife a Diligent Dutchess tool

- kit. Designed to hang on a door, it

- contains chrome finished forged

- steel tools designed with gay color

- handles. The 7 most commonly

- used tools will last a lifetime.

- $15.95 ppd. Taliaferro, 817 Tay-

- lor, Fort Worth, Tex.
ARBOR
with Ann McLaughlin

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund.

Soft lights
Add the charm of candlelight to dining room or enclosed patio with an impressive scroll sconce. Fashioned of hand wrought iron it is 30" wide x 16" high. Candle cups are polished brass with a satin smooth finish; sconce comes finished in black or white enamel, $29.50 for 5-light bracket, ppd. Briarbrook, H.G2, Terrapin Ridge, Elizabeth, Ill.

Caribbean accent
The camel-color rattan chair, perennial favorite in Nassau, is good looking and comfortably cool. The seat, only 12" from the floor, rests on a sturdy frame of black-finished wrought iron, $8.99. Match it up with a companion ottoman, which does double-duty as a pull-up table, $4.99. Both exp. coll. The Akron, H.G2, 4402 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Well dated
Gift for new parents or loving grandparents, this Delft plate imprinted with family name or initials. $12.95. Order =210? (service for 12) consists of 24—4½" plates, 12—5½" and 12—7½" pads. Personified with family name or initials. Excellent gift. Order #179. Only $2.95 postpaid for set.

Spring is in the air
Chase away gloom and cheer up the house with an arrangement of perky lilies-of-the-valley. Import- ed and designed to rival nature's blossoms, these snow white plastic blossoms have bright green leaves. Each graceful spray is 10" long, can be kept fresh with a soap and water bath, $1.00 for a set of three sprays. Postpaid, Cortley, H.G2, 453 E. 88th St., New York.
OVER 500
ACTIVE, INACTIVE
and OBSOLETE
STERLING
PATTERNS
For Immediate Delivery
Most of the illustrated and 500 other inactiv et patterns are available immedi­ately. One of the world's largest ever dealers, we will also take your old silver in exchange on a purchase of any one of 100 new, current patterns.

Correspondence Solicited
Julius Goodman & Son
Memphis Jewelers Since 1882
P. O. Box 195
Memphis, Tenn.

Enhance the beauty of your Prize Pictures with PICTURE LAMPS

Baked gold metal shade is adjustable and the interior with its aluminized reflecting surface gives just the right amount of brilliance. Complete with double socket—10 ft. approved cord and built-in switch 3 ft. from plug-in and screws for easy attaching to picture frame. A hard-to-find item at a very low price. Illuminate your picture for new beauty.

F 1727—13" Wide including 2 Bulbs—$7.98 plus 45c handling postpaid
F 1586—21/2" Wide including 1 Bulb—$5.98 plus 45c handling postpaid

Write for Free Gift Catalog

DOWNS & CO.
Dept. 1402A Evanston, Ill.

"BIG RED"

VARSTY

SHIRT
FOR MEN
WOMEN
CHILDREN

Full cut for action, this brilliant scarlet hooded shirt was designed for freedom, comfort and warmth. Tight knit, three lined cotton with snug drawstring hood assures warmth even in reddish weather. "Mufl" pocket for hands and small articles. Completely washable. Fine for skiing, skating and all outdoor activities. Women's—M L, Children's—2 to 14. M L XL—$9.95 postpaid. Men's—3 M L XL—$4.50 postpaid. Please add 75c to W, or M. Miss.

Write for my FREE CATALOG
WILL HAMMOND'S
New England General Store
40 JANES AVENUE, MEDFIELD, MASS.

KITCHEN

STEP-STOOL CHAIR
Is the combination for harried housewives and harried husbands. This attractive piece of metal furniture is both a folding step stool and an extra kitchen chair. Junior can use it for breakfast, and Dad can use it to paint the ceiling. Weighs 13 lbs. but can carry 1300. Steps are a generous 193" x 15/8. Top step-seat is padded and 22" off the floor. Plastic glides prevent slipping. Baked gold metal shade! is adjustable and built-in switch 3 ft. from plug-in and screws for easy attaching to picture frame. A hard-to-find item at a very low price. Illuminate your picture for new beauty.

F 1727—13" Wide including 2 Bulbs—$7.98 plus 45c handling postpaid
F 1586—21/2" Wide including 1 Bulb—$5.98 plus 45c handling postpaid

Write for Free Gift Catalog

TAYLOR GIFTS
Wayne 2, Pa.

In limited quarters
Aid to gracious entertaining in a small apartment or cruising on the water: a compact hors d'oeuvre server and cutting board. Made of fine wood, it closes like a box. Open, it has 3 sections fitted with glass inserts on one side, a cutting board on the other. Serrated knife is held by magnet. 8" x 13" open. $9.95, p.p. Deburco, HG2, 7 Market, Paterson, N. J.

Napkin nest
Solid cherry napkin rack is a handy appointment to hang on the kitchen wall, or set on a table or countertop. Beautifully grained and wax finished, it is 11" x 7". $8.95 postpaid. Fill it with red and white checkered paper napkins which have a cloth-like texture. 100 for $1. p.p. Artisan Galleries, Dept. HG2, 2100 No. Haskell, Dallas, Texas.

Fit for a King
Use one magnificent antique satin coverlet on a pair of standard size twin beds for an elegant effect. Trimly tailored with pleated corners and scalloped edges, it comes in 10 exciting colors. $83.95; Send 10c for color swatches. Dust ruffle is custom made. Catalogue (15c) shows other styles and sizes. Colten's, HG2, 1340 Beacon Street, Brookline 46, Massachusetts.

Green thumb-ery
Show off your house plants to their best advantage by displaying them on a 3-tier wrought iron cart. Can be wheeled from window to window or room to room as the light changes. In white or black, it can double as a bar or serving cart. Easy to assemble; 34" x 26" x 17". $9.95 plus $1 post. Shaw, HG2, 214 W. Ontario, Chicago.

EARLY AMERICAN STENCIL DESIGN

BIRD & FRUIT DECALS
MAKE FURNITURE DECORATING EASY
Historic Bird & Fruit design faithfully reproduced in easy-to-use decal form—ideal for chairs, but can be adapted to many other uses too! Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent. In beautiful accented gold as shown, $1.50 uses tool Permanent.
AROUND

Music at hand
Provide easy access to your record collection with this brass plated tubular steel record trough. Designed to hold over 150 selections, its classic lines will complement any music area. 20 1/2" x 14 1/2" x 20 1/2", the attractive and sturdy rack requires no tools to assemble. $10.95 postpaid. Order from Hobo, Department HC2, Flushing 52, New York.

Travel ease
Give him compact comfort when he travels by plane, ship or train. Kangaroo Kit made of saddle color glove-soft leather holds grooming aids in one zipper compartment, a pair of foam lined leather scuffs in another. Soft vamp stretches to fit all sizes, $15.00 complete with scuffs. Toiletries not included. Ppd. Best Values, Box 90, Newark, N. J.

NOW 931 ready-made sizes and colors that fit any window, wall or corner of your home...

SUPERWIDE Fiberglas Draperies

COVER WINDOWS UP TO 21 FEET WIDE!

Only Ronnie—the world's largest distributor of Fiberglas curtains and draperies—can solve your drapery problems for you at such tremendous savings. You actually save one-third the price you would pay for made-to-order draperies. These luxurious Superwide Drapes actually come as wide as 36 feet to the pair... new drapery weight, no-iron, work-free Fiberglas that never, never needs ironing or dry-cleaning... just wash and hang. Your choice of 52 of the newest colors in stunning prints and vivid solids.

Free—Color brochure, price list, and actual swatches. Just send us your name and address and we'll rush Drapery Sample Kit to help you select the draperies you want. No obligation whatever. So mail the coupon now!

RONNIE, Dept. 4A3, Ronnie Bldg., 145 Broad Avenue, Fairview, Bergen County, N. J.

Please rush me ABSOLUTELY FREE, the new Ronnie Drapery Sample Kit, including actual swatches, color brochure, how to measure information plus everything I need to order the Superwide Draperies I want. I am not obligated in any way.

Home ... Address ... City: ... Zone ... State ...

FEBRUARY, 1959
The way to select ORIENTAL RUGS is to examine them in your own home:

Hundreds of rare antique, semi-antique, and new oriental rugs to choose from; in perfect condition, and moderately priced.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LISTS and Color Photographs . . . then make your choice. Your selection, with additional rugs for comparison, will be sent to you EXPRESS PREPAID.

200 Perfect Antique Rugs $90 to $200
100 Perfect Antique Rugs $200 and up
1,000 Semi-Antique Rugs in Old Designs $99 and up
200 Choice 9 x 12 Rugs from Iran $325 to $650

Many giant and unusual sizes

For sale by America's foremost antiques and oriental rugs specialists in antenna, oriental rugs.

CHAS. W. JACOBSEN • 401 S. SALINA ST., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

SHOPPING AROUND

For a lean look

With determination, patience and a paper bound book candidly entitled “Fat Legs” the lower extremities can be streamlined. Edited by a physician, it contains simple directions for exercising thigh, calf and ankle. Profusely illustrated, this will help to produce results when used religiously. $1.98 ppd. Modern Methods, HG2, 296 Broadway, N. Y.

Ole, Ole

Express your love of the bull fight in mosaic. Make a coffee table, bar top or mural with this simple to use kit. Included are jewel-like Venetian glass tiles which compose the figure of a bull fighter, white tiles for background, glue, grout, 10” tile nippers and a pattern with carbon paper. $10.95 ppd. Harmon Mosaics, HG2, 3001 Passmore, Hollywood, Cal.

Queen Anne’s best

Reminiscent of the grace of the 18th century, this Pembroke table was copied from an original of 1746. 27” high x 34” wide. Top when open is 40” x 34”. With leaves folded it is 18” deep. Legs and apron are carved. Walnut, cherry or maple in natural finish, $137. Mahogany in light brown, $123. Exp. coll. Newcomb’s, HG2, Box 1249, Durham, N. C.

Off the range

Beautifully marked calfskin, tanned and backed with non-skid suede, adds punch to a room. Hang it on a wall in playroom or study, give it floor space in front of a sofa. Wherever used, the mottled skin will mark a point of interest. Brown/white or black/white. About 10 sq. ft, $15.95 ppd. Western Calfskin, 420 Market, San Francisco.

Personally yours

Schiaparelli’s white note paper marked with up to a 3-letter monogram is a good choice for special messages such as bread and butter letters. Each sheet folds, is self-sealing, eliminating the need for envelopes. Twenty come in a chartreuse silk purse lined in black. $2.25 ppd. with 3 initials. Ziff & Co., Box 3072, Merchandise Plaza, Chicago, Illinois.
MAGNAVOX
A stereo high fidelity innovation

Music becomes magic — pictures become alive — to bring you
the world's greatest entertainment . . . by Magnavox.
The new stereo TV programs and new stereo records will
amaze you. Your present LP's, too, will sound better than ever.

Enjoy the new miracle of Magnavox Stereo High Fidelity in
your choice of any of three ways: 1—Combination with TV,
2—With both stereo channels in a single cabinet or, 3—in
versatile space-separated cabinets, each containing a stereo
channel. In a variety of styles, priced from $149.90 to $1,000.
See your Magnavox dealer. Prove to yourself that Magnavox
is the finest, and the best value on any basis of comparison.

Prices subject to change without notice. All prices are for mahogany. Cherry, oak and walnut
finishes slightly higher. The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

THE MAGNASONIC, in identical cabinets, spaced to suit decor.
Model 397 Hi-Fi, $169.90.* Including S-33 speaker and record
cabinet (a complete 8-speaker stereo system), only $290.*

STEREO-TELEVISION-FM/AM RADIO-PHONOGRAPH SYSTEM
De luxe Manhattan TV, $399.90.* The Belvedere Stereo
FM/AM Radio-Phonograph, $299.90.*

THE STEREORAMA — Two separate sound systems in a single
cabinet provide complete 8-speaker stereo system. Includes
Diamond pickup and other luxury features—only $299.90.*
CHEVY'S GOT A CAR THAT LEADS YOUR KIND OF LIFE!

Chevy’s come up with a combination for '59 that’ll gladden anyone’s heart. Fine, fresh styling that’s as practical as it is handsome! Beneath that Slimline design you’ll find a new ride, new roominess, new engineering that goes down deep. For '59 you’ll find more good reasons for going Chevy than ever before!

This is the one! A natural for on-the-go people who want practicality in a car as well as fresh new style. The '59 Chevy offers a roomier Body by Fisher with vast new areas of visibility. Has bigger brakes, a smoother ride, new handling ease. Offers a peppery new 6 that can knock as much as 10% off gas costs—or vim-packed V8’s. And has a finish that keeps its luster for up to three years without waxing. You can choose from 14 beautiful models, including five versatile station wagons. There’s also the '59 edition of America’s only authentic sports car, the Corvette. Stop by your Chevrolet dealer’s, and see a car that leads your kind of life! ... Chevrolet Division of General Motors, Detroit 2, Michigan.

'59 CHEVROLET

What America wants, America gets in a Chevy!

New 9-passenger Kingswood with rear-facing third seat. Also, 2- and 4-door 6-passenger wagons.
SHOPPING AROUND

Their very own
Include a chair in the family room for the youngest member in the house. Tiny ladder-back with handwoven rush seat is a good choice. Finished in red or bright blue, it is cheerfully decorated with bright flowers. The child’s name is inscribed in white. 18” high. Seat is 11” x 12”. $2.95 ppd. Holiday House, HG2, 1234 E. 47 St., Chicago, Illinois.

Grog tote
Spanish Bota flask is a boon companion to sportsmen, on fishing trips or when spending an early morning in the duck blind. Made of goatskin, it holds 1 1/5 qts. of liquid, has a sturdy carrying cord to hang from shoulder, neck or forearm. Commonly used by Spanish peasants, it is $4.95 ppd. Deer Hill, Dept. HG2, Box 312, Flushing 52, New York.

Romantic rococo
Gold-plated shell tray makes an impressive gift with a tiny price tag. Mounted on three feet, the dish is beautifully cast in metal finished in gold. Use for serving candy or nuts, as an ash tray, or as a very elegant soap dish. 3½” in diam., it recalls the grace of Victorian era. $1.50 ppd. Vernon Specialties, HG2, 3 Tecumseh Ave., Mt. Vernon, New York.

Best foot forward
Comfort weary legs on a cushion-soft ottoman. Made of hardwood, coil springs and steel webbing, it is velvet covered in a choice of red, topaz, brown, sage, leaf or emerald green, or gold. 20” x 25” x 17”, it has a gathered flounce and button tufted top. $18.50 each. $35 a pair. Express collect. Hunt Galleries, HG2, Box 492, Hickory, North Carolina.

Famous paintings
Excellent reproductions of works of art processed on canvas are now available at reasonable cost. Brush strokes and highlights are added by trained artists. Choose from modern or classic schools—Van Goghs, Rembrandts. Each canvas comes in an appropriate frame. Send 50c for catalogue. Van Dyke, HG2, 26 West 56th Street, New York, N.Y.

One name stands apart from all the others in the field. Sherle Wagner, the originator of luxury bathroom fixtures...unrivaled in quality, concept and craftsmanship. Illustrated: The Swan Design, at $189.50, a Sherle Wagner Original in 24 kt. gold plate, available with correlated accessories. Greek Key Bowl, $75.00. For illustrated brochure, write Sherle Wagner, Dep’t. SG, 123 East 57th Street, New York 22, N.Y.
OLSON RUGS
Amazing, Low-Priced BROADLOOM

Like Millions of Olson Customers, You, too, Can...

SAVE UP TO 1/2

. . . by Letting Us Use the Good Wool and Other Valuable Materials in YOUR OLD RUGS,
CARPETS, CLOTHING, etc.

It's Easy—it's like Magic. No matter where you live, write now for beautiful, Free Olson Rug and Decorating Book in full colors and Free Rug Coupon.

Your Material is picked up by Express or Freight at our expense and sent to Olson Factory where valuable wool, etc., are reclaimed like new, sterilized, shredded, blended, merged, carded and re spun with choice New Wools, dyed and woven in one week into heavier, deeper-textured, reversible broadloom rugs or wall-to-wall carpeting—and you save 1/2 your rug money.

FREE Scatter Rug

(Up to $16 Extra Value) . . . just for trying room-size Olson Rugs. If not delighted, return for refund and you keep the Scatter Rug as a Gift.

Limited Time, Write Today

2 RUGS IN ONE
USE BOTH SIDES. LIKE GETTING ONE RUG FREE

Lovely enough for finest homes. Customers say, "Wear Like Iron".  

CHOICE OF 44 COLORS, PATTERNS, regardless of colors in your material. Any size up to 18 feet wide, no seams, any length:

RICH TWELDS EMBOSSED EFFECTS FLORALS EARLY AMERICAN OVALS
SOLID COLORS ORIENTAL DESIGNS ROUND

SAVE 50%

For your EARLY AMERICAN HOME, choose the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandeliers, sconces and candelabra for every period, the perfect chandelier from our large number of exclusive models. Chandelier #204-1 is a replica of an old soap dish discovered near St. Louis by Mr. Forslund.  

KITTEN-ON-A-NEST

Plus our "sparking new" Catalog . . .  

Our sparkling, "sparking new" 100-page portfolio of Quaint American Furniture is yours Free with this 5%" long, 6" high covered milk glass dish by Westmoreland. A replica of an old soap dish discovered near St. Louis by Mr. Forslund. Kitten-on-a-Nest is wonderful for cigar and lamp bases. Catalog alone 5c. 

Carl Forslund
Quaint American Furniture

Dept. G-IS Leoksville, N. C.
AROUND

Knit-knack
Avid knitters can carry their work wherever they go in this handsome English leather case designed to hold needles up to 15". Made of beautifully finished cowhide in red, pastel green or saddle tan, it is fitted with a well balanced handle. 4½" in diam. $9.95 postpaid. Order from Here's How Company, Department HG2, 95 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Eye appeal
Girls who wear glasses will welcome these pert and practical slip covers for their specs. The slim cases take up little space in a pocketbook and protect lenses from becoming scratched. In dark blue or bright pink felt, with contrasting color applique. Fit standard size eyeglasses. $1 ea., ppd. Wilco Fashions, HG2, 35 So. Park Ave., Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Cinderella switch
A dated fur coat can become spring's latest style if you have it made into a popular "small fur" to wear with suits or woolen dresses. Catalogue showing thirty-five kinds of capes, jackets and stoles is fitted with a well balanced handle. 4½" in diam. $9.95 postpaid. Order from Here's How Company, Department HG2, 95 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Your money's worth
Nickels and dimes saved today add up to tomorrow's dollars. Gold finished metal bank strewn with rhinestones makes a handsome container for small coins. Opens with recessed screw on bottom. 3½" in diam. x 4" long x 3½" high, the bank can be used for many years. $4 postpaid. Thomas-Young, HG2, 30 W. Lockwood, Webster Groves, Mo.
STRETCH-A-WAY. Make any tailored garments fit more comfortably. Stretch your way to a trimmer figure. 99c. 49c

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION
FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN
Resident Day Classes

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN
29 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.

FIND THE WOOD STUD IN YOUR WALL WITH A FORD DOWSER BALL
Indispensable when hanging pictures, mirrors, shelves, and when making alterations. The original Stud Finder. You may need one tomorrow.

$12,500 FOR ONE SILVER DOLLAR
Could you reproduce a valuable old rare coin, mint condition, on a sheet of high grade metal, could you reproduce that coin with a soft metal, not one of the many thousands of dollars that a rare coin may be worth? Now you can. The Restored Silver Dollar Book tells you exactly how to make a collection, handy pieces to find old coins and valuable new ones and how to store them. Also information on making pocket books, jewelry, etc. - money to burn on a hobby. The Restored Silver Dollar Book. 25c.

FORD PRODUCTS
Port Chester, N. Y.

$200 Money Back Guarantee

SLEEPY TIME TRICK
Don't count sheep to woo sleep. Instead use a comfortable contour pillow designed to relax neck and shoulder muscles. Adjusts to desired height and firmness. Comes with or without foam lining. Either way is comfortable. $5.75 with foam; $3.95 without. Washable pillowcase is 95c, or two for $1.60 ppd.

CUPID'S FANCY
Give her a red satin apron to sparkle up St. Valentine's day. Edged with silver rickrack, it is embellished with a heart silhouette and her first name embroidered in glittering silver thread. Available, too, in pink, white or blue with silver. Fits all waists. $2.00 postpaid. Order from Scintilla, Department HG2, 5718 North Kenmore Ave., Chicago.

OPEN FOR INSPECTION
No need for embarrassment when someone opens a clothes closet if you keep it in good order with this shoe rack. Holds 10 prs. of men's shoes or 15 prs. of women's. Made of pine ready to paint or stain, it comes fully assembled, 38" x 20", it can stand on floor or be attached to wall or door. $10.95 express collect. Jeff Elliot, HG2, Statesville, North Carolina.

Absolue Satisfaction Guaranteed

Photo finished Colonial furniture. Also . . . Old Fashioned (on- order) upholstery. WRITE for free royalty-to-print literature catalog; also finished Colonial furniture. H.A.K.

Send FREE samples of coverings and literature for converting into beautiful Alden Heirloom Comfort. Don't risk it until you can picture前提 fact in your mind. D. Pillows which may need re-covering or commercial portrait services. No longer need envy those fortunate enough to own a covered de-iteming process

STRETCH-A-WAY. Make any tailored garments fit more comfortably. Stretch your way to a trimmer figure. 99c. 49c

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION
FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN
Resident Day Classes

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN
29 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.

FIND THE WOOD STUD IN YOUR WALL WITH A FORD DOWSER BALL
Indispensable when hanging pictures, mirrors, shelves, and when making alterations. The original Stud Finder. You may need one tomorrow.

$12,500 FOR ONE SILVER DOLLAR
Could you reproduce a valuable old rare coin, mint condition, on a sheet of high grade metal, could you reproduce that coin with a soft metal, not one of the many thousands of dollars that a rare coin may be worth? Now you can. The Restored Silver Dollar Book tells you exactly how to make a collection, handy pieces to find old coins and valuable new ones and how to store them. Also information on making pocket books, jewelry, etc. - money to burn on a hobby. The Restored Silver Dollar Book. 25c.

FORD PRODUCTS
Port Chester, N. Y.

$200 Money Back Guarantee

SLEEPY TIME TRICK
Don't count sheep to woo sleep. Instead use a comfortable contour pillow designed to relax neck and shoulder muscles. Adjusts to desired height and firmness. Comes with or without foam lining. Either way is comfortable. $5.75 with foam; $3.95 without. Washable pillowcase is 95c, or two for $1.60 ppd.

CUPID'S FANCY
Give her a red satin apron to sparkle up St. Valentine's day. Edged with silver rickrack, it is embellished with a heart silhouette and her first name embroidered in glittering silver thread. Available, too, in pink, white or blue with silver. Fits all waists. $2.00 postpaid. Order from Scintilla, Department HG2, 5718 North Kenmore Ave., Chicago.

OPEN FOR INSPECTION
No need for embarrassment when someone opens a clothes closet if you keep it in good order with this shoe rack. Holds 10 prs. of men's shoes or 15 prs. of women's. Made of pine ready to paint or stain, it comes fully assembled, 38" x 20", it can stand on floor or be attached to wall or door. $10.95 express collect. Jeff Elliot, HG2, Statesville, North Carolina.

Absolue Satisfaction Guaranteed

Photo finished Colonial furniture. Also . . . Old Fashioned (on- order) upholstery. WRITE for free royalty-to-print literature catalog; also finished Colonial furniture. H.A.K.

Send FREE samples of coverings and literature for converting into beautiful Alden Heirloom Comfort. Don't risk it until you can picture前提 fact in your mind. D. Pillows which may need re-covering or commercial portrait services. No longer need envy those fortunate enough to own a covered de-iteming process

STRETCH-A-WAY. Make any tailored garments fit more comfortably. Stretch your way to a trimmer figure. 99c. 49c

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION
FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE
TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN
Resident Day Classes

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN
29 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.

FIND THE WOOD STUD IN YOUR WALL WITH A FORD DOWSER BALL
Indispensable when hanging pictures, mirrors, shelves, and when making alterations. The original Stud Finder. You may need one tomorrow.

$12,500 FOR ONE SILVER DOLLAR
Could you reproduce a valuable old rare coin, mint condition, on a sheet of high grade metal, could you reproduce that coin with a soft metal, not one of the many thousands of dollars that a rare coin may be worth? Now you can. The Restored Silver Dollar Book tells you exactly how to make a collection, handy pieces to find old coins and valuable new ones and how to store them. Also information on making pocket books, jewelry, etc. - money to burn on a hobby. The Restored Silver Dollar Book. 25c.

FORD PRODUCTS
Port Chester, N. Y.

$200 Money Back Guarantee

SLEEPY TIME TRICK
Don't count sheep to woo sleep. Instead use a comfortable contour pillow designed to relax neck and shoulder muscles. Adjusts to desired height and firmness. Comes with or without foam lining. Either way is comfortable. $5.75 with foam; $3.95 without. Washable pillowcase is 95c, or two for $1.60 ppd. Better Sleep, New Providence, N. J.
DE LUXE CRYSTAL BOWL

Fill it with fruit or flowers to create a magnificent centerpiece! The crystal clear base of this handsome 3"h, 9"d bowl is 18% in dia., 10"base. It is decorated with hand-cut, diamond-like crystal prongs which hang from the rim. The base is heavy cut lead crystal.

$23.95


craftsman, inc.

24 W. 39th St., New York 18
Phone Flatiron 3-2998

Send 25c for catalog on complete line

BETTER SLEEP, INC.
Dept. 350, New Providence, New Jersey

A New Face...A New Future!

Kay Fuller FACLIFIT MASK

THE KAY FULLER FACELIFT MASK tones and tightens vital muscles...it is not a cradle for the chin...it takes a fired lined face, makes it into one that is fresh and lovely; because it actually lifts the muscles of the temples and side of the face. Helps to maintain that youthful appearance.

No need to let your skin sag. THE KAY FULLER FACELIFT SYSTEM, used daily, will smooth and soften falling skin lines; will firm the muscles along the contour of the neck and throat.

Developed after years of research, THE KAY FULLER FACELIFT MASK is made of porous, flaw-colored crepe. It is a specially patented grammar that's durable, washable, never causing irritation or rashes, yet allowing regular motion. It will stop causing or worn while sleeping. Used by plastic surgeons, head surgeons, hospitals. With each prepaid order, I will send you absolutely free the Kay Fuller System of Salon Treatment for home use.

$4.95 postpaid, send check or money order.

KAY FULLER
18 E. 50th St., Dept. HG-5
New York 22, N. Y.

YOUR OLD FUR COAT INTO NEW CAPE, STOLE!

STYLE 195

THE KAY FULLER FACELIFT MASK tones and tightens vital muscles...it is not a cradle for the chin...it takes a fired lined face, makes it into one that is fresh and lovely; because it actually lifts the muscles of the temples and side of the face. Helps to maintain that youthful appearance.

No need to let your skin sag. THE KAY FULLER FACELIFT SYSTEM, used daily, will smooth and soften falling skin lines; will firm the muscles along the contour of the neck and throat.

Developed after years of research, THE KAY FULLER FACELIFT MASK is made of porous, flaw-colored crepe. It is a specially patented grammar that's durable, washable, never causing irritation or rashes, yet allowing regular motion. It will stop causing or worn while sleeping. Used by plastic surgeons, head surgeons, hospitals. With each prepaid order, I will send you absolutely free the Kay Fuller System of Salon Treatment for home use.

$4.95 postpaid, send check or money order.

KAY FULLER
18 E. 50th St., Dept. HG-5
New York 22, N. Y.
AROUND

Hail the winner
These natural color walnut horses will be outstanding in a collection of hand-carved figurines. Each horse is sanded and polished to a lustrous satin finish. "Lush Grazing," measuring 4½" l. x 3½" h., is $12.50. The companion piece, "Arab Pride" is 4½" l. x 4" h., and $15. Postpaid. Brasher Wood Sculptures, HG2, Chicadee Valley, Kent, Conn.

Chill chaser
No reason why a man should shiver through a long winter's night. With this "Haf-A-Jama" sleep coat he will snooze as snug as a bug. Made of warm flannel-ette, it is longer than a conventional pajama top. Maize or light blue. A through E, $3.95 each, or three for $11.50, plus 25c. Allison, HG2, 175 Rawson St., Brookline, Mass.

In the file
Sturdy box file which comes in decorator colors is an aid to the housekeeper. Pink, yellow or turquoise with a coppertone lid. It is 10" h. x 12" w. x 3" d. Contains 20 labels marked with such titles as "Auto Record." "Budget Planning," "Paid" and "Unpaid bills," 12 dividers, 10 blank labels. $1.98 ppd. Household Helpers, HG2.

BUILD YOUR OWN from proved home plans
Finest Plans Money Can Buy

SAVE $2
Any 3 books for only $5.00

SET YOUR OWN . . .
PERFECT "Swing-Page" STYLES
Now! Set your own favorite page boy or brilliant style with PAGE-ETTE. Perfect results every time. No spills, no separations. Handsome box file which comes in decorator colors! 10" h. x 12" w. x 3" d. Contains 20 labels marked with such titles as "Auto Record." "Budget Planning," "Paid," and "Unpaid bills," 12 dividers, 10 blank labels. $1.98 ppd. Household Helpers, HG2.

ITALIAN HANGING LAMPS, color fused to glass for striking decorative illumination! Old-world simplicity in each individually crafted globe, easy to wire, on its slim iron chain. Transparent green, blue, amber or amethyst. 12" long. $6.99 18" long $8.99.

Housebreak Your Dog Easily! $1
No more ruined carpets, no more spanking puppy! Just put two drops of HOUSEBREAKING SCENT on puppy's newspaper, box or on the grass and he knows that's the spot! Completely train most mature dogs and puppies with one bottle in 7 days. Guaranteed to do the job or your money back! Only $1 postage paid. Order HOUSEBREAKING SCENT from Sunset House, 2706 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, California.

ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2 ppd.

1 Carat Brilliant White Diamond
Lady's or Man's Ring
$395.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP.

AT HOME BUILDING PLAN SERVICE
Stude T. 2544 N. 1st. Sordy Blvd., Portland 12, Oregon

FEBRUARY, 1959
KITCHEN FLATTERY
IN
EARLY AMERICAN DESIGN

PINE
MEMO PAD
Hand-crafted to warm yellow tones of Antique White. Pine and creamed with a glowing honey ring. Three large, square magnets to hold notes, recipes, or reminders. Place in your kitchen or over a slip-up. 10" x 10". Comes complete with two 3,900 milligram biodegradable tags for solid waste disposal. Can be used at any age, year, paper weight. Made in the USA... ONLY $3.50 Postpaid.

MATCHING NAPKIN BOX

DON'T BE FAT!
If you just can't reduce and have tried dieting, popping tablets—try rotating, soothing SPOT REDUCER. A miracle that's tested, and has U.L. approval. Lose weight in every part of your body. A lovely, easy, safety, without risking health. For exchas and awaits due to over-exercise. Also used in all the relief of pains for which your doctor has prescribed. For Money BACK GUARANTEE: Refunds or NO CHARGE (FIRMS FLATB ON TISSUES). 4" x 4". Send 10c for catalog of other Early American Decorator Accessories. Prompt shipment. Money-back guarantee. Southern Showcase Dept. G. P.O. Box 547, Memphis, Tenn.

NEW BUBBLE BATH OIL FOR DRY SKIN
Introducing a wonderful new formula, Franad 105, made of rare, concentrated, essential oils. Enjoy its luxurious, relaxing feeling. Delicately scented and bubbly. Will help keep your skin soft and radiant all winter. Softens and revitalizes water—leaves no ring. Consider 1 oz. trial size only $1, cash, check or money order. Offer limited. Send today.

FRANAD INC.
Room 501
220 N. Dearborn
Dept. 905, Chicago 10

You will ENJOY pleasant, vigorous VIBRATORY MASSAGE with the Genuine Battle Creek HEALTH & BUILDER

"TOPS" for the Home, for Athletic Clubs, for Reducing Salons—for MEN and WOMEN! Enjoy the relaxing, stimulating benefits of efficient vibratory massage! Health Builder gives you pleasant, scientific deep-tissue manipulation—"at the snap of a switch." Helps weight and figure problems, muscle-toning, blood circulation. Delightfully殿下 in Health Institutions. Built for years of service—fully guaranteed.

WHITE TODAY for FREE literature and booklet "Be Good to Yourself!"

Battle Creek EQUIPMENT CO., Battle Creek 30, Mich.

SHOPPING AROUND

Rolling pin cricket
Small footstool covered with fine wool candy-striped carpeting makes a cozy accent for the hearth. Made of hardwood, it comes finished in antique white or light or dark cherry. Ideal companion for a comfortable chair on a cold night, the cricket is 20" wide, x 16", high. $12.95 postpaid. Carl Forslund, 122 Fulton St., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Mirror, Mirror!
Added luxury for the fairest of them all is a pair of mirrors. Inserted in an elegant gold-color metal case in basket-weave design (4¾" in diam.) one mirror is standard, the other magnifies. Handy swivel easel lets you stand it on a dressing table. It is perfect, too, for purse or travel case. $7.85 ppd. C. D. Peacock, H2, State and Monroe, Chicago.

New life for wood
Recondition fine wood furniture with "Reviva". It performs three functions at one and the same time: makes spots and minor scratches disappear, removes grime, smudges and fingerprints, and gives a fine high polish. Available in three sizes: $3. a quart; $2. a pint and $1.50 a half-pint. Plus post. Mrs. Mark Jackson's, 123 W. 57th St., New York.

Cosy comfort
Warm winter-chilled feet on a Colonial stool in front of a glowing fire. Frame is handmade of rock maple finished in honey tone or in mahogany. Removable upholstered top covered with Provincial cotton print can be recovered with needlepoint, tapestry or leather. 15" x 12¾" x 7¾", $10.95 postpaid. Templeton Craftsman, Templeton, Mass.

Scissor servers
Cope neatly with spaghetti and salad, sandwiches and pastry, with these silver-pouched servers. Made in Sheffield, England, of silver on copper, one set is fitted with a small shovel and a fork for lifting small pastries and cakes; the other is fitted with fork and spoon for salads. Each is $3.95 ppd. Lord George, Dept. HG2, 1270 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
In each contemporary group by American of Martinsville, design and craftsmanship combine to capture a mood from the storied past. A casual suggestion of a classic motif beautifully interpreted in modern lines and soft finishes. This is the secret of American’s leadership in contemporary styling. An intangible artistry that brings peace and quiet to bedroom, dining room and living room. The buffet illustrated is hand-rubbed walnut, a wistful reminder of our Colonial heritage. One of many stunning pieces from our American Square collection... about $180.00. Or ask your dealer to show you other exclusive designs created for American by Merton L. Gershun.
Modern elegance for any room in your home

New, all-purpose Samsonite Occasional Chairs!

Samsonite adds something new to occasional seating. These smartly designed Samsonite Occasional Chairs have a practical purpose and a place in any room in your home: as extra side-chairs for dining...permanent pieces in the den or living room...convenient desk-mates for the study or bedroom. A matched pair of these Samsonite Occasional Chairs costs just $29.90. They feature a sturdy all-steel, square-tubed frame, finished in gleaming chip-resistant, snag-free baked enamel. Seats and contour-curved backs are generously cushioned for extra comfort. The vinyl upholstery sheds stains...a damp cloth cleans it like new in seconds.


OUTSTANDING STYLING that complements any surroundings. Shown, Metallic Grey, Black frame.

THEY STACK: These occasional chairs stack for easy storage. Shown, Antique White, Bronze frame.

RUGGED DURABILITY: Use these chairs inside and out. Shown, Metallic Flame, Black frame.
Button, button
Self-sorting button box is an asset in a sewing room. Put the buttons which fall off shirts, trousers, sweaters, dresses, blouses, skirts, etc. in the middle section of this clear plastic box. Snap lid shut and shake vigorously. Buttons will automatically fall into the right compartment. $1.29 ppd. Pretended Products, HG2, Box 222, Beverly Hills, California.

Well suited
Pin a rose on your lapel, such as this one made of 14K gold plated metal overlaid with enamel. Rose brooch has two green leaves set with rhinestone dewdrops, $3.20. Matching earrings are $4.20. Set is $11.20. Colors: red, white, pink or yellow. Postpaid. Federal tax included. Order from Vickie Wayne, HG2, 622 South Country Road, Tucson, Ariz.

Keep it neat
Break the bad habit of throwing things from a car window with a plastic litter bag. Easy to attach to back or front seat, it comes with 20 heavy gauge plastic liner bags. It is practical and sanitary, too, for use in nursery or sickroom. Outside bag is 11" long x 6 3/4" wide with 3" gusset. $2. Ppd. Sleepy Hollow, Dept. HG2, 1037 Crane, Falls Church, Va.

Romantic trim
Add architectural interest to picture windows, doors or wood paneling with decorative decals. Faithfully copied from antique iron designs, they are easily applied with water, can be used indoors or out. Black or white, in two sizes: 6" x 10" ($2.95, set of 4) or 10" x 15" ($3.95, set of 4), ppd. Authentics, Box 546, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Herb alchemy
Implement the growing interest in herbs, with the splendid book Have Fun With Herbs. Throughout its 128 pages there are recipes, instructions on growing herbs, using them in flower arrangements, on making herbal remedies. This well edited book on a subject of growing interest is 6" x 9". $2.25. Ppd. Herb Fun, HG2, Box 578, Mundelein, Ill.

SHOPPING AROUND

YOU PLANT THESE POTS—40 for $1
Plant summer seedlings, cuttings or slips in these Pots made of pressed fertilizer. They’ll get a head start... with faster, stronger growth! To transplant, put Pot and all into the ground! Pots disintegrate—roots grow right through with excellent aeration—with no shock. You need no fertilizer, and much less water, 2½" diameter. Guaranteed to please or your money back! 40 PLANT POTS for only 85 cent, age paid. 100 PLANT POTS, $1.95. Order from Sunset House, 2501 Sunset Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

IN FULL NATURAL COLORS

Pretty People Watchers
You can almost hear them sing when you perch one or more of these exquisitely life-like birds in flower arrangements or on decorative boughs. “People Watchers” are for fun, too, as party favors, as gag gifts. Birds are handmade around a brush-proof plastic core covered with dyed cotton batten with real feathers on the wings and tail. Hand-painted to exact coloring of original birds in brush-proof colors. Wire feet easily crimp onto flowers, branches, etc. 4" to 6" 1 and 1½" to 3½" h. $1.25 each. Six (different birds and poses) for $7.50. Postage paid.

Send for Free Catalog
EDWARD H. ZIPF, IMPORTER
Dept. HG-20
P. O. Box 3072
New York 16, N. Y.

IN FUL NATURAL COLORS

CLOTHESLINE REEL
for INDOORS and OUTDOORS!

NEW “Cardomatic” Automatic Retracting

Bring the SONG of BIRDS to your GARDEN
with this smiling Boy with Jug

BIRD BATH
Pompeian Stone
Figure 19" high.
Bird Bath 36" high.
26" wide
Complete $70.00
Send for Free Catalog

Many other artistic pieces in Pompeian Stone, Bronze, Lead and Marble. Figures, Fountains, Bird Baths, Pedestals, Statues, etc.

Erickins Studios
39 West 40th St.
New York 18, N. Y.

From Italy—Exquisite Deritasse Spoon Set
The Florentine Crest-of-Arms is the exclusive motif of this elegant silver-plated set of spoons. Only 19" long, they’re in copper, far after-dinner affair at dessert... beautifully engraved with a crest-of-arms... a beautiful accessory, a most appreciated gift... and only $6.95 ppd.

Shop in New York by mail
HONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Free catalog on request

CAST-BRASS FLY PAPERWEIGHT
CAST-BRASS FLY PAPERWEIGHT

A Place For Everything

A Place For Everything

Many other artistic pieces in Pompeian Stone, Bronze, Lead and Marble. Figures, Fountains, Bird Baths, Pedestals, Statues, etc.
Most Brilliant Gem on Earth!

More sparkle! More fire! A miracle of modern science! Looks exactly like a fine $1,000 African mined gem expertly cut in 58 faces. Easiest, most EASY PAYMENTS—stylish, sparkling men’s and ladies’ rings as little as 56 cents.

Write for Free Booklet
Send no money—just write today for the FREE booklet that tells you all about these man-made dazzling white Kenya gems and shows you a wide selection of stylish rings.

KENYA GEM CORPORATION
Department 132, Philadelphia 44, Pa.

Quality Movable Shutters

Fitted made in the United States now available in standard panels. Low, low prices! NO HIDDEN COSTS

PACKING CHARGES SHIPMENT FREE

Make your choice with a phone call or write for our FREE booklet. Variety of widths, depths and heights. The costs indicated will entitle you to tiny almost all your selection requirements. For further information write to Import Specialties, Box 22657, Los Angeles 25, Calif.

FADE THEM OUT

Weathered beams and decay tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with new ESOTHERICA, that marvelously created cream that breaks up masses of grime on the walls, makes boards look whiter and young again. Equally effective on the face, jaws, and arms. Not a cover-up. Acts in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, granite base for softening, fabricating skin as it clumps those blemishes.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST

Send name and address. Pay only $2.99 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and handling guarantee you must be satisfied with first results to return remaining ESOTHERICA for money back. Or save money. Send $2.20 which includes tax and we pay postage. Name guarantee.

MITCHUM COMPANY

Dept. M-475, PARIS, TENN.

ONE MILLION DOLLARS CASH IN CONFEDERATE MONEY
Yours only '28

$1,000,000 IN CONFEDERATE MONEY

Be a deep south millionnaire! Have money to burn. We'll send you exactly one million dollars in Confederate paper in highest-grade Confederate money—and all you pay is $2.49! You do everything with this money but spend it. Amuse and amaze your cotton-picking friends. Write today for your money and receive the money by registered mail. Send your name and address (no letters) to Mitchum Company, Dept. M, Paris, Tenn. Offer good in United States only.

FREE FASHION GUIDE

Reveals Secret of FASHION WITHOUT FUSS!

"I was the world's worst nag," says Mrs. Bordeaux of Philadelphia. "But through your guide, I am now a happy family again—because we live WITH our furnitures instead of FOR IT. Thanks to my new Window-Clear paint system, I can have FASHION WITHOUT FUSS—beautiful furniture looks like this wonderful new fashion-right covers. Extra-heavy, smooth-as-satin plastic into every detail of color, line, fabric shows thru!...not a particle of soil or stain can stain our furniture! ...they're shaped to fit any chair, they're beautiful. Send them to me for FREE FASHION GUIDE!"

FREE FASHION GUIDE

Reveals Secret of FASHION WITHOUT FUSS!

BURNS TRASH SAFELY OUTDOORS!

End fire hazards—neighborhood nuisance of burning burning bits of paper—sooty ash. Scientific draft design eliminates smoke, small—burns damp, green, dry garbage or refuse to fine ash. Needs no watching. Burns in any weather. Quickly pays for itself. Made of rust-resistant aluminum bonded to steel for longest service. Over 150,000 satisfied users. Approved by fire departments. "I was the world's worst nag," says Mrs. Bordeaux of Philadelphia. "But through your guide, I am now a happy family again—because we live WITH our furnitures instead of FOR IT. Thanks to my new Window-Clear paint system, I can have FASHION WITHOUT FUSS—beautiful furniture looks like this wonderful new fashion-right covers. Extra-heavy, smooth-as-satin plastic into every detail of color, line, fabric shows thru!...not a particle of soil or stain can stain our furniture! ...they're shaped to fit any chair, they're beautiful. Send them to me for FREE FASHION GUIDE!"
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AROUND

Stack 'em up
These contemporary stools that double as tables are beautifully made with hand-woven fiber tops and sturdy hardwood frames. Ebony with brass tipped feet or Danish walnut without tips. Available, too, in Colonial style in maple finish. A wonderful "house" present! 15" x 15" x 16". $19.95 set of 3. Exp. coll. Hassel's, 6715 Bay P'kway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

On base!
Take one square of 8" Italian marble and add to it a plant, an attractive grouping of fruit or a wedge of delectable cheese for a delightful and protective accessory. Brass-ball footed trivet keeps its beauty with a whisk of a damp cloth. Wonderful serving tray, good for setting perfume bottles on, too. $3.95 ppd. Downs & Co., Dept. HG2, Evanston, Ill.

Cat and mouse game
Amusing container for small flowers, this 5-oz. brandy snifter is decorated with a realistic Siamese cat climbing over rim toward a wee china mouse standing inside. Used with flowers, small greens or standing alone, it is a conversation piece. 3¼" high. $1.25 ppd. Page & Biddle, Department HG2, 21 Station Road, Haverford, Pennsylvania.

AUTHENTICALLY STYLED
HAND FORGED
BATHROOM

Colonial ACCESSORIES
Lend new distinction and charm to your home with these beautiful Colonial wrought iron fixtures. All hand-hammered—complete with hammered screws. Easily mounted on tile or wood.

Towel Bar: 12"—$2.95
18"—$3.75
24"—$4.50

Utility Table—$19.95 each, 2 for $39.00
Add $1.50 for shipping.

Write for FREE CATALOG

YOUR ADDRESS LABELS, 1000—81
ANY MESSAGE UP TO 4 LINES neatly printed in black on white, gilt edged gummed paper ¾" in. long. Packed with 2¼ in. purée plastic box and packed in books. (W'holle run available!) Use on checks, envelopes, letters, books, etc. 1000 for $1 ppd. Any 5 or more orders, 80¢ ea.; any 10, 75¢ ea.; any 25 or more, 60¢ each. Great for gifts.

Add 25¢ per 100 extra. Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Bruce Bolind, 20 Bolind Bldg., Montrose 41, Calif., Thank you kindly!

MADRAS SPREADS
hand loomed in India
Turn to the handcrafts of exotic India for an offbeat, original touch! These famed Madras stripes are hand loomed right into the cloth to make a dramatic, yet subtle bedspread, colorfast and washable. While each is a blend of many colors, you have your choice of two predominant tones—brown-gold or blue-green.

Single bed, 72" x 108" $7.50 ppd.
Double bed, 90" x 108" $9.50 ppd.

Write for Free Catalog. Tel. 204, 336, important gifts.

SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL INc.
Dept. 184, 63 Court St., White Plains, N. Y.

MADE IN DENMARK

CIVIL WAR OFFICER'S Utility Table
It's a beauty! HANDMADE of carefully selected hardwood 5¼" solid walnut, it has been hand rubbed by a mountain craftsman to a mellow, subtle tone (natural) finish. Arched restful, the top is 16¼ square and holds into three heights 16", 21" and 24". Folds compactly for storage. You can use several—for coffee table groupings, individual buffet service, unit tables. Each piece signed by the maker.

$19.95 each, 2 for $38.00
Add $1.50 for shipping.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Caro lina Craft ed, Dept. HG-29, P. O. Box 548, Bernville, N. C.

MADRAS SPREADS
• • •

CLASSIC

MADRAS SPREADS
Hand loomed in India

• • •

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed.
SAVE THOUSANDS
Not something to fool around with!
$5.95 ppd.
7'/2" x 7'/2".
Mellow, natural brown.
A classic Roman mantel ordering in hblo.
Finish pine. Reproduced in warm, authentic, American interpretation.
A magnificent Early American reproduction of a classic Roman mantel.

Zinc liner. 9" x 9" x 13 1/4" high. 7'/2" long.
Place it proudly on a stand same as blueprints. Then, believe it or not, you, the layman, who knows nothing about building, can estimate your own costs—In Minutes—after you adjust charts in your own American garden to create a lovely landscape that will endure through all seasons, year after year. The 200 exquisite photographs were taken by the author in Japan.

SQUARE COMPOTE
A reproduction of an exquisite photograph of an exquisite piece that adds gracious accent to the entrance table or the discriminating executive’s desk. Plays soft Continental music when you open the lid! Hand crafted, inlaid and beautifully finished in every detail by the master craftsmen of the old world! Quotations limited by our income tax law. Only $6.95 postpaid. Free color catalog shows other “Capri” imports of musical cigarette boxes.

COLONIAL INSPIRATIONS
WITH THE WARMTH OF OLD PINE
STEEL CLOCK
Like the one in the old North Church. Hamilton plus case houses a galleried, inverted 0-day key wind movement. Finish in mellow shaded green with an expertly molded, aged effect. Hand screeened dial. 13" high. 7'/2" wide.
$30.95 ppd., plus 50¢ West of Miss.

MUSICAL MASTERPIECE
Exquisitely Inlaid!

HOUSE & GARDEN
NEW COMPLETE BOOK OF GARDENS
320 pages, 92 in color... only $10.00. At all booksellers or send this ad with your name and address. When book arrives, pay postman $10.00 plus postage. If not entirely satisfied, return book for refund. TO SAVE POSTAGE, enclose $10.00 with order. Some refunds.

OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN
was the inspiration for these ducklings. Made by Borgesons, of highly glazed composition, they'll pose proudly on a table or bookshelf. In a delightful shade of celadon green. They make a wonderful gift for a collector, as well as for yourself or your hostess. Each measures 5/" high, 4/" long.
$8.50 each $16.00 pair
All prices postpaid.

Little coquette
Be a bathing beauty in the bath (and keep your hairdo intact at the same time) by wearing this nylon lace cap lined with waterproof fabric. A frothy concoction which comes from France, it is bound with elastic to fit all head sizes and comes in two delicious colors: shell pink or pale blue. $5.00 postpaid. Order from Edith Chapman, HG2, Nyack, N. Y.

Dial in style
Heavy sterling silver dialer adds an elegant note to the telephone, longer life to a manicure. 2/3" long, it will remain standing upright in dial when not in use. Impressive shower gift for a new bride, it is $8.00 postpaid, including Federal tax. (Order two for $9.75.) Jamaica Art Silversmiths, HG2, 79-30 164th St., Jamaica, New York.

Color underfoot
You can enjoy spring flowers in the middle of winter with a colorful rug from Kashmir. The white wool background is a perfect foil for multi-color hand embroidered wool flowers. Ideal in size for bedroom, dressing room or bath, it is 6 feet x 4 feet. $11.75 postpaid. Order from: Shopping International, Department HG2, 65 Court St., White Plains, N. Y.

NOW...all American jewelry...FASHION ON THE WING
Traditional symbol of America, the graceful spread eagle, attains the status of high fashion in this charming pin. Finished with a Florentine enameling, it is $5.00 postpaid, including Federal tax. Pin proudly to a basic black dress, a suit, scarf, collar or sweater. 2 1/2" wide. A gift in excellent taste for any woman, any occasion. $9.95 paid, included.

Captive Kid...in an easy baby car seat
• Here is the answer to safe driving with young children on long drives or short trips about town.
• Allows the child to stand, sit, or lie down in comfort and safety.
• It need never be removed—is not in the way when not in use; replaces cumbersome car seats.
• Made of strong webbing, this adjustable belt fastens to the seat back. A perfect baby present.

SATISFACTIONS GUARANTEED. Send check or money order to U. S. Postcard is U. S. $2.50
Harvest House, Inc., 1300 Niagara 8232, Buffalo 12, N. Y.

SHOPPING
**AROUND**

**Show your colors**
On national holidays bedeck the dinner table with Old Glory. This all-silk flag is fitted to a chrome-finished standard and can be raised or lowered on gold hal­yards. Only 12" high, it is signi­ficant and ornamental. Give it, too, as an achievement award. $3 ppd. Powers Manufacturing Co., Dept. HG2, 179 Broadway, Taun­ton, Mass.

**Sentimental charmer**
Give a devoted pair this divided Mizpah coin marked with an in­scription from Genesis: “The Lord watch between me and thee while we are absent one from the other.” 1 1/2" diameter. Sterling or 12K gold filled metal, $6. In 14K gold, $65. Add 10c a letter for personal inscription. Ppd., tax incl. Wayne, HG2, 546 So. B’way, Yonkers, N. Y.

**Shooting iron**

**Worth Looking Into...**

Ever considered selling your particular product or service by mail?
Write us for complete in­formation on how you can sell profitably, here, in House & Garden’s Shopping Around—America’s favorite shop­by-mail center.

**House & Garden’s SHOPPING AROUND**
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

---

**New All-Purpose Deodorant for both Pets and Household!**
Every home needs New Chaperone All-Purpose Deodorant that doesn’t just cover up, but destroys objection­able odors, therefore needs no scent of its own... leaves no telltale per­fume. An absolutely new formula, this All-Purpose Deodorant makes it possible for children, pets, uphol­stery. Eliminates animal odor from chairs, sofas, pet beds.

Also ideal for ending obnoxious odors in the bathroom and sickroom, cooking smells in the kitchen, stale smoking smells in the living room, 6 oz. spray-mist aerosol can only $1.29. Send check or M.O. and we’ll prepay.

**Only $2.98 a yard and it’s 10 feet wide!**
California decorators and architects “up­end” it to drape the widest window wall floor-to-ceiling, with one piece of cloth! No seams to sew or show! Women for quick fluff-dry laundering—never ironed. Looks hand loomed. Smart and service­able for slipcovers, bedspreads, table­cloths.

Send 25¢ for catalog. 11 samples in an interesting choice of textures in both unfinished yardage and pre-shrunk. In natural and off white, in pure white and in custom colors to match your own swatch or paint chip. All are in floor-to-ceiling widths from $2.98 to $4.98 per yard. Instructions are included for auto­matic pleat hooks.

Now you can buy floor-to-ceiling yardage with the pleats already in!

New! Wide home spun professionally platted along one edge and sold by the yard! Double fullness. Washable buckram. All ready to side-form and hang. Plating rod 34 per inch of window rod. (For completed draperies, labor 50c per rod additional.) Send 25¢ for complete catalog described above.

**HOMESPUN HOUSE**
291 So. Robertson, Beverly Hills 9, Calif.

**If Your Child Is a Poor Reader**
See how The Sound Way to Easy Reading can help him to read and spell better in a few weeks. New home-tutor­ing course drills your child in phonics with records and cards. Easy to use. Uni­versity tests and parents’ reports show children gain up to full year’s grade in reading skill in 6 weeks. Write for free illustrated folder and low price. Bremner-Davis Phonics, Dept. F-9, Wilmette, III.

---

**HOMESPUN HOUSE**

**Artisan Galleries**
2103-02 N. Haskell
Dallas, Texas

---

**TUREN, Inc., Dept. HG-2**
Beaver Park, Danvers, Mass.
DON QUIXOTE
hand carved in
MEXICO
From south of the border, the world's most loveable hero, remark-
ably hand carved in
rich, dark wood. Copied from the famous illustrations
of Paul Gustave Doré. Here is an adventurous,
different decoration for a den, library
or living room... or a gift for someone who appreciates fine sculpt-
ture. 19" high.
$5.95 ppd.
Free subscription is free to one new subscriber per
order, or write for free sample copy.

AMERICAN TRADER
Dept. 18, 2 Grand St., White Plains, N.Y.

RUSTIC CEDAR
BIRD HOUSE

You'll enjoy count-
less hours of pleasure
when your bird family
moves into this rustic
wooden bird house.
7½" long, 6" high.
Shipped to you already assembled. (Rustic Cedar
Feeding Station $25.)
Please add 35¢ for postage and handling.

CEDAR PRODUCTS
Box 84, Dept. G-3, N. Baldwin, N. T.

SHOPING

Brush up
Professionals and amateurs will appreciate these 24 camel hair
brushes solidly set in metal grips. Two of each size from number 1
through 12 will give good service. Artists, architects, sportsmen and
housewives can use them for fine line work, broad brush strokes,
cleaning guns. $2. ppd. for 24.
Scott-Mitchell, 415 So. Broadway,
Yonkers, N. Y.

Perfect ringer
The next best thing to a frisky
miniature poodle is an appealing
imitation made of soft nylon
plush. Black as night, it is 22" h.
× 20" l. Bright satin bows bedeck
the arrogant small head, and a
removable collar and leash add a
realistic touch. Both children and
adults will love it. $9.45 postpaid.
Bluette, Inc. Dept. HC 2, 509
Fifth Ave., New York.

In the round
Sturdy, easy to handle stool, 15"
high x 18" in diam., has four
brass-tipped wooden legs, is up-
holstered with colorful Duran
plastic. Good for televising,
telephoning or as a foot rest. In
white, black, tangerine, wine,
sand, turquoise or green, $9.95.
In school or college colors, $11.95
ppd. United Gifts, HC 2, 254 W.
31st St., New York, N. Y.

Center of attraction
Hang them on the wall in pairs, or
groups of four or six, and these
Currier and Ives plates will give a
decorator's touch to foyer, dining
room or country kitchen. Made
of milk glass, the centers are deco-
rated in full color with country
scenes. Each measures 9½" in
diam. $2.95 a pair plus 25¢. Foster
House, HC 62, 430 South Jefferson,
Peoria, III.

BED, CHAIR & AUTO SET
You can enjoy a tray meal, do paper
work, type, color etc., in comfort any-
where. A thousand and one uses in
chair, bed and automobile. Handy
new bookholder and work clip. Tilt-
able aluminum table holds a light-
weight (18" x 12") Masonite top and
(Interchangeable) serving tray, 4-
piece set only $4.95 ppd. Handy Ta-
bles, Box 297, Prairie du Chien, Wis.
AROUND

Weather or not

Keep track of the temperature with a decorative thermometer.

Fine precision instrument gives accurate reading, comes in a gold-finished or white porcelain-like plastic case. It has an easy-to-read dial. Gold case has black dial marked in white; white one has white face marked in black. 14" long. $2.95 pppd. Glasscraft, 920 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Ill.

Sleight of hand

Nestled eggs enchant a youngster.

These, imported from Austria, are beautifully made of hand turned wood decorated with multi-color designs. Three eggs fit one inside the other. Largest is 3" x 2". As a surprise, the smallest egg holds a hand carved Easter bunny. $3.25 complete, postpaid. Gina & Selma, Department HG2, 1046 Lexington Avenue, New York.

In full bloom

White bone china basket filled with hand painted, highly glazed flowers is imported from Ridgeway, England, home of Adderly china. An exquisite ornament for breakfast or table, it would be a cherished gift for a new bride or a weekend hostess. 5" wide x 3" high. $6.75 postpaid. The Landing Company, Dept. HG2, 14-16 150th St., Whitestone, N. Y.

Add sparkle

Easy to install, this glistening chandelier has three tiers of imported hand-cut and hand-polished prisms. Screws into an overhead socket just like a light bulb, eliminating costly installation. Adds formality and elegance to any room. Measures 8" diameter x 10½" high. $23.50 plus 75c. Paulen Crystal, 296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

LAWN PLATE

16" x 16"—1½" Letters Weather-resistant! Facedepor! "Formisca and Bake-life" machine engraved signs—no paint. White letters on black, walnut or stained mahogany background. Custom lettered on both sides for contrast and instant legibility. Complete, postpaid, with wrought iron bracket, screws and 5-hooks ready for mounting. Specify color and lettering with money order or personal check.

THE CORLEYS

FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER! Shipping Box Size: 3½" x 3½" with 2-Color Logo Plate. Order directly, S. W.

COXLEY MFG. CO. BOX 7000, CULLMAN 7, ALABAMA

Early American TOY-CHEST BENCH

FULLY ASSEMBLED !

This is an American wooden toy-chest that is perfect for boys and girls. It is made of solid pine and measures 30" long x 18" wide x 18" high. It features a hinged lid with carrying handle, making it easy to transport. The lid is decorated with hand-painted designs, adding a unique touch to the bench. It is suitable for ages 3-6 and can be used as a playroom or children's bedroom accessory.

AT HOME

in an easy baby

What: A contour chair for babies, designed with a special angle that elevates and supports. Pediatrician-approved.

Why: The Easybaby chair lets the newest-born join the family circle from the very beginning. Gives mother two free hands when feeding.

Where: Anywhere, everywhere—upstairs and downstairs, in car, train or plane.

Hand-finished wood construction in pale pink, blue or yellow. Fully assembled, complete with plastic mattress, safety strap and hidden-holes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order post-paid in the United States. $9.95.

THE PERFECT BABY PRESENT

Hartwell House, 7200 Niagara Road, Buffalo 13, N. Y.

CUTE WAY TO BANISH ODORS—$1

Get rid of odors—simple as striking a match! SWEET SUE holds a box of deodorizer matches, keeps the air smelling fresh all the time! Use this gay little 4½" long, hand-rubbed Antiqued Pine finish wall-plaque in a bathroom, kitchen, nursery, office. More efficient than old-fashioned deodorant bottles. Guaranteed to do the job better than old-fashioned deodorant bottles, or your money back! SWEET SUE, complete with box of Deodorizer Matches, only $1, postpaid. Extra Pack of 6 boxes with over 200 matches for only 69c. Order from Sunset House, 2708 Sunset Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Diamonds at Tremendous Savings

Latest Style Mountings from $25 to $5,000

Buy diamonds and diamond jewelry half-priced from Kasel's, America's diamond specialist. Every diamond is set in a luxurious new mounting . . . graded according to nationally accepted standards . . . and bonded to this effect. For over 75 years, we've served over 1,000,000 satisfied customers. CASH OR CREDIT—10-DAY UNCONDITIONAL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. Send for FREE CATALOG and advice on DIAMONDS without obligation.

KASEL'S

171 N. W. 15, Dept. 908-A

FREE POST CARD! One card at a time. Ask about TRAVEL MONETE WITHOUT obligation. No salesman will call.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

31
Sweater Guards

A new accessory to keep sweaters casually over your shoulders. Guards are five inches long with a personalized slip-on patch and:

A-ROUND, script initials
B-oval, 2 or 3 block initials
C-HEART, script initials
D-SQUARE, old English initials
E-OBLONG, 2 or 3 script initials

Price each: $1.00 each. To order, Write to Catalog Wayne Silversmiths
564 E. 50, BROADWAY, TONERS N. Y.

HEAVENLY COMFORT NEW BLENEMETTE BRA

- no shoulders straps
- no back straps
- no wires, no bones

The ultimate in bosom loveliness. Lifts and holds to youthful high lines. Only adjustable half-way bra ever created. Velvety soft, pliable, sturdy material. Flesh color.

Send check or Money Order. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Sizes A, B or C
2 Pairs only $2.98 Postpaid with Primer to restore adhesive edge of bra

made exclusively by BLEUETTE, INC.
107 5th Ave., Dept. A-76
New York 17, N. Y.

Satin Bedsheets & Pillowcases

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY OFFER!

Extended By Demand

To Celebrate Our 8th Anniversary, we offer you this special savings on our famous Satin Bedsheets and Cases. Made of superb Celanese satin. Guaranteed washable—they last for years. In our regular shades: Blue, White, Pink, Gold, Black, Crimson, Turquoise or Silver Gray. Prepaid. (Sorry, No C.O.D.'s)

Old Bed, 3 sheets, 2 cases—$19.95 (Reg. $29.95)
Twin Bed, 3 sheets, 2 cases—$12.95 (Reg. $22.95)
King Bed, 3 sheets, 2 cases—$27.50 (Reg. $42.95)
3 items extra. In rooms—$2.00 (Reg. $3.00)

SCINTILLA 120 W. Balterman Ave., Chicago 63, Ill.

FREE Booklet

Get full facts, FREE on the most amazing discovery by modern science—CAPRA GEMS. A miracle of science, Limestone was described in recent issues of Saturday Evening Post and Reader's Digest.

They're more dazzling than rare gems, yet cost much less. CAPRA GEMS' refractive quality is actually higher than rare gems. Brilliantly beautiful, dazzling CAPRA GEMS are hand cut, hand polished and hand selected...priced within the reach of all who love fine gems. A 1-carat rare stone costs you approximately $1200. A comparable choice selected, 1-carat CAPRA GEMS is yours for $27, federal tax included...and can be bought in small easy payments.

GET THE FACTS NOW

Valuable illustrated booklet shows a wide selection of men's and women's rings. Gives full details, including prices and settings. Shows all CAPRA GEMS actual size. Limited supply, so send today without delay. No charge, no obligation. Get all the facts on CAPRA GEMS...more dazzling than rare gems.

SEND NO MONEY

CAPRA GEM CO., Dept. HG-29
P. O. Box 5145, Philadelphia 41, Pa.

Hand Hooked Chair Seats

In Wedgwood pattern. Handmade, so no two are identical. All have beige background and rosy ring of multi-colored flowers, but you may specify mainly greens, red, blue or black. 14" wide. $2.69 ea. Sets of four $9.95. six, $14.75; eight, $19.25.
Pd Money-back Guaranteed.

Handyman Mail Order Workshop

529 Elmfield Turnpike, Sturbridge, Mass.

Anyone who is an admirer of horses or love fine gems. A brilliant diamond should help him discover BIG MAN IN YOUR LIFE! Help him discover perfect fit and smartest styling in his hard-to-find big size!

SHIRTS...SHOES...and SOX...for HIM!

Superb dress and sport shirts, cut extra long, with sleeve lengths 35 to 38 in every neck size. Shirts in sizes 10 to 16, widths AAA to EEE, in 21 styles for dress, work, sport or casual wear. Fit and satisfaction GUARANTEED. Not sold in stores—by mail only. Priced amazingly low!

Write TODAY for FREE full color Catalog.

FREE STYLE BOOK

**KING* SIZE

231 BROCKTON, MASS.
As charming as a sunny morning in the French provinces, these two new French Provincial groups by Kling will bring warmth and classic beauty to your bedroom. Look long at Chatillon and Chaumont...imagine this fine furniture yours.

Each graceful group is available in Parisian White with soft highlights and tasteful gold accents (as seen in lovely Chaumont above) or the subtle interplay of grain and carving revealed by Ancestral Tan (like Chatillon below).

Each Parisian White piece is crafted of SOLID Northern hard maple, while the Ancestral Tan finish is used only on SOLID native wild cherry. Both groups, both finishes, are handsome proof of what skilled Kling craftsmen can create from carefully chosen fine hard woods. See them...soon.

For helpful bedroom decoration and furniture care suggestions, send 35¢ (coins, please) for 24-page, full-color booklet. Kling Factories, Dept. HG-7, Moyville, N. Y.
THE GARDEN OF A HOUSE ON HIGASHI HILL IN NAGASAKI, ACT I

OPERA BUILDS A HOUSE

If you have not seen the Metropolitan Opera's authentic staging of Puccini's Madama Butterfly you will have a chance this year when the year-old set goes on tour. The house, designed in two parts, gives a true impression of Japanese architecture, decoration and way of life. The product of a Japanese designer, Motohiro Nagasaka, it was the gift of Cornelius V. Starr, who chose opera as the medium for promoting an understanding of Japanese art.

The opera opens on a flowering terrace outside the house, above. In the second and third acts the interior of the house slides open before your eyes, below. The corner of the house in the first act must withstand the traffic of six or seven people each performance. The main setting has to support some 25 people. For this reason the framework had to be exceptionally sturdy. Raw timber was used but covered with canvas, painted to resemble weathered wood. Clay tile roofs are also represented with paint. On the floors are what look like natural lattices but are actually painted canvas. But the interiors are authentic Japanese. The Buddhist altar at which Cio-Cio-San prays, her fans and looking glass, the screen behind which she retires to commit suicide—all Japanese imports.

Certain compromises had to be made to adapt the architecture to the stage. Openings to the house are a foot higher than normal to accommodate taller, Western performers and the ample proportions of the stage. In the main setting, the roof overhang was foreshortened so as not to obscure the audience's view of the interior. Living room and anteroom were combined to simplify action. The sliding walls, made of translucent plastic rather than rice paper, stand up to the rigors of touring.

Flexibility was also an important consideration in designing the sets. On tour the house is not always likely to find itself a "site" as large as the Metropolitan Opera House in New York. Tucks can be taken in the garden pond if the stage is shallow, or the main house can be used exclusively throughout the three acts. The trees were ingeniously designed by Mr. Nagasaka for easy packing. Blossoming branches slide in and out of tree limbs fashioned like sheaths, tour in a separate trunk.

Anyone whose impression of Japan up to now has been limited on stage to red painted bridges and geisha girls will appreciate the simplicity and taste of a house, setting and performance that are remarkably true in spirit to their source of inspiration.
A new series to guide you on your travels—to let you in on things to see and things to buy that will make your trip doubly rewarding when you get back home.

GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS

—IN THE AUSTRIAN TYROL

By Dorothea Walker

In the old village at Kitzbühel, the 14th century church of St. Katherina

EDITOR'S NOTE: H&G asked Mrs. Richard Walker of San Francisco to report on her trek through Europe last summer and the things she brought home. An enthusiastic skier, she also has a weekend house at Sugar Bowl.

Austria is a garden. And every entrance to it is dramatic. From Garmisch-Partenkirchen in Germany through the Fern Pass, from the stern, dizzy heights of the Italian Dolomites over the Brenner Pass or from Switzerland over the Arlberg, Austria rolls out into a succession of valleys that resemble golf course fairways. Here and there, alpine meadows that ripple with wild bluebells, asters, mourning flowers and crocus interrupt the flowing expanses of grass.

Our entrance was also dramatic, though we took still another way. Our trip began in Munich in a Griesenwagen, a small car that clings like a leech to narrow precipitous mountain roads and goes on like a desert camel for hours without being fed or watered.

Bavaria is an appropriate introduction to Austria. Back in 1848, Bavaria and the Rhineland actually made a plan to form a bloc with Austria and oppose Bismarck and his Prussian followers to the north. The south Germans have been slipping back and forth over the Bavarian-Austrian border for centuries and seem to have stolen a great deal of their neighbors' Gemütlichkeit and gaiety.

With only a few days to squander in Munich, we drove immediately to the undamaged Nymphenburg Palace (so much of Munich has been damaged and restored). It was once the summer residence of the electors and kings of Bavaria. The Great Hall with Johann Baptist Zimmermann's rococo decorations and the corner room on the south side, decorated with 17th century Chinese lacquer panels, are a delight. Also the spacious park, that was first Italian design (1671), then French (1701) and finally English (1804).

But the crown jewel is Amalienburg, the famous hunting lodge designed by François Cuvillies in the 18th century. It was a gift from Karl Albrecht to his wife, Maria Amalia. Even a lukewarm admirer of rococo would be impressed by the Hall of Mirrors, silver and pale blue, and the silver and yellow hunting room with its carvings by Joachim Dietrich. Even a modern housewife, dedicated to Formica and stainless steel, would melt at the sight of Maria Amalia's kitchen, lined with Delft tiles.

There are botanical gardens in the Nymphenburg Palace, rhododendron gardens, ornamental gardens and alpine gardens and nearby is (Continued on page 37)
Green Mountain Ski Centers

Vermont might be called the Ski State of the East, for the improvement and expansion of its ski centers, augmented by the opening of new spots, make it the most popular Eastern skiing preserve. The Green Mountain Boys would be pleased with this show of Yankee enterprise by their descendants and other promoters. Big Bromley at Manchester has installed a double chair lift to supplement the other lifts. They also have a new mile-and-a-half half-mileslope and a 700-car parking area. At Stowe, the Mount Mansfield and Spruce Park areas, there is a building boom that has made 2,500 beds available in the vicinity. Sugarbush Valley, at Warren, is a new million-dollar center with a 9,500 foot lift in the European gondola fashion. Mad River Glen at Waitsfield has a new 1,500 foot Hall T-Bar carrying 300 passengers an hour. North Troy’s Jay Peak, near the Canadian border, has a new 3,600 foot Doppelmayr T-Bar and new trails. A Poma-Lift is new at Okema, Ludlow, serving the lower slopes. Farther south at Mount Snow, near West Dover, a sixth double chair tram, called South Bowl Lift, is 4,800 foot long. At Heartwellville, the 1,300 foot J-Bar was designed for beginners on the “Dutch Meadows” open slope. And there is a new T-Bar at Pico Peak Rutland. There are many other ski centers to choose from in this winter playground of Vermont.

FLORIDA

Arlington Hotel & Baths
Ballroom With the famous Thermal waters at this Spa relieve occupational fatigue, arthritis or rheumatism. While taking a course of baths, play sports, include golf course with club privileges; thrill to box taking in large clear lakes but minutes from Arlington. Enjoy pleasant social activities until exciting new director by Dorothy Draper. Zestful cuisine. For colored holder, write E. L. McFarlin, General Manager.

SAN REMO ISLAND

Useppa Island Club
A private island estate off the Gulf Coast of Florida. Exquisite accommodations in detached one story cottages. Spacious rooms and porches. Dining room, bar and dance patio at the rich house. Excelent golf course, tennis and the world’s best fishing. Consult your travel agent or William P. Wolfe Organization, U. S. Rep., 300 Fifth Ave., New York. (Gagman 5-3214)

MIAMI

The Towers
Miami’s finest apartment hotel! Conveniently yet secluded downtown location, facing beautiful Biscayne Bay. Ample parking adjacent. Efficiency apartments, hotel rooms, and bathroom apartments. Roomy Room for dining; cocktail lounge; entertainment arranged by social hostess. Pool, cabanas, fishing, boating, and other activities “a woman’s away.” Through route to beach. Write for free color brochure!

ST. PETERSBURG

The Huntington Hotel
A most distinguished hotel exuding generally over a beautiful sub-tropical estate. Full social program... Early English Lounge... Dive on a sun-drenched lawn amid lush tropical gardens... Smart shops, theaters nearby... Golf, Horse and Dog Racing, Fishing, Motoring. American or European plan. For colorful brochure write Paul Barnes, Press, The Huntington, or see your travel agent.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Mittlerwill Inn, 2,000 feet high on Cannon Mountain. Picturesque Turnstile notch, complete ski area. Alpine Life, school. Famous cuisine and cellar.

NEW JERSEY

The Lodge at Smugglers’ Notch

HOUSE & GARDEN'S Travelog
A DIRECTORY OF FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS
IDENTIFY YOURSELF AS A READER OF HOUSE & GARDEN WHEN WRITING TO THESE HOTELS FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS

ARIZONA

PATTANA


ARKANSAS

HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK

Arlington Hotel & Baths

FLORIDA

BOCA GRANDE

NASSAU

BEGA MAR

BERMUDA

CASTLE COVE

PEMBROKE

TUCKER'S TOWN

The Castle Harbour

HOUSE & GARDEN
GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS
continued from page 35

the famous State Porcelain Factory where the original rococo figures modeled by Franz Anton Bustelli of Ticino were first made in 1754. Closed since the Second World War, the factory recently has begun to produce again.

Back in Munich that evening, we wandered from the Marienplatz down Kaufering Strasse to the Karlsplatz, meanwhile looking in shop windows and discussing our resolution to buy merchandise in which the basic materials were indigenous to each area we visited. In Wallach’s window, we saw hand-blocked linen—olive green, rich orange, lipstick red, and royal blue—for upholstery and curtains and linen tablecloths. We also saw Bavarian furniture, old pewter, dirndls and cuckoo clocks. Around the corner, we saw fine leather bags with substantial trimming and the famous Munchen candles with bas reliefs of Goose Girls, Red Riding Hoods and Rumpelstiltskins.

Suddenly, in a shop window in the Theatinerstrasse, I saw a dark gray fur rug, inexpensively priced. An indifferent shopper at home, on a holiday I go berserk over things to buy. “Take me back to the hotel,” I said, “so that morning will come sooner.” Between fitful snatches of sleep, when I dreamed that my toes were roving through long gray whiskers, I planned to put the rug beside our beds. Central heat & air conditioning, a 14th century church. St. Katherina, there are also simple, elegant plaster houses. wo(kI trimmed, built by a talented contemporary architect, Ernst Demar. He welcomed visitors to his own house, a treasury of ideas for anyone interested in mountain architecture. There are castles turned pension and in one of these, Schloss Lehmen, we deposited our bags.

It was three o’clock on a Sunday afternoon and we decided to ride the Kitzbüheler Horn overhead tramway for a skier’s view of the Kaisergebirge, a savage mountain range, untamed even by skier’s. As we rose above the ground, I watched the houses diminish and one mountain hut after another appeared. It is extravagant, since proper packing is costly. The worthwhile purchase is a one-of-a-kind piece that can be transported in a handbag. On a bright day in September, we left Munich and drove south on the Autobahn en route to Kitzbühel, via Kufstein, the last main-line station on the Bavarian border. Dominated by the Gerolesbeck, a fortress that was built by the Lords of Bavaria in the 12th century, Kufstein is on the edge of the Emperor mountains at the entrance to the Inn Valley. We were tempted to linger at the Thieres, a large warm water lake nearby, but we had made reservations for that evening and so we continued on our way.

Qualitatively and luxuriously, Kitzbühel is the fulfillment of a Tyrolean dream. There are houses painted with dancing animals and Tyrolean accordion players. You see children with blonde pigtais, wearinguffed-sleeved blouses, full skirts and flowered aprons, pressing their noses against Praxmair’s tea shop window. In the old village you find narrow streets bordered with houses that have pointed arch porches and corbelled eaves—and a 14th century church, St. Katharina. There are also simple, elegant plaster houses, wood trimmed, built by a talented contemporary architect, Ernst Demar. He welcomed visitors to his own house, a treasury of ideas for anyone interested in mountain architecture. There are castles turned pension and in one of these, Schloss Lehmen, we deposited our bags.

We returned to the tramway station by way of a mountain hut where we chose a table on terraced

Continued on next page
Send for these attractive brandy snifters direct from France

Send for these attractive brandy snifters direct from France.

A wonderful way to enjoy HENNESSY SUPREMACY

To sip Hennessy from these exquisite, crystal-clear snifters is to enjoy to the fullest the supreme taste of this magnificent Cognac Brandy. A set of 4 glasses, shipped to you from Cognac, France, is yours for only $1. The coupon is for your convenience.

Hennessy Supremacy is maintained by the world's largest stocks of aged Cognac brandies.

HENNESSY COGNAC BRANDY

BG Proof • Schieffelin & Co., N.Y.

Hennessey, Dept. 4C.
P. O. Box 154, Mt. Vernon, New York
Here is my dollar for 4 Hennessy Brandy Snifters described in this offer. I will pay 15c U.S. Customs handling charges when my glasses arrive.

Name_Signature

Address_Zone_State

Hennessey, Dept. 4C.

P. O. Box 154, Mt. Vernon, New York
Here is my dollar for 4 Hennessy Brandy Snifters described in this offer. I will pay 15c U.S. Customs handling charges when my glasses arrive.
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GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS continued

grass surrounded by sunflowers. A bronzed dairy girl served us with glasses of Austrian beer. She and her husband tend herds all summer. When the weather turns cold, they take the cattle down to winter quarters in the valley and on that day, called the Almabtrieb, the herd girl wears her best dirndl. She bedecks her animals with flowers, ribbons, large golden horns, paper rosettes and wreaths of evergreen. At the boundary of their land, neighbors welcome them with palm besoms, or a piece of Easter bread, good luck pieces for a successful change-over to winter feed.

On our second day in Kitzbühel we went shopping for handmade sweaters and children's after-ski shoes. Subsequently, on the road to Innsbruck, I remember seeing the tiny after-ski boots I had bought—black velvet embroidered in dark red, with solid rubber soles—and decided to purchase several more pairs in the next town. But when we got there I searched in vain. There were no others. That taught me a lesson I kept in mind for the rest of our trip.

Along the carpeted banks of the Inn River, where the slopes above are crowned with old castles and monasteries, you see gardens at every railroad crossing. The gate works manually, so the gatekeeper weeds his garden while he waits for the train to pass by. The tempo of his life is contagious and we enjoyed his geraniums and his red alpine roses until the train gave its thin, high-pitched whistle and disappeared around the bend.

Innsbruck, the capital of the Tyrol, is on the right bank of the Inn River, near the inflex of the Still where the Brenner Road joins the Inn Valley. Not excepting highly praised tourist-conscious Salzburg, Innsbruck boasts the most impressive surroundings of any Austrian city. Mountains with jagged peaks shoot up at the end of the busy Innsbruck streets lined with medieval balconies and doorways.

The town was founded by the Counts of Andechs in 1160 and became the property of the Hapsburgs in 1363. When the Hapsburgs became extinct, it was taken over by Charles V and Maria Theresa. Later the Tyrol became independent and later still it went back to Austria.

The main street of the old town leads to the Goldenes Dachl, a rich late Gothic balcony (1500) with a gilded copper roof that adorns the old Fürstenburg, a palace built by Duke Frederick of Tyrol. Nearby is the Goldener Adler, the favorite inn of Goethe.

Innsbruck’s baroque feast of gilded chelurs, twisted columns and painted heavens grew out of a sort of excessure, a bursting forth from the yokes of religious wars, plagues and Turkish invasions. And so the simple Gothic vaulting in the Hofkirche (Franciscan Church) is concealed by yards and yards of exuberant stucco ornamentation. There is a method, though, in the madness of baroque construction, a balance and precision that are lacking in its frivolous child, rococo. The lovely irregular frivolities are close at hand, too, in the rococo Wilten Church.

We saw some nice porcelain in Innsbruck and in one shop, wonderful hardware including some marvelous heavy hooks. In another shop we found fur lined leather coats at prices that seemed lower than anywhere else in Europe.

The Austrians are artists and though they have produced great musicians, Beethoven, Mozart, and Haydn, they have had no painters of great importance. But every mountain man can draw and paint a little. These people are gifted teachers and through their ability to climb mountains, ski, yodel and dance the Fasnet, they strive to share their country. Their healthy good looks and their childlike sense of humor make their teaching easy to accept.

It was after we left Innsbruck and were sitting over coffee and cakes in a restaurant in the village of Zirl that we overheard this conversation:

“But they can’t speak English in my pension,” said an Austrian girl. “So how can I ask for a bath?”

“Make faces. Wave your arms.” The Austrian boy opposite her jumped up and demonstrated a high dive.

“They’ll think I’m looking for a swimming pool.”

The boy said down and leaned across the table. “I’ll teach you. Now repeat. Ich mochte...”

“Wasser?”

“Ein bischen haben.”

She began slowly. “Ein kleiner...” She then stopped. “What a long word for a bath.”

A short laugh escaped me and the Austrian boy winked. Then we all laughed and he explained that sifovitz is a sweet clear strong Jugoslavian liqueur. She had caught him that time but certainly before the day was over, he would teach her a few nonsensical phrases with which to get tangled in an Austrian conversation. She would soon overcome the shyness that precludes the learning...
Chair backs are sprouting to new heights. With a lurking 18th century air about their contemporary lines, tall, slim, elegant chairs are showing up in many forms. Backs are covered in leather, rich tapestries, brocades, or remain smoothly bare showing sleek open wood frames.

- A portable typewriter called the "Futura" has the same keyboard and accessories as an efficient office machine. When it's time to travel this portable scores another point: two snugly fitted polystyrene "earmuffs" protect its vital movable controls from harmful jolts and jiggles inside the simulated cowhide carrying case. Royal McBee Corp., Port Chester, N. Y.

- Newest preventive of oven-cleaning headaches: an oven that pulls out from the range cabinet like a drawer to rest securely on the drop-down door. You don't have to tie yourself in knots to scrub around in a dark cavern, since a large removable panel at the top of the oven makes the interior readily accessible to scouring pads. The laurels for this bright idea go to Frigidaire.

An unusual method of making room dividers, wall panels and screens has been evolved by Valerie Clarebout in her Greenwich Village studio (82 West 3rd Street, New York 12, N. Y.). Aluminum and copper wire bends to form the outline of the design, pieces of ceramic tile fill in the spaces with vivid color.

- Oranges are having their day at the Pillsbury Kitchens. New in Pillsbury mixes: a delectable Fluffy Orange Icing, and an Orange Pudding-Cake, the third flavor of this popular, easy dessert. . . . Another mix to look for: Goodbody's Irish Soda Bread (the result is a delicious, firm, crisply crusted bread).

- A handy tube to stash away in a kitchen drawer: Magic Fix-All Porcelain, a glossy-white, heat resistant paste that mends nicks, scratches and worn spots on porcelain appliances and fixtures. The patches are washable, and will not chip. Magic Iron Cement Co., 5403 Bower Ave., Cleveland 27, Ohio.

Gas is fed into a new charcoal grill to make broiling and barbecuing easier and more economical. The Char Grill uses "Char-Roks," which heat quickly, stay hot (a huge gas saving), and give meat charcoal flavor. Majestic Company, Inc., Huntington, Ind.

Let's talk dollars and sense! If you're buying a new home . . . or remodeling . . . Shakertown Cedar Shingles are your best investment. Here's why . . . beautiful Shakertown Cedar Shingles give you high quality siding at a lower cost . . . require practically no maintenance . . . pre-stained in 12 decorator colors right at the factory! And Shakertown Cedar Shingles combine beauty with smart modern lines to enhance the resale value of your home!
In Rhapsody, a new way of working with solid silver brings to life more of the rich brilliance of the precious metal... and seems to capture motion in the flowing lines. This lovely sterling lends grace to every occasion... starts a tradition of enduring family treasures, helps you bring up your children happily accustomed to a gracious home.

INTERNATIONAL STERLING... loveliest, by design
Inspiration—here and now

Once or twice in an era a house appears that has validity for its time and its generation. Such was Jefferson’s Monticello, an enduring monument to American ingenuity, vision and craftsmanship. These houses survive beyond their immediate purpose of giving shelter to a family and become classic examples of unfettered architecture, lasting contributions to the American scene and heritage. We are presenting in this issue (pages 58 to 77) a house which we believe is in this tradition. If at first glance it seems to you extravagant or astonishing, remember that there can be no advance without experiment—costly experiment. In its perfection of detail, splendid materials and wealth of ideas, this house represents an ideal. Yet from its grandeur come new concepts of beauty with meaning for all people and appropriate for today’s living. We hope it will inspire you to make your own pattern of living richer and more complete.

You can take steps toward that end right now—without revolutionizing either your present house or your present budget. For instance:

You might set your table in a new, engaging style that by-passes the rule book in favor of your own personal fancy. The settings on pages 54 to 57 will give you an idea of what we mean.

You might enhance your kitchen—not merely its efficiency as a workroom but its whole atmosphere as an area of family delight—by borrowing one or more of the ideas in H&G’s Idea Kitchen which you will find on pages 80 to 83.

You can take a good look at your living room and see how well it measures up to the task of encouraging people to be their wittiest selves—of stimulating the give-and-take of ideas that raises human fellowship to its highest level. For a trenchant commentary on good talk and what it calls for, please turn the page. Then read on to the analysis of “Rooms that revive conversation” on the pages that follow.
Ever since I can remember, one self-appointed mourner after another, suitably wrapped in literary sable, has been simultaneously lamenting at the graveside of conversation and chiseling on the headstone: “Gone But Not Forgotten.” Not even Broadway has enjoyed so many classy funerals.

Clifton Fadiman, an expert on the subject, found only a few fossil remnants during three and one-half years as moderator or chief inciter of a superior radio program simply titled “Conversation.” Of all the famous who faced the microphone in that period, Mr. Fadiman can remember only a handful of true conversationalists. He regards two British entries, Arnold Toynbee and Bertrand Russell, as The Greatest. Americans who made the grade include John Gunther, Theodore White, Adlai Stevenson, Professor Jacques Barzun, H. Allen Smith, Henry Morgan and Fredric March.

This leads me to the conviction that if there is scant conversation around today, there never has been very much of it around at any given time.

A ROOM THAT REVIVES CONVERSATION

THE CONVERSATION POOL

A split-level arrangement satisfies
the instinct to talk around the fire

The oldest and friendliest kind of conversation group is the circle around a fire. Now it has been revived in a new way which H&G calls the conversation pool. Forecast in our January issue, the pool is a recessed area that may be built into a new house (as in the Hallmark House on page 66) or added to an old house, as was done opposite. Here the floor was raised a step above hearth level, then carpeted and cushioned. Flooded with light from a strip in the floor, the travertine hearth has a magic glow as you sit around it on mattresses with your feet on the hearth, or stretch out beach fashion on rattan back rests. Since you are in effect sitting on the floor, you can have ash trays right beside you. Interior designer: Ward Bennett.
sometimes brilliant, profound, inspiring, sometimes gay, cockeyed, wildly funny.

One of the great, pyrotechnic talkers of the press and of this century was the late Herbert Bayard Swope. He struck sparks from any subject he designed to favor momentarily. He could lift any Bayard Swope. He struck sparks from any subject.

It was sad to see Herbie’s bewilderment as he deigned to favor momentarily. He could lift any Bayard Swope. He struck sparks from any subject.

True, Herbie was a monologist, as most all good talkers are. I never saw him bested but once, and that by another newspaper man and monologist, Randolph Churchill, the Human Wind Tunnel. It was sad to see Herbie’s bewilderment as he deigned to favor momentarily. He could lift any Bayard Swope. He struck sparks from any subject.

And to witness his subsequent dazed expression, so characteristic of Churchill’s audiences.

Turner Catledge, the managing editor of the New York Times, is a superb raconteur in a low key and with the gift of perfect timing. Bob Considine is in the same category. Scratch a newspaper man, and you usually find a free-wheeling talker. The late Louis Bromfield, once a newspaper man himself, was an inspired talker who could draw upon an incredible fund of information and formidable lung power. In a way, Louis was a great modern minstrel. He was incapable of telling even the slightest incident without a perfect beginning, middle and denouement. But he was incapable of conversation. Once Louis was off and running, no one could get a word in edgewise.

Time cheated me of the privilege of hearing the Reverend Sydney Smith spin his shimmering conversational webs, but I find comfort and warmth in the memory of a few evenings spent in the company of a peerless raconteur, the late Vice-president Alben W. Barkley. No party could be dull with the guest psychiatrist who occupies his own couch throughout the evening. And rather would I exchange recipes and formulas in Exurbia than be trapped among balletomanes! But then, one man’s lodge is too oft another man’s dodge. Beware of parochial talk if the parish isn’t interesting!

Our querulous age, with the split atom peering over everyman’s shoulder, has developed a type of talk-killer known as the Flat Assertion, always uttered in a tone that invites the listener to put up his dukes rather than his wit. Who has not been scarred by the guest who says, apropos of nothing and in a voice inviting a choice of weapons: “President Eisenhower is the reincarnation of Abraham Lincoln” or “There never was an honest Democrat?” Under such stress, the hostess’s only recourse is to pray that (Continued on page 99)

A ROOM THAT REVIVES CONVERSATION

THE CONVERSATION ISLAND

Circular rug defines a relaxed grouping around a table

Here is an idea comparable to the conversation pool on pages 42-43, but at floor level. Created simply with furniture and a rug, the island opposite is ideally adaptable to any open area where you can’t rely on walls to enclose you. A big round coffee table is the hub; although not as mesmerizing as a fireplace, it has a magnetic quality of its own. The whole conversation group radiates from the table and is framed by a fringed rug. A two-piece angled sofa embraces the circle on two sides, while the oval armchair and stools draw up to complete it. Guests can easily rotate from stools to chair to sofa without interrupting the flow of talk. Tables that back up the sofa at one end and balance the other end give the area a pleasant feeling of containment. Furniture by Harvey Probber. Rug by Bigelow Carpet Co. Shopping information for right and p. 98 see p. 102

HOUSE & GARDEN, FEBRUARY, 1959
Rooms that revive conversation

What the café is to Europeans, home is to Americans who enjoy good company and good talk. But conversation is most apt to flourish where everyone can be physically relaxed. Chairs that are comfortable but not soporific, a table within every hand's reach, an arrangement that lets people see each other without twisting and turning—these are the essentials. Add to them enough light to stimulate bright ideas, enough quiet to ensure a hearing for quiet voices, objects of beauty and interest, and you'll have a room that will encourage the early blossoming of unsuspected wit.

Easily movable pieces are indicated in gray on this plan and those on following pages.

A TWO-WAY ROOM has both areas furnished for conversation and an array of paintings to stimulate it.

You can hardly lack a gambit for conversation when you walk into a room that glows with color like this one—and boasts as fine a collection of paintings, including works by Tamayo, Orozco, Picasso and Dufy. You're also offered an accommodating range of chairs. In the dining area (opposite page, top) planned for between-meals conversation, you can take your pick of the sofa or one of two kinds of open armchairs grouped around the 42" cocktail-dining table. In the living area (right) you have a similar choice between deep or shallow-seated armchairs or the sectional upholstered seats lined up on a platform along the long wall. Loose cushions that fill the platform at one end (see above) can also be used on the floor, and most of the armchairs can be shifted about easily whenever people feel like switching neighbors. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Irving Richards. Designed by George Nelson & Co., Inc.

Continued
ROOMS THAT REVIVE CONVERSATION

You can divide
A LARGE ROOM
into intimate groups

Two sofa groupings
share a pair of chairs
in the center of the room

The mood for conversation dissipates quickly in a large room where all furniture hugs the wall leaving a void in the middle. Here is a far friendlier arrangement: a sofa on each side of the room is the center of a separate grouping where at least four people could talk, relaxed. And either group might be expanded by the two armless center chairs with their own little tables. Owner: Mrs. Clive Runnels. Designed by Baldwin & Martin Interiors, Inc.

An extra long sofa
calls for two pairs
of pull-up chairs

Lofty ceilings usually require large scale furniture to balance them. But a long sofa, though it may seat several people in comfort, will not as a rule encourage easy talk (too much like riding on a subway). In this room the conflict is neatly solved by treating the sofa as if it were two. Each half forms a separate grouping with a pair of Louis XVI chairs, while the long coffee table takes care of everyone. Owner-designer: Melanie Kahane.

A sectional arrangement
turns a corner to
complete one end of a group

A combination of movable and not so movable furniture gives a conversation group a satisfying sense of permanence without rigidity. The open-arm chairs in this arrangement can be shifted to face the sofa or pulled up to join the permanent corner section at the far end where three people can always be comfortably angled for talking. Coffee table in Louis XV style is within everyone's reach. Designed by Isabel Barringer Associates at Cumberland House.
Sometimes the best conversation emerges from one big circle. But since wholesale talk fests usually follow a warm-up period of more intimate discussion, they are best encouraged by a series of intimate seating groups which at any moment can become one. The key to the room above is a custom-built sofa, 21' long, but you could use a series of sectionals. The left end with the armchair and round table form one small group; the corner with its table, a second; the fireplace end with armchair and small table, a third. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Richard Conte. Interior designer: Peter Shore.

An angled sofa is the backbone of three groupings in one.

Continued
ROOMS THAT REVIVE CONVERSATION

You can plan

A SMALL ROOM

as one big

conversation area

A generous grouping

spreads out from the hearth

The fireside is a natural gathering place for conversation in any room, but particularly in a small one, like the one above, where there is space for only one seating group and you don't have to worry about cutting off another part of the room. Here there are no chairs to spare, but the deep-seated loveseat, the two strap-arm chairs and the big square coffee table convey a sense of expansive comfort, and the random striped rug makes the room look wider than it really is. To conserve space and keep the room uncluttered, books and magazines are housed on shelves in hall. Owner-designer: William Raiser.

Corners are put to work to stretch space

Even in a small room you can have a two-part conversation group which can all the more easily become one big one because the distance is not too great to be bridged by normal voices. In the room at left, daybeds banked with pillows to make them more comfortable for sitting are tucked into facing corners connected by a built-in window seat. The bergère promises another kind of comfort to anyone who dislikes to lounge, and those who prefer the floor can borrow pony skin cushions from the window seat. The coffee table, big enough for serving supper, takes good care of half the group; the other is served by neighboring desk at its right and small commode at its left. Room designed by Yale R. Burge for Grosfeld house.

The whole living area becomes a conversation pool

In an open area with little wall space for furniture you can create a conversation group with sofa and chairs that are attractive from all sides and a rug to define the boundaries. In the area at left, one side is open to a larger room, another to a terrace, and a third is marked off by a storage room-divider. But the pool makes the best possible use of the space without obstructing traffic through the house. Interior design by Melanie Kahane Associates.
Good conversationalists, arranging words effortlessly in their brightest order, are invited everywhere, but sprinkled among them you are all too apt to find their grim opposites—those whose discourse resembles a propaganda machine, a general anesthetic, or even a blunt instrument. Unfortunately it takes only one of these pests to put an end to good talk or even to keep it from ever getting started. Sometimes their stultifying chatter can be deflected into more rewarding channels. But often the only thing you can do to give the good talkers a chance is to silence the conversation killer for good—or at least for the evening. Here are some suggestions:

• **THE NON-STOP TALKER.** The number of truly entertaining Non-Stop Talkers in this country is very small, but, curiously enough, the number of people who feel they belong in this category is extremely large. It is difficult to convince one of these that he is not a conversationalist so much as a public address system. But you may help him find it out for himself. The strategy: As soon as he comes to the end of one of his rolling periods, simply remember something you left in another room. Other rooms, traditionally, are a great comfort in such situations. If there are other persons about, a single remark to one of them should force the haranguer to pause for breath, making it that much easier for you to decamp. If your friends are smart they will follow your lead and eventually the Great Conversationalist will be left to enjoy the sound of his own voice undisturbed.

• **THE NAME-DROPPER** is adept at steering every conversation into an area where he can begin his contribution with "As I was saying to Foster last week . . . ."

A sound defense against this menace is to pretend temporary deafness (bad cold, sinus, or other) thereby forcing the specialist in Famous People Who Have Known Me to raise his voice. This is almost sure to make him seem preposterous in a minimum of time—even to himself.

• **THE INDEFATIGABLE LISTENER.** No doubt you've been told that to be a good conversationalist, you must know how to listen. No doubt you've also run across the debilitating character who purports to be all ears. His eyes pinned to yours, gently smiling, he sprays you with more questions than a social worker. They're all about Joe Von, but you know darn well he's not the least bit interested.

The thing to do here is to retreat behind the most invisible of screens. You've just had a particularly tragic personal experience, you confide in him, and right now you want to get as far away from thoughts of yourself as possible. Of course, this may immediately awaken his real interest in you, but you're an untouchable now, and it serves him right.

• **THE PARLOR-EGHEAD** is another breed of long distance talker. Dragging a lectern into the conversation, he proceeds to elevate you with a saturation campaign of heavy-weight musings which can leave you with the feeling that your martini has been drugged. His opening salvo may go something like this: "Did you ever stop to think what this whole thing means? The Organization Man and things like that? What it represents about American life. I mean?" Three questions in a row, but he doesn't expect you to answer them, because anything you say is only a rude interruption. You're expected to let him roam on, untouched, through the dark reaches of the hours.

Fortunately for you he's bound to make a flat statement somewhere along the line. The moment he does, you may leap. You can torpedo almost any remark that isn't downright autobiographical by asking sweetly, like the seeker after light that you are, "On what do you base that?" This knocks his needle out of the LP groove and forces him to think of something to say—which is likely to keep him quiet for some time.

• **THE JOKE TELLER, OR ANTHOLOGIST.** It is his belief that the vehicle of conversation has room for exactly one passenger. He drives through the evening with a clatter of stories in the delusion that he is making a great contribution to the general joy of the occasion. With him, your course is clear. We have all learned the hard way that no joke sounds quite so good the second time around as it did the first. It is even more axiomatic that the teller is excruciatingly aware of this sad but beautiful fact. So let the man tell his first joke. Let him, if you have the patience, tell his second joke. But if he seems about to plow through number three, ask him suddenly to repeat that last one for you. You seem to have missed some crucial point buried ever so cleverly in the rendition. When he tells it again (they always do), no jury in the world can expect you to offer more than the weakest, most condescending of smiles. Next joke, same treatment. His avalanche of Joe Millerisms will come to an abrupt halt and the evening is then cleared for conversation.
ROOMS THAT REVIVE CONVERSATION

A well planned room in action

H&G goes to a party to see how the conversation groups work

When you can get people to sit down at a cocktail party you've taken a big step toward converting frothy chatter into good talk. Words won't do it, but canny arrangements of easy-in, easy-out chairs can magnetize guests off their feet. We saw it happen in Mrs. Harvey Breit's living room, below, when she invited some friends to meet the visiting Australian painter Sidney Nolan. Early guests stood about exchanging small talk re: the weather, personal doings, mutual friends. But the chairs were too inviting—an hour later all were occupied and cocktail party chitchat had given way to lively conversation.

THE ROOM HAS 3 AREAS

The hostess, left, welcomes the guest of honor, Australian painter Sidney Nolan. Beyond them, Mrs. James Johnson Sweeney chats with George Dix of the Durlacher gallery where Mr. Nolan is having a one-man show. Right, Mrs. Breit sits down for a minute next to Mr. Nolan while he enjoys wit of Mr. Sweeney, director, Guggenheim Museum.
1 THE FIREPLACE GROUP

An inviting quartet of French armchairs attracted to the fireplace early in the party, above left, painter David Paine, H&G's decorating editor, and actress Ruth Ford who opens on Broadway this month with her husband, Zachary Scott, in Faulkner's "Requiem for a Nun." Chairs had moved around a good bit by the end of the party, above right, when restaurateur Victor Sardi Jr. was talking with Doris Lilly, author of "How to Marry a Millionaire." Over fireplace: René Bouché's portrait of Mrs. Breit.

2 THE SOFA GROUP

An easy alliance of two more French chairs with a big comfortable sofa survived the party without becoming disarranged. At right, Norman Parkinson, British Vogue photographer, holds bright discourse with Miss Ford and Mrs. Howard Teichmunn about her husband's comedy "The Girls in 309." Hanging above the sofa is a painting by Stanley Spencer.

3 THE WINDOW GROUP

At the height of the party three conversations were going strong. Mrs. Sardi had joined the one by the fireplace and Mr. Paine, the sofa group (in a chair of his own invention). In front of window Mrs. Parkinson and guest of honor shared lovey, flanked by Zachary Scott and H&G's managing editor, sitting on the graceful bentwood chairs. Miss Margaret Carson insisted she was happy with the floor but moved a little later when the talk prompted other guests, right, to pull up bench from its place next to fireplace. Under discussion: the decline of F. Scott Fitzgerald as it had been dramatized in "The Disenchanted" by Harvey Breit and Budd Schulberg.
There's no law that says everything on a table must match, so bring out all your most cherished possessions and see how happily they will mix. French milk glass goblets keep company with Danish crystal in this lighthearted setting for luncheon—and fine china bowls, with black earthenware plates. Imagination put Japanese shells to work as butter plates, an antique Dutch bottle as a decanter, Chinese soup spoons as salt dishes. Designed by Henriette Granville.

Set your table to suit your fancy

It takes imagination to break convention's rules, but it's much more fun.

Delightful settings can be created with objects of beauty or amusement you might never have dreamed of using on your dinner table. Let your fancy roam and see how much it adds to the enjoyment of your guests.

Continued
Take a fresh look at those little treasures you have collected in your travels—they might well add sparkle to your table. A Korean obi becomes a tablecloth of elaborate beauty here. If you’re going by the book, it is too narrow, but who cares? Certainly there is nothing stuffy about the Japanese bronze ducks meandering down the center of the table in lieu of flowers. You needn’t hesitate, if you feel like it, to borrow a foreign custom, too: Place your forks and spoons wrong side up in the Continental manner with the dessert fork and knife above the plate. Designed by Mrs. James E. Kiernan.

Set your table to stimulate the sense of touch as well as sight. Almost everything in the setting at the right and opposite does both—starting with the orange-red cloth of coarse textured heavy linen. The china with its raised design reproduces a pattern created in 1771 for the blind Earl of Coventry who wanted to enjoy with his fingers the motif he couldn’t see. And who could resist fondling the golden vermeil owls with their raised feathers? (One is for mustard, the others, for salt and pepper.) Or the golden eggs which, in contrast, are smooth as glass? The richly patterned vermeil flatware appeals to the touch, too. Fun for the eyes alone: the dark green tôle canopy. Setting designed by Mrs. T. Reed Vreeland for Tiffany. Royal Worcester “Blind Earl” china. Tiffany “Olympian” vermeil flatware.
Radiance, dignity and tranquility are evident in summer evening view of house. Dining loggia at left, living room loggia, right.

Private part of the house. All these are human concerns. That they have been well satisfied is as much the result of perceptive design as of the expenditure of money.

Designed by architects Eero Saarinen and Alexander Girard with Kevin Roche as associate, the diverse arrangements of space give the house wonderful variety inside the 100' long and 80' wide rectangle. Entering the great central living area, which spreads to glass walls and loggias at north, south and west, you feel exuberant and ten feet tall. Then, moving on to the smaller rooms at each corner of the house you gain a pleasant sense of seclusion and privacy. Another element which adds enormously to the family’s pleasure is the way the lighting is woven through the structure. Bands of intersecting skylights pierce the roof and also border the outside walls. The result is a house alive with light. There is overhead illumination by day and night in all but the bedrooms; and in every room except the bathrooms, light pours in horizontally as well from a wide window wall.

The outside walls (see them above) are concrete block covered with richly grained black slate panels which form a dark band around the house and add solidity to its appearance. Both the slate and sliding glass panels between them are a uniform 8\(\frac{1}{2}\)' high. Above the slate the massive, white drum-like roof seems to float. The 10' wide terrazzo terrace surrounding the house links all parts of it, enlarges the living, dining and sitting loggias and forms a sort of Arabian Nights platform on which the house rests. To create the effect of a broader base for the building, a planting of ivy ground cover

Continued on next page
extends 15' beyond the terraces. The framework of the house is steel and all sixteen of the elegantly proportioned steel posts which support the roof are left unceamed and finished in white enamel. Aluminum trims the door openings, sliding glass windows and indoor wall panels.

The organization of the plan in five parts follows the family living pattern ideally. The great center area is a big, handsome, festive meeting room for activities and entertainment. Inspired by old Mid-West farmhouses where all rooms opened on a common room, it has the same magnetic effect, expresses the common unity of the family. Its great scale and magnificent materials are exalting as well. The shape of the area (like a highly irregular cross) is continuously interesting because it looks outdoors on four sides; and at each corner, doors lead to the four other parts of the house.

These are private worlds, almost like separate houses. In the children's world, bedrooms, bathrooms, storage are wrapped around the playroom. Parents have a sitting room-bedroom and a well isolated study. Each of them has a large walk-in dressing room where any disorder can be concealed by a closed door. The guest room occupies its own corner just a few steps from the south terrace. The service quarter, with a kitchen large enough to include a family dining area, also contains a laundry, refrigerator room and capacious, walk-in storage rooms in lieu of numerous little cabinets. There is a basement for storage and for mechanical equipment which produces an ideal indoor climate the year round.

Formality and informality meet happily in this house. The grandeur of the materials and reticence of design may have a formal connotation. But nothing was chosen for show. Everything was designed to make living as pleasant as possible. The house 'lives' informally and practically with an excellent division of shared space and separate space. Each of the four individual 'houses' looks after its occupants well—parents, children, servant, guest. And the family have discovered that such great order brings great freedom. Throughout the house and particularly in the splendidly organized and lighted center room there is a new beauty free of clutter and confusion. It unlocks the imagination, refreshes the spirit, and brings serenity.

H&G'S HALLMARK HOUSE NO. 3

A WONDERFUL PLAN for family unity and tranquillity

Five part plan is all one level, under one enormous roof. Groups of rooms at each corner are almost like individual houses. Each 'house' opens to the great central room where family activities and meals are shared. Carport and guest room are in southeast corner; bedrooms, baths, playroom for five children have the southwest corner and parents have their own, self-contained suite at northwest corner. Kitchen and laundry are in northeast. All these rooms have access to the outdoor loggias on three sides of the house and the 10' wide terrazzo paved terrace surrounding it.

ARCHITECTS:
Eero Saarinen and Associates
Associate: Kevin Roche

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT:
Dan Kiley

Loggia joins living room through wide, sliding windows. Water rains into reflecting pool from jets overhead. Skylights run length of roof.

Additional photographs, page 100
Building data, page 112 Continued
The astonishing blend of exotic and native, ancient and modern, rich and austere that you find in the interior of our Hallmark House No. 3 gives your first view of it the quality of an imaginatively composed painting. Yet in the ordinary sense, this house was not decorated at all. There are no color schemes. There is no matching of woods or fabrics. The style suggests no period—past or present. On the other hand, all the furnishings and accessories seem so much a part of the house itself, you have the feeling each choice must have been inevitable.

The explanation is clear; everything from the major furniture to the smallest decorative detail was the responsibility of Alexander Girard, who, as one of the
From the east loggia you can look across the reflecting pool into the living area with its richly cushioned recessed conversation center and 50' book and storage wall. Divider panel at left, covered with antique Kashmir shawl, screens main entrance.

Architects, had collaborated on the design of the house itself from the very beginning. Some of the furnishings are, in fact, an integrated part of the architectural concept. For instance, the translucent fabric used for all the curtains was handwoven of a dark gray yarn specially selected to blend in rather than contrast with the dark band of glass and slate that forms the exterior façade.

But if you take decoration in its more literal sense of embellishment, this house was decorated as few have been in our generation. It was a process of enrichment that brought out the warmth and sparkle of what might have been austere, even forbidding, backgrounds. At the same time it was this very quality of near-austerity that permitted the freedom and exuberance of the decoration. (Against busier backgrounds it might have seemed garish.)

Everything in the house, says Mr. Girard, was selected on its individual merits, because the family loved it, wanted to live with it. There was only one question: “Is it good enough?” Because everything is good—that is, the best of its kind—everything goes happily together. Surprisingly, the total effect is not one of temporary whim, but of permanence. The rooms in this house are not the kind you would “do over” every year or two. The decoration reflects the same permanent intent as the house itself—a kind of permanence we can still witness today in the interiors of some of the great houses designed in the 18th century.

continued
Most people think of built-in storage as strictly utilitarian—something to be incorporated in the interior architecture in the least obtrusive manner. But in planning the interiors of this Hallmark House, architect Alexander Girard did the exact opposite. He consolidated into one continuous 50' wall a section of which you see on our cover, all of the various types of storage the family needed for the living area and made it a dominant decorative element. Both the design of the wall itself and the collection of objects displayed there reflect the freedom and richness that keynotes the whole interior design. The wall's many sections vary in width. Some contain glass shelves from floor to ceiling; some are cabinets variously dimensioned to suit their contents which include camera equipment, TV, a record player, records and a bar. But all the doors are a rich rosewood, all the vertical dividers, white Micarta. Here and there upper and lower cabinets are separated by niche-like spaces that make showcases for the objects of beauty and interest which the family has collected from all over the world. These niches as well as the back walls of the open shelves are each lined with a different material—burlap, tea papers, book end papers and the objects they frame are as varied in character, origin and intrinsic value.
Victorian montage of flowers made with butterfly wings; an early American carved wood lamb.

Against a background of red tea paper: an east Indian elephant, a Pennsylvania Dutch plaster ornament.

Storage for camera equipment including tripod and film.

French Provincial clock; Hopi Indian dance wands.

On marble counter of bar: Latin-American religious figures of painted, carved wood.

On upper shelves: Venetian glass birds.

Against mottled gold wallpaper: early American tin toys and an 18th century Austrian inlaid cabinet.

Wall continues below, left.

Against pale gold silk paper: a Mexican candelabra from Matamoros Izucar.

Double doors conceal the television screen which may be viewed in privacy of sitting area.

Hanging on wall: an Oriental lute. Below: antique English inlaid marble box; antique African dog.

Framed by shelves and uprights: an original engraving by William Blake.

Doorway to guest room.

Continued
A brilliantly cushioned well in the floor makes a new kind of CONVERSATION CENTER

The vexing question of where and how to arrange a conversation group never arose in planning this house. It was simply built into the floor. This idea with classic precedents is perfectly feasible when architecture and decorating are fused. The unsightly tangles of chair and sofa legs, the ubiquitous end tables, the traffic barrier are all missing. Instead, the architects’ exciting concept of fluid and closed space has created inside the open living room a smaller “room,” compact and inviting, with the seating capacity of four 15’ sofas. Rich, textured silks from all over the world cover seats and pillows (in summer, all covers and the rug are removed and replaced by cooler colors). For entertaining, flexible groups of chairs and tables are set up near the fireplace, but it is to the colorful center oasis that guests naturally gravitate for after-dinner coffee and talk and where members of the family retire for a relaxing hour with a book.

Circular fireplace is screened by heat-resistant folding glass panels that reflect sparkle of firelight.

Padouk wood steps to conversation center are laminated with rubber strips to make them skidproof.

Conversation center (left and above) provides a raft of seating without blocking floor area or vista through window. Marble coping makes handy counter for ash trays, glasses. Floor-level view is uncluttered by furniture, even the underside of the piano is lacquered dark-red so it won’t be distracting. Only ornamental plants, accessories meet the sitters’ gaze.

Continued
Softly flattering light borders the living room ceiling and gives a glow to marble walls and travertine floor. (Walls are silicon treated for easy upkeep; floor never needs to be waxed.) Ceiling spots light fireplace seating group, removed in this picture to emphasize architecture.

H&G'S HALLMARK HOUSE NO. 3

A new concept in LIGHTING—an integral part of the architecture, it adds constant enchantment

The radiance that pervades the living room dispels any notion that marble walls and a travertine floor must be austere. In the light that fills this area by day and night, the marble panels, sand blasted to a mat, warm-toned finish, glow richly. And the light is bright—bright enough for you to read a book easily in the conversation center, which is 20 feet from the nearest window.

In the photographs above and opposite, you can see the frosted-glass light panels that border the ceiling of the whole room. The sketch opposite shows how daylight comes through these panels from skylights which pierce the roof. Carried through the entire house, the skylights cross the length and width...
of the ceiling in four bands like a gridiron and admit evenly diffused light. (Skylights are also set into the roof overhangs to light the terrace that surrounds the house.)

At the ridge of the skylights there is a continuous strip of fluorescent tubing to provide night light. Spotlights to light the dining table, piano, and larger pieces of furniture are concealed in the ceiling and equipped with dimmers. The whole lighting system is housed in the space between the 18" steel beams that frame the roof—a neat device of architect Kevin Roche.

At the borders of the living area, this unique lighting raises the ceiling height to an impressive 10'. At the same time it gives an intimate, dropped-ceiling effect to the fireplace and conversation center, as well as to the dining and sitting-room areas which can be closed off from the rest of the room by drawing curtains on ceiling tracks. The lines of demarcation of these living room areas are also defined by the skylights overhead.
H&G'S HALLMARK HOUSE NO. 3

THE DINING ROOM
is free in spirit, elegant in materials

A built-in marble table, 8' in diameter, is the dominant feature of the dining room. Frozen to the floor, it admits of no impromptu scene shifting but, like the living room, is intended to give a feeling of stable grace and order. Unique in design (in the center is a plastic bowl with removable glass top), it can be varied in provocative ways with fantastic table accessories, colorful china and glass. The centerpiece can be living flowers one day, an illuminated fountain the next (see diagram, at right). The sloping base of the table gives plenty of leg room and the chairs are comfortably contoured. Underscoring the table is a rug designed by architect Girard and made by Aubusson in France. (It is tailored to base of the table.) The dining room serves best for small dinners. For larger parties, table acts as a buffet, bridge tables are set up in the living room.

Brass pipe
in table base pumps water to fountain jets in bowl, which is lighted around edge.

Opposite:
“Break the rules” is the precept of Alexander Girard whose table settings provoke comment by their piquant anarchy (achieved by a master hand). Here he plants the permanent centerpiece with grass and a painted iron candelabra and surrounds it with a colorful wood frame bearing Siamese flower pots, Benares angels, fat Austrian candles, German porcelain plates, Bohemian and opaline glass and Meissen-handled flatware add to the melange of colors, shapes and patterns. Final frivolity: foil-wrapped candies.

Continued
The playroom for children of varying ages is a cheerful setting for study or fun. It even boasts a miniature piano. The carpet, designed by Alexander Girard from every color in the sample book, is especially practical because individual squares can be easily replaced when worn. Plastic-topped storage units hold toys and games and white plaster walls make good background for showing off prints, collection of toy soldiers in hanging case, library treasures.
THE CHILDREN

enjoy their own small world—
colorful, open, carefree

Every child's wish for a "pretend" house of his own is realized in this completely furnished and self-sufficient wing which even has a utility room complete with washer-dryer and linen storage. Here the children can feel free to develop their own tastes and pursue their own interests within the framework of family life. Although the space allocation is impartial and the central playroom common property, each child has plenty of room for personal belongings, a bulletin board and a well lighted desk. With plastic tops on tables and counters, molded plastic chairs and soil-resistant finishes, there is no need for the young to restrain their high spirits. The colors throughout are designed to appeal to a child's love of the vivid. Girls' rooms run to pastels, the playroom is a patchwork of strong, bright tones. The plan of the wing allows the children to come and go without detouring through the main living areas—the playroom hall leads to the small TV sitting room which in turn opens directly to the outdoors (see plan, page 60).

Each little girl owns a cherry wood storage wall with desk, mirror, a bed with a cane headboard and built-in reading light.
Master bedroom has subdued, restful air. Bed wall is covered with gray silk wallpaper, sofa and chair with Siamese silk wallpaper, sofa and chair with Siamese silk

**H&G's Hallmark House No. 3**

**The Parents'**

Private preserve is serene and self-sufficient

*Bedhead controls* draw the curtains, switches operate the bedroom and outside lighting.
Fireplace wall is an attractive hiding place for personal possessions, TV. Hinged doors at the top are made of perforated aluminum lattice painted white which makes an ideal surface for a collection of family mementos, old prints, paintings and small decorative accessories.

Privacy, an estimable word which is fast becoming a rarity, is an essential part of the planning of this Hallmark House. By designing a series of separate yet merging parts, architect Kevin Roche ensured that when parents or children felt the need of retreat they could have it without disturbing family harmony. Here the master bedroom has been restored to its original purpose and dignity. More than just a chamber for sleeping, it is furnished with beautiful things and rich textures, a comfortable sofa and chair and a red lacquer antique Chinese coffee table handsome enough for the living room. The room's sumptuous yet orderly air, the collection of personal treasures and the fireplace (a welcome bedroom luxury too seldom seen) recall the spacious comforts of another age. The background is serene: walls of gray and white, gray and blue silk upholstery, a gray Moroccan rug, white over-curtains with a red and gold geometric design. Scrupulous attention was paid to small details that make for perfection—even the curtains are beautifully finished with a shirred heading. The bedroom does not have to be cluttered with chests. There are three separate storage areas near the bedroom: two dressing rooms, each with a mirrored wall, compartmented shelves for hats, shoes, shirts, pull-out trays for small items, closets for hanging clothes, plus one walk-in closet just for luggage. Opening off the bedroom is a sizeable study in the same muted colors.

Continued
A cheerful spot for family meals is the kitchen's dining area with white plastic-topped table, blue plastic-covered chairs. Skylight illumines island counter; fans in hood over cooking counter dispel odors.

The architects' conviction that the best storage is unseen worked out as successfully in the kitchen (usually the most over-stocked room of all) as in the rest of the house. Walls freed from the usual hanging cabinets and a sparkling blue, gray and white color scheme give the kitchen a sense of space and tranquility, making it an inviting spot for children's dining and occasional family meals. The two sleek work counters (one topped with white Micarta, the other with stainless steel) hold dishes, place mats and cooking necessities in addition to the under-counter dishwasher and warming oven. Food is stored in two walk-in rooms (one refrigerated, the other not) near the service entrance where a package receiver takes deliveries. An equally capacious walk-in china closet near the dining room holds everything needed for table settings, down to the last finger bowl.
A clear lane to the dining room is preserved by good organization of kitchen space. At right is two-counter work center that parallels dining area.

Blue mosaic tiles from Italy line wall above counter, left, which has barbecue with hinged lid, above. Island and cooking counters are in direct line with ovens and refrigerator. Island cabinet, above right, stores linens.
Are your heating bills too high?

Your house may be wonderfully weather-stripped. It may be well insulated, too. You may even have the best heating system that money can buy. Yet you may be spending several hundred dollars a year more than you need to spend for fuel. You cannot, of course, use coal in an oil burner or run a gas heater with electricity. If you want to switch to another fuel you will also have to switch burners. But don’t confuse the source of your heat with the system that distributes it through the house. Most heating systems offer you a choice of two or more fuels. For instance, coal, fuel oil, natural gas, LP gas and electricity all may be used to operate a warm-air system. And, each of these fuels would give equally good results provided the equipment has been properly installed and the house is insulated and winter-tight. But, depending upon where you live, one of them might cost as much as four times more than another. So the expense of installing a new burner might turn out to be your smartest economy, since one or two years’ savings on fuel might cover the whole cost.

The big cost differences between fuels are due to a variety of factors: availability, sales volume, competition and transportation. A family living on the New Jersey coast, for instance, can buy fuel oil cheaper than a homeowner in Minnesota, simply because it is cheaper to move oil by ship than by pipeline, and heavily populated New Jersey consumes a bigger volume than more sparsely populated Minnesota.

HOW TO FIND OUT WHICH FUEL IS CHEAPEST

The only reliable way to compare fuel costs is to weigh prices in terms of heat value—the one common denominator.

To help you determine the least expensive fuel in your own area, H&G has prepared the table below. Fill in the first blank column with the unit cost in your area for each fuel. Then multiply these figures by the conversion factors which allow for the efficiency of each fuel. The result will give you the cost per hundred million BTUs, the standard units for measuring heat. Although a hundred million BTUs sounds like a lot of heat, it really is not. An average house in the Middle-Atlantic states will require roughly 100 million BTUs during a normal heating season.

The sample below the blank table illustrates how a Baltimore resident would fill in the blanks. But, don’t let this sample mislead you into thinking that electricity is always the costliest fuel. In some areas it may be the least expensive. If you study the table, you will see that a very small difference in unit price—as little as three cents on a gallon of fuel oil or a half-cent on a kilowatt hour of electricity—would make a huge difference in your total heating bill.

Fuel cost conversion table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Your local cost per unit (a)</th>
<th>Cost conversion factor (b)</th>
<th>Local cost per 100 million B.T.U.’s (a) x (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>100 Cubic ft.</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP gas</td>
<td>Decatherm</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthracite coal</td>
<td>Ton</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Kilowatt hour</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data for Baltimore area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Your local cost per unit (a)</th>
<th>Cost conversion factor (b)</th>
<th>Local cost per 100 million B.T.U.’s (a) x (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>Gallon</td>
<td>$0.1073</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>$1.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>100 Cubic ft.</td>
<td>$0.112</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>$0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP gas</td>
<td>Decatherm</td>
<td>$0.088</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>$0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthracite coal</td>
<td>Ton</td>
<td>$0.2288</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>$1.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Kilowatt hour</td>
<td>$0.1607</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>$0.144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OTHER FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT FUELS

Although it is tempting, it is not wise to evaluate fuels on the basis of cost alone.

Each of the different fuels offers certain other advantages which may outweigh the cost differential, especially if it is slight. Only you can decide which is worth more to you.

**FUEL OIL**, also known as #2 oil, liquid distillate or heating oil, may be used to operate either radiant-heat systems which consist of warm water coils located under the floor or along the baseboards, or warm-air installations in which heated air is blown through ducts. Although many people think of fuel oil as a syrupy black liquid, it is actually a close cousin of kerosene—light, golden and clear—which is completely combustible and leaves little or no residue. Another asset is its safety. It will not burn unless it has been atomized with air in a properly designed chamber. Also, a several weeks' or months' supply may be bought at one time and there is little danger of running out of it unexpectedly since most dealers now keep a degree-day record that warns them to deliver a fresh supply before it is actually needed. Budget payment systems are normally offered, too, to spread the season’s cost over several months. The lowest prices for fuel oil are to be found along the eastern seaboard.

**LP GAS**, which is also referred to as bottled gas or bulk gas, is an easy way of saying liquid petroleum gas. It is a by-product of natural gas which has been converted to a liquid through compression. There are two common types: butane and propane. Because propane boils or turns to vapor (a must for burning) at temperatures well below zero, it is the more desirable for general heating purposes. Butane with its higher boiling point is used mostly for cooking purposes in warm Southern climates. Like fuel oil, LP gas may be used for either warm-air or hot-water heating, and it offers the same advantages of cleanliness and home storage. Gas suppliers also use either the degree-day record system to keep track of when customers’ fuel supplies need replenishing, or metering devices which tell homeowners when it’s time to order more. (Since LP gas is a derivative of natural gas it is least expensive near the principal sources of supply: the gas fields of Texas, Oklahoma and southern California.)

**ELECTRICITY**, although it is not technically a fuel (it’s the energy resulting from combustion which takes place at the utility company’s plant), is growing fast in popularity as a heating agent due to technological advances and the continuing downward trend of rates. They vary widely, however, from the lows of the public power areas of Tennessee and the Pacific Northwest to the highs of heavily populated urban centers where installment and maintenance of underground power lines are necessarily expensive. Electricity may be used to operate a variety of radiant systems consisting of coils or wires embedded in walls, ceilings and baseboards. These systems furnish the cleanest heat because they do not require combustion, and the equipment normally takes up less space.

Radiant heat (whatever its source) is noiseless and draft-free because it warms objects—chairs, rugs, people—instead of warming the air and setting up moving currents. What’s more, with an electric radiant system, as with zoned heating, you can turn the heat on or off in one room independently of the rest of the house, which means more possibilities for economy and close temperature control than you get from other systems. Electricity in the form of the electric heat pump is used for warm-air heating systems, too. These can also be used for cooling in the summer without additional installation costs.

**NATURAL GAS**, may be used for either hot-water or warm-air installations. One advantage in using natural gas is that you never have to worry about its running out as a result of your own forgetfulness. The long life expectancy and low maintenance cost of gas furnaces are other points in favor of this fuel. The newest development in gas heating is the combination unit which offers year-round air-conditioning for an installation cost only slightly higher than the simple, single-purpose heating plant. The cost of natural gas goes up the farther you live from the gas fields which are concentrated in the Southwestern states and southern California. In Amarillo, Texas, for instance, a decatherm (10,000 BTUs) of gas costs about one-sixth of what it averages in the New England states.

**ANTHRACITE COAL**, once the most common of fuels, is now staging a comeback in its natural market area as determined by transportation costs—the middle-eastern United States, east from Ohio and north from Virginia—due to the rather recent revolution in coal furnace designs. These new units, adaptable to radiant hot-water and warm-air systems, have done away with the bugaboos of shoveling coal and disposing of ashes. They now handle these problems automatically in ingenious ways. There are not only mechanical stokers but vacuum devices which suck the small amount of ashes left by a high-grade smokeless hard coal into bins, bags or boxes ready for pick-up. One of the greatest single advantages of coal is its safety. It is not easily ignited in storage areas nor subject to spontaneous explosions.
A kitchen where springtime never ends

To make your kitchen a joy to work and play in the year round, we have planned a palette of sunny colors, a flood of light, a host of surprising efficiencies.

What pleasanter atmosphere in a kitchen could you want than that of the first warm day of spring? H&G's Idea Kitchen, an all-gas kitchen designed with the cooperation of Republic Steel, achieves this atmosphere all year round regardless of the whims of the weatherman. Here's how it is done: The color scheme is sunshiny—closely related yellows accented with bright blue and red. The luminous plastic ceiling sheds light that is like sunlight falling through leaves. The floor is covered with a wonderful tile which looks woody and elegant at the same time: plasticized teak veneer backed with cork for underfoot resiliency. And there is a lot of genuine greenery growing in—of all things—a greenhouse which is right in the kitchen. The kitchen's other surprises—such as a sewing center, a teenage corner fitted with ice cream soda bar and TV, a communications center with intercom, radio, and outside phone—are planned to allow for a maximum of efficiency plus family fun. You will see them in detail on the following three pages.

The glass-walled greenhouse creates lively light patterns on the kitchen floor by filtering sunlight from outdoors through its flourishing greenery. It is a curved-eave aluminum greenhouse prefabricated by Everlite. Kitchen flooring is Vinylwood by Dodge Cork. All cabinets, stainless steel countertops, sink by Republic Steel; plastic countertops, dumbwaiter interior of Panelyte; luminous plastic ceiling, by Wasco; gas appliances, by RCA Whirlpool. Tableware and ovenware is from Halle Brothers, Cleveland.

Shopping information, page 102
Kitchen sewing center is logically located near the laundry center.

This trio pinpoints the kitchen’s palette: H&G’s Citron plus Persimmon and Cerulean blue.
Here are six highlights of our springtime kitchen

Ha&G's Idea Kitchen is furnished with standard equipment which you can order from a catalog, but some of it may surprise you—perhaps because you've never seen it used in a kitchen before (like the greenhouse), or perhaps because you haven't thought about it for a long time (like the dumbwaiter). The somewhat staggering amount of equipment is neatly fitted together in a logical overall scheme. Related appliances, like those for the preparation of food, are grouped together to create six distinct work and play areas, and there is plenty of open floor space for family traffic. If you compare the numbered photographs at the right and opposite with the plan, you'll see how and why this kitchen works.

1. The dumbwaiter richly deserves the revival Ha&G forecast in January. An efficient way to take food from floor to floor is essential in the two-storied houses which are becoming more popular again—and the dumbwaiter is the answer. This one—a Butler Jr.—is a far cry from the hand-operated horror of Grandmother's day. It is prettily lined with floral-patterned Panelyte plastic and operated by push-button controls.

2. The food preparation center puts everything within easy reach for cooking with gas. Fresh fruits and vegetables are cleaned in the sink, then either stored in the gas refrigerator to the right of the built-in oven, or cooked in the oven or on the range. Chinese vegetables in the photograph at the right are ready to be cooked Oriental style in a wok—the Chinese quick-cooking pan which fits neatly over one of the surface gas rings.

3. The peninsula serves a dozen purposes in the kitchen. Located near the service entrance, its stainless steel countertop is a handy place to put packages. Built into the top are two food-preparation essentials: a sink, and a Nutone food center consisting of a built-in motor which operates five Nutone appliances—mixer, food blender, meat grinder, sharpener, and fruit juicer. These and other utensils are stored in yellow under-cabinet cabinets including one at the end fitted with a "carousel": revolving shelves that guarantee easy access to all of the cabinet's contents. Peninsula also houses a dishwasher.

4. A teenage corner caters to the size and inclination of youthful appetites with a built-in soda bar complete with compartment for storage of ice cream, and with a grill (to right of soda bar) for barbecuing hot dogs and hamburgers. Under-counter freezer has ample space to store food for the rest of the household. TV built in upper corner cabinet can be viewed with snacks in hand from bar height table, or from any other part of the kitchen. Stools and table are of expanded aluminum finished in Ha&G's Cerulean blue and Peacock green.

5. A communications center keeps the kitchen in touch with the rest of the house via an intercom system, and with the rest of the world by telephone and radio. On the counter is the same white plastic flowered in gray and beige that lines the dumbwaiter. Infrared lamp under cabinets keeps plates warm.

6. The greenhouse brings year-round foliage into the kitchen as well as insuring it for the rest of the house. Here is a neat little house where you can grow tropical plants and herbs for cooking and start seedlings to put in your garden when it's springtime outside as well as in the kitchen. Greenhouse storage cabinet provides room for vases, plant foods, garden tools.
4. Teenagers have their own corner for food preparation and fun.

Efficient plan is marked by good balance between compact work centers and open floor space.

5. Communications center includes intercom, radio, beige telephone.

6. Greenhouse is a handy half-step across from the kitchen sink.

Cabinets in greenhouse store plant-growing materials.

Additional information, page 102.
Your life sets the outdoor pattern

The more you demand of your home site the more you are likely to enjoy it. For unlike the house itself, your landscape is never still. Leave it alone and it may become either a slum or a jungle in a single season. Plan it as an extension of your family's life and it will improve, as the years pass, precisely because of the affectionate use you give it. For while the best of rugs may wear out, a good lawn is constantly renewable. And, within the broadest of limits, the living space provided by a good landscape plan may be both renewed and re-arranged as its plants and its owners grow.

One secret of a good landscape, as of a good house, is planning. Without conscious planning for the widest possible use, neither of them will yield a fair return on the time and money invested in them in the first place. So the first step in planning your landscape is to consider all the things you might do with it at the same time that you provide for the things you know you will want. Another secret of a good landscape is, of course, a good house. Just as your landscape plan should serve and augment your house, so your house plan fails of its full purpose unless it makes the site freely and logically accessible from within. Last month, in collaboration with landscape architect James Fanning, H&G explained this general two-way house-and-site relationship and the part the arrangement of your grounds plays in it. On these two pages and the four that follow we give you the specifics of one site for one family and its friends. In the helicopter view at right, both the land and the people are revealed so that you get a quick insight into the kind of family that lives here. In this and later issues you will see how the plan developed and why, learn the ways in which it satisfies the needs and challenges of contemporary living for its imaginary owners, discover the beauty it gains from fine plants and flowers.

What your landscape will contain is governed not so much by the size of your lot as the dimensions of your home life. On even a small site there is room for a swimming pool if you really want it. And there is always room for good grass and a few trees, for a terrace and a flower bed, and for the automobiles that are so much a part of any living pattern. You will find the elements of the living landscape above explained on the following pages.
For the plan and planting details, please turn the page . . .
ALLOT SPACE
ACCORDING TO USE

to provide for every kind of living

you can't put within four walls and a roof

The problems facing you, if you design your own landscape—or facing your landscape architect if you retain one—are the same. So far the most part are the ways in which solutions are reached. The landscape architect is better at developing sites than you are and probably knows a good deal more about plants. The amount of planting advice necessary for basic planning, however, may be otherwise available. You should be competent to analyze the way you live, what outdoor accommodations your family would like, how much of an establishment you would enjoy and can maintain, what future trends may change the course of your family life. As outlined in January H&G, all these things and more are important. "Design" of itself need not frighten you. Paperwork is limited. While a high degree of skill went into the plan opposite, it is neither contrived nor complicated. Read the facts. Now be your own detective and deduce from the facts the kind of family this lot was planned for, what kind of friends and what interests the site appropriately serves. (Perhaps you will recognize yourself better in the plans to be presented in succeeding issues.) Above all, bear in mind, as we did, that families grow, interests change. Remember, too, that there is nothing like a well planned house and lot to broaden your life.

Divide your site into functional areas

Sooner or later your lot will divide itself into areas defined by the way they are used—and in good planning that means sooner. To preview the plan after the fact: dotted lines and numerals on diagram at left show how site divisions were apportioned for H&G's Living Landscape. Entrance and automobile area (1) adjoins and merges with transition area (2), garden service area (5). Adult relaxation area (4) is accessible from vegetable and cutting garden and service center as well as recreation and entertainment zone (3) consisting of pool, porch, picnic ground.
Driveway is your welcome mat in this motorized day. H&G's recommended welcome to both guests and public is a drive with an unobstructed view from and to the street. A planned and planted parking lot (to be fully illustrated and described next month) receives and conveniently accommodates all the cars that serve your daily needs. From this motor area, family reaches garage and all functional areas; service agencies reach all service areas; guests may go directly to house or pool.

Transition zone is neither all public nor all private: it is a mixture of both. Handsome and well arranged planting pleases the arriving guest and passersby, enhances house architecture, gives room for gardeners to exercise talents, adorns well traveled path to entertaining area.

Dressing and equipment quarters are essential for best use of pool and maintenance of this carefully planned site (though site itself need be no larger than 150 by 200 feet as shown here). Separate doors lead to bathers’ rooms and storage space for heavy garden equipment. Steps lead up to pool.

Family recreation center is heart and vitals of your whole family zone. Here life moves outdoors with the season, through the plant gallery and breezeway-porch to the sheltered terrace and the simple, serviceable rectangles of pool, surrounding turf, cut stone paving. Birch in plant island shades porch.

Pool is the hub of a well planned and economically designed outdoor world for family and children. Around it, if not always in it, groups of people lounge, play, talk, read, putter and, of course, eat. You can dance on porch and paving. Pool is of standardized construction, need cost no more than a car but should be well kept.

Two retaining walls control grades above and below the pool. They may be stone, concrete or block. Upper wall, top of which is flush with lawn panel, is planted with firethorns. Against the lower wall are trailing roses. We chose a sloping lot to show how digging and filling for pool balance each other.

Room to grow in may be picnic area—with barbecue, outdoor music system, night lights—or a lovely wildflower and woods garden. To begin with we are betting on the picnic ground (see our June issue). No boundaries have been shown with this plan because they are not especially significant here. Two-thirds of an acre or an acre would allow ample room for more gardening interests (to be discussed in a later issue), more play space and more planting for privacy.

For answers to specific landscape problems, turn the page.
FIVE WAYS TO SOLVE SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

You may find your own answer in the experience of others

How to minimize the effect of a slope: Build a flight of wide, slab steps (above) that look like a well designed ramp from the top, provide strong horizontal accents against the pitch of the bank as you look up at it (right). Rows of blue fescue clumps enhance effect of length, contribute to strong pattern of steps and open fence that divides the public area from private. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bauer. Edward Huntsman-Trout, Landscape Architect.

One of the best tests of a good landscape plan is the degree to which it does what it was intended to do—which is really just another way of proving the pudding. So after you have studied the preceding four pages, and before tackling your own particular problem, look about you in the neighborhood where you live or are going to live. You can tell a lot about the quality of a landscape from what you can see as you pass by. Honestly admiring strangers will often find at least a civil welcome from even the most privacy-bound landowner. Plans and photographs of good landscapes and good gardens (they are not necessarily synonymous) abound. Above all, turn to the expert and the professional when you can. Arrange for consultation on fundamentals or special parts of your problem if you don’t need full service. In short, accept the fact that you cannot think of all the answers—even all the questions. Take wise council. Turn the things you see and like on other sites to your own best advantage. You will find three kinds of materials ready to serve you: first the land itself, shaped and rearranged as necessary; second, the ordinary structural materials—wood, masonry, metal, natural stone; third, living plants. Plants, when you come right down to it, are the payoff. You have seen proof in the foregoing drawings and plans. It is immediately apparent in the landscaping on these pages. And with the plants you make free use of the air and water, the sunlight and space that give them their life and beauty.
How to isolate an entrance: Use structural extensions of the house to carry privacy out into the open landscape and seclude rest of site. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Arian, Royston, Hanamoto and Mayes, L. A.

How to open up an outdoor room: You will never do it just by removing one wall and a roof. You must, rather, enclose open space without constricting it, gain privacy without excluding sun, air or a view. Cape Cod beach house. Stanley Underhill, L. A.

How to give space a pattern: Provide a change of surface (here a masonry terrace) and outline it in sweeping curves that emphasize space, instead of repeating lines of house. L. Schuman house. Lawrence Halprin, L. A.

How to plan a lot for living: Vary your levels, vary your paving, build an open roof, erect friendly fences, furnish areas for comfortable use. The Morley Baeer house. Lawrence Halprin, L. A.
Corkscrew

APÉRITIFS
BY JAMES A. BEARD

The French, who are a chatty people, love to sit in cafés before lunch or after work hours and sip an aperitif. It is an endless source of wonder to many Americans who tour, how the average person in France can contain himself with one aperitif, while sitting discussing the world’s problems or gaieties with a group of friends. Ours is the custom to rush in and down several jolting cocktails as quickly as possible and rush on to the next date. I am not so sure that the gentler way is not the better way. An aperitif, says Mr. Webster, is a little alcoholic liquor taken before a meal to stimulate the appetite. In France and Italy, it usually has a wine base.

The French and Italian aperitif wines and aperitifs might be arranged in the following classifications:
1. The Vermouth School
2. The Quinquina School
3. The Bitters School
4. The Absinthe School

One striking thing about those preprandial drinks is that the majority of the Europeans drink them at room temperature. It is my advice, if you are interested in tasting these wines for the first time, that you make comparative tests to see whether you prefer ice or hot temperature; and if you prefer these icced, you might, as do the people in Jerez with their sherries, chill them in the refrigerator so that they need not be chilled on the rock or combined with a splash of sparkling water. This goes for practically all the wines included in the following list.

Never shake aperitif wines. If you do, a disagreeable drink will result. To ice them quickly, stir as you would a martini. This would be a vermouth or aperitif frappe.

Certainly, Cinzano, which means Cinzano sweet vermouth, is by all odds the most called-for aperitif wine. Other great houses such as Martini-Rossi, Cora, Noilly-Prat also produce sweet vermouths, but Cinzano has become a synonym for them all. In Italy, France, England, as well as in Spain, it is drunk straight without ice. We have created a vogue for it chilled—but the merits of this custom are debatable.

You’ll find the great vermouth houses also produce a sweet white vermouth known as Bianco. This should be served well chilled. Dry vermouth is seldom served as an aperitif. However, those whose palates do not welcome sweet drinks often find a dry vermouth frappe a pleasant potable. With the addition of Creme de Cassis, a strip of lemon peel, and a splash of sparkling water, it becomes the delicious Vermouth Cassis.

Certainly of all the Quinquina drinks, Dubonnet maintains the lead. Dubonnet made in this country—as it has been since the war years—is slightly different from that drunk in Europe. The latter, under a private label, is available in one of the great wine and spirit houses in New York City and you might be amused by comparative testing. There is also a blonde Dubonnet made in America which one doesn’t find in France.

Another of the famous Quinquina, St. Raphael, is now being made and bottled in this country. This is a most pleasant drink chilled or on the rocks, with a strip of lemon peel. Like Dubonnet, it may be combined with various spirits or other wines in cocktails like those below.

Lillet, made in Bordeaux by a firm who also make a dry vermouth, is a more delicate, lighter-bodied wine. It is delicious when chilled, on the rocks or combined with a splash of sparkling water. Byrrh (beer), the pronunciation of which is often baffling to first time tourists, is another of the family of standard aperitif-hour drinks. To me, it is a little over-sweet, but I don’t pretend to be a great fan of aperitif wines. Other names known to the aperitif drinkers are Suze, highly flavored with Gentian and pretty unattractive to my palate; Gentiane, more of the same; Kina-Roc, similar to Dubonnet; Amer Picon, well thought of and very popular straight, and as a constituent in various cocktails. One finds an endless collection of aperitifs in the provinces. Some of them are absolutely ghastly; some are incredibly over- aromatized; and some are so sweet that they chase away the appetite rather than pique it. A Coca-Cola is far more acceptable than some of the latter—and it has found its niche in the realm of aperitifs.

The bitters, and they are fairly distinctive in their appeal, are well-known in the form of Campari, A Campari straight, a Campari with soda, or a Campari in the various guises given below has much more taste but excitement than most aperitif wines.

Fernet Branca is bitter and has practically no alcoholic content. It is combined with orange juice, lemonade, with vermouths and with some mixtures for a cocktail. It has long been considered a fine digestive!

The final group is what I shall call the Absinthe School. All high in anise content. These include Pernod, Ricard, Ouzo, Pastis, Raki, etc. These various firewaters have distinctive taste, unusual stimulative qualities and a pearly appearance when mixed with water or ice (to many this gives them glamour and a quality of mystery). Aside from all this chi-chi, they are excellent and highly refreshing as drinks, but one must like anise to appreciate them. All of the Absinthe School branched off from the wormwood-laden drink, which has been classed as a narcotic and banned from practically every country in the world. But there is no need to worry about Pernod or any of the other drinks that are readily available: they have been purified for Continued on page 99.
Of tomorrow and yesterday...translucent, gem-hard Syracuse china, designed with the timeless beauty that's always in good taste. Presenting Candlelight pattern, 18.95 the five piece place setting.

SYRACUSE fine China

A postcard will bring color brochure of patterns, nearest dealer's name. Syracuse China, Dept. G259, Syracuse 1, New York.

Having difficulty getting replacements of older patterns? Write department M.
Casseroles come in many shapes, sizes, and materials from traditional burnished copper (7) to the new freezer-to-oven Corning ware (8). You can find a wealth of cook-and-serve casseroles handsome enough to come to the table: imported porcelain ovenware decorated with toile de Jouy (1, 2), vegetable designs (5), candy stripes (10), or artfully glazed (9); earthenware in natural tones (5), colors (11, 13) or pattern (12); enameled cast-iron, the cook's standby, in strong, bright colors (4, 6). For capacities, prices and other details, please turn to page 102.

HOUSE & GARDEN'S

Casserole Cook Book

BY MYRA WALDO

Casserole cooking, the meal-in-a-dish, dates from the earliest days when the hunter's spoils were tossed into a huge clay pot on the fire, there to simmer to edibility. (Casserole is a diminutive, meaning "little pot.") Since then every country has developed indigenous casserole recipes, some of which have achieved renown as national dishes or regional prides. The casserole's virtues are self-evident. It can be made in advance, frozen (except when it contains potatoes or pasta), and actually improved by re-heating.

Your equipment should include a heavy enameled cast-iron pot for browning poultry whole, and other casseroles of different materials and capacities (though none so large around that the liquid can't reach the proper level for cooking). Choose a casserole that suits the occasion or food: porcelain for party serving, earthenware for a ratatouille. If you have been unadventurous in your recipes, try the subtly spiced and flavored combinations from all over the world on the following pages. Many are based on fish or vegetables and are good Lenten dishes. Techniques on the following pages demonstrated by Dione Lucas.

MEAT

Belgian Beef Stew
(Ragoût à la Flamande)

4 pounds beef (eye round, cross rib, etc.) cut in 1" cubes
1½ cups beer
3 tablespoons olive oil
1 tablespoon salt
2 teaspoons freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon Tabasco
1 small white onion
2 tablespoons butter

In a bowl combine the beer, oil, sugar, salt, pepper, Tabasco, onions and carrots. Add the beef; marinate 8 hours, mixing occasionally. Drain the beef, reserving the marinade.

Melt the butter in a casserole; brown the beef in it. Add 1 cup marinade; cover and cook over low heat 2 hours. Shake casserole and stir frequently, adding more marinade as needed. Serves 8 to 10.

Beef Stew, Grecian Style
(Sifrathe)

3 pounds beef (eye round, chuck, etc.) cut in 1" cubes
1 tablespoon salt
3/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon cinnamon
3/4 cup olive oil
2 small white onions
1 cup canned tomato sauce
2 cups beef broth
3 cups diced eggplant
2 carrots, sliced
2 potatoes, peeled and diced

Season the meat with the salt, pepper and cinnamon. Heat 3/4 cup oil in a skillet; brown the meat in it. Transfer to a casserole. In the oil remaining in the skillet, sauté the onions until golden. Add to the casserole with the tomato sauce and broth. Cover and cook over low heat 1 1/2 hours. Heat remaining oil in the skillet; sauté the eggplant for 10 minutes. Add to the casserole with the carrots and potatoes. Cover and cook 30 minutes longer. Serves 6-8.
Braised Beef, Catalan
(Estofat Catalán)

4 pounds beef (eye round, cross rib, etc.),
cut into 2” cubes
2 tablespoons wine vinegar
1/2 cup flour
1/4 pound salt pork, diced
4 onions, quartered
3 carrots, cut into eighths
3 cloves garlic, minced
3 tomatoes, peeled and chopped
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 cloves
1 bay leaf
1/4 teaspoon thyme
4 cups dry red wine
2 cups cooked and drained white beans
2 tablespoons minced parsley

Toss the beef with the vinegar and roll in the flour.
Brown the salt pork in a casserole; drain off all but 3 tablespoons fat. Add the beef, onions and carrots; brown lightly. Add the garlic, tomatoes, salt, pepper, cloves, bay leaf, thyme and wine. Cover and bake in a 300° oven 3 hours. Add the beans and parsley. Taste for seasoning and bake 30 minutes longer. Serves 6-8.

Beef, Bordelaise Style
(Bœuf à la Bordelaise)

3 pounds eye round
1 1/2 cups dry white wine
1/2 cup olive oil
2 onions, sliced
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 bay leaf
3 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons minced parsley

Trim the fat off the meat and cut it in 6 slices. In a bowl (not metal) combine the wine, oil, onions, salt, pepper and bay leaf. Marinate the meat in the mixture overnight. Drain and reserve the marinade.

Melt the butter in a casserole; brown the meat in it. Add half the marinade. Cook in a 350° oven 1 hour, adding the remaining marinade after 30 minutes. Taste frequently. To serve, discard bay leaf and sprinkle with parsley. Serves 6.

Peasant Casserole

2/3 cup diced onions
2/3 cup diced green peppers
1 clove garlic, minced
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 cups canned tomatoes, drained
3/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon dried ground chili peppers
1 teaspoon Spanish paprika
2 pounds sausage meat
8 thick slices onion
3 cups seasoned mashed potatoes
4 tablespoons dry bread crumbs
3 tablespoons melted butter

Sauté the onions, peppers and garlic in the olive oil for 10 minutes; add the tomatoes, salt, chili peppers and paprika. Cook over low heat 20 minutes.
Shape the sausage into 8 patties; brown on both sides in a skillet. Drain and transfer to a shallow casserole; arrange a slice of onion on each. Pour sauce over them and cover with the mashed potatoes. Sprinkle with bread crumbs and butter. Bake at 375° for 35 minutes. Serves 8.

How to dice an onion

With triangular cook's knife, halve onion,
Slice thinly, keeping knife tip on board,
Chop with short strokes keeping knife down, fingers against flat of blade.

Oxtail, Burgundy Style
(Queue de Bœuf, Bourguignon)

2 oxtails (about 6 pounds)
1/4 pound salt pork, diced
1 cup diced onions
1 carrot, grated
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1 1/2 teaspoon pepper
2 cups dry red wine
5 cups water
1 teaspoon tomato paste
3 potatoes, peeled and quartered
2 cups green peas, fresh or frozen

Have the oxtails cut in serving-sized pieces. Brown the salt pork in a casserole; drain off all but 2 tablespoons fat. Brown the oxtail, onions and carrot in the casserole; add the salt, pepper and wine. Cook over high heat until wine evaporates. Add water, tomato paste; cover and cook over low heat 3 1/2 hours. Add potatoes and peas; cook 30 minutes. Taste for seasoning. Serves 6.

How to clean, slice sweetbreads

Remove thin membrane from center of sweetbread and the connecting tube,
With hand on top of sweetbread, cut in half lengthwise, using firm sawing motion.

Sweetbreads In White Wine
(Ris de Veau au Vin Blanc)

4 pair sweetbreads
1 tablespoon vinegar
3 cups water
3 tablespoons butter
2 onions, sliced
2 carrots, grated
3 tablespoons minced parsley
1 bay leaf
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon white pepper
1/4 cup dry white wine
1/4 cup chicken broth
1 cup green peas, fresh or frozen
1/4 cup chopped mushrooms

Roll the lamb in a mixture of the 1/4 cup flour, salt, pepper and oregano. Melt the butter in a casserole; brown the meat in it. Pour the warmed cognac over the meat and set it aflame. When flames die, add the wine, onions, carrots and bay leaf. Cover and bake in a 350° oven 2 hours.
Remove from oven and skin off the fat. Mix the flour with enough water to make a thin paste. Stir into the casserole with the glace de viande. Cook over low heat 5 minutes, stirring frequently. Taste for seasoning. Discard bay leaf. Serves 6-8.

Lamb, Midi Fashion
(Agneau, Façon du Midi)

3 pounds boneless lamb, cut in 1 1/2” cubes
3/4 cup flour
2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon oregano
3 tablespoons butter
3 tablespoons cognac
3 cups dry red wine
1 cup diced onions
1/2 cup diced carrots
1 bay leaf
3 tablespoons flour
2 teaspoons glace de viande or meat extract (R.V., Bouill)

Have the oxtails cut in serving-sized pieces. Brown the salt pork in a casserole; drain off all but 2 tablespoons fat. Brown the oxtail, onions and carrot in the casserole; add the salt, pepper and wine. Cook over high heat until wine evaporates. Add water, tomato paste; cover and cook over low heat 1 1/2 hours or until meat is tender.
Meanwhile make the dumpling batter; sift 2 cups flour, 4 teaspoons baking powder, 1 teaspoon salt, 1/4 teaspoon nutmeg and 1/4 teaspoon thyme into a bowl. Stir in 1/2 cup minced parsley, 1/4 cup boiling water and 3 tablespoons melted butter until well blended. Stir the cream into the casserole, bring to a boil and drop the dumpling batter in by the teaspoon. Cover and cook over low heat 15 minutes. Serves 8-10.
Wash the sweetbreads and soak in ice water for 2 hours; drain and put in a saucepan with the vinegar and 3 cups water. Bring to a boil and cook over low heat 10 minutes. Drain and cover with fresh water; cool. Drain. Remove membranes and cut each sweetbread in quarters. Melt the butter in a casserole; sauté the onions and carrots for 10 minutes, stirring frequently. Arrange the sweetbreads over them and add the parsley, bay leaf, salt, pepper, wine, broth, peas and mushrooms. Bake in a 375° oven 1 hour, turning the sweetbreads once or twice. Discard bay leaf before serving. Serves 4-6.

**FISH**

**Rumanian Fish and Vegetable Casserole**  
(Chivetch)

1 cup olive oil  
2 cups diced potatoes  
2 packages frozen mixed vegetables, thawed  
1 1/2 cups shredded cabbage  
1 green pepper, cut julienne  
2 cups diced eggplant  
1 cup onions, chopped  
2 cloves garlic, minced  
2 tomatoes, chopped  
1/4 pound okra, sliced  
1/2 teaspoon thyme  
1 bay leaf  
4 teaspoons salt  
6 slices fresh-water fish  
2 tablespoons butter  

Heat the oil to boiling in a casserole. Add the potatoes, mixed vegetables, cabbage, green pepper, eggplant, onions, garlic, tomatoes, okra, thyme, bay leaf, 2 teaspoons salt and 1/2 teaspoon pepper. Mix lightly. Bake in a 350° oven 30 minutes. Season the fish with the remaining salt and pepper and arrange on the vegetables. Dot with the butter. Bake 45 minutes longer. Discard bay leaf before serving. Serves 6.

**Burgundian Fish Stew**  
(Matelote)

3 pounds assorted fresh-water fish (trout, pike, eel, etc.)  
3 tablespoons butter  
3 tablespoons olive oil  
1 slice bacon, chopped  
3 tablespoons flour  
6 cups dry white wine  
1 clove garlic, minced  
2 teaspoons salt  
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper  
1 bay leaf  
1/2 teaspoon thyme  
1/2 teaspoon nutmeg  
2 tablespoons minced parsley  
1/2 cup cognac  

Toasted French bread slices

Buy a varied assortment of fish, but include eel if possible. Cut in serving-sized pieces.

Heat the butter and oil in a casserole; brown the bacon in it. Blend in the flour until browned. Gradually add the wine, stirring constantly to the boiling point. Add the garlic, salt, pepper, bay leaf, thyme, nutmeg and parsley. Cover and cook over low heat 20 minutes. Add the fish and cook 20 minutes. Heat the cognac, set it aflame and pour into the casserole; shake the casserole until flames die. Discard bay leaf. Arrange toast around casserole. Serve in soup plates. Serves 6.

**How to fillet trout**

1. With a sharp boning knife, slit along each side of the backbone.
2. Use boning knife like a saw to cut away flesh from bone on each side.
3. When bone is freed, pull away from body and remove entrails beneath.
4. Lay trimmed and boned trout flat and cut lengthwise into fillets.

**Trout, Chamonix Fashion**  
(Truite à la Chamonix)

6 fillets of trout  
4 slices bacon; half-cooked and drained  
1 cup grated carrots  
1 cup chopped onions  
1 cup chopped mushrooms  
2 tablespoons minced parsley  
2 tablespoons chopped celery  
3/4 teaspoon thyme  
2 teaspoons salt  
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper  
1/2 cup diced ham  
1 cup dry white wine  
3 tablespoons butter

Cut the fillets in half. Place the bacon on the bottom of a shallow casserole. Mix together the carrots, onions, mushrooms, parsley, celery, thyme, salt, pepper and ham. Spread half the mixture over the bacon. Arrange the fish in the casserole and cover with remaining vegetable mixture. Pour wine into casserole and dot with butter. Bake at 375° 30 minutes. Serves 6-8.

(Note: Fillet of sole may be used in place of trout.)

**Shrimp Casserole**  
(Cazuela de Camarones)

2 pounds raw shrimp, shelled and deveined  
2 tablespoons olive oil  
3/4 pound ham, diced  
1/2 cup onions, chopped  
1/2 cup chopped green peppers  
2 tomatoes, peeled and chopped  
2 teaspoons salt  
1/4 teaspoon dried ground chili peppers  
1/4 teaspoon ground coriander  
1/4 cup canned tomato sauce  
2 cups water  
2 cups cored potatoes

Heat the olive oil in a casserole; sauté the ham, onions and green peppers for 10 minutes. Add the tomatoes, salt, chili peppers, coriander, tomato sauce and water. Cover and cook over low heat 30 minutes. Add the potatoes and shrimp; mix well, cover and cook over low heat 20 minutes. Taste for seasoning. Serves 6.

**Majorcan Fish and Rice Casserole**  
(Sabeta)

6 slices mackerel or fresh tuna  
1/2 cup olive oil  
3 cloves garlic, minced  
3 tomatoes, peeled and chopped  
3 onions, sliced thin  
2 green peppers, cut julienne  
2 teaspoons Spanish paprika  
1/4 teaspoon saffron  
3 teaspoons salt  
1 1/2 cups dry white wine  
1 1/2 cups water  
1/4 teaspoon dried ground chili peppers  
2 bay leaves  
1 1/2 cups rice

Heat half the oil in a casserole; sauté the garlic, tomatoes and onions for 5 minutes. Mash with a fork. Add the green peppers, paprika and saffron. Cook over low heat 10 minutes, stirring frequently. While the sauce is cooking, season the fish with 1 teaspoon salt. Heat remaining oil in a skillet and brown the fish in it on both sides. To the casserole add the wine, water, 2 teaspoons salt, the chili pepper and bay leaves. Bring to a boil and add the rice. Stir gently and add the fish. Cover and cook over low heat 25 minutes. Taste for seasoning. Discard bay leaves. Serves 6.
POULTRY

Chicken and Pork Casserole, Philippines (Adobo)

3-pound fryer, disjointed
1 1/2 pounds pork, cut in narrow strips
2 cups water
1/4 cup cider vinegar
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon dried ground chili peppers
5 cloves garlic, minced
2 onions, chopped
1 bay leaf
1/2 cups peeled chopped tomatoes
2 tablespoons olive oil

Combine the water, vinegar, salt, chili peppers, garlic, onions, bay leaf and tomatoes in a bowl. Mix well and add the chicken and pork. Let marinate for 1 hour. Remove the chicken and pork, reserving the marinade.

Heat the oil in a casserole and brown the chicken and pork in it. Add the marinade; cover and cook over very low heat 2 hours or until very tender. Almost all the liquid should be absorbed. Serve with boiled rice. Serves 6.

How to bone and stuff a squab

WITH HEAVY POULTRY SHEARS CUT OFF LAST JOINTS OF LEGS, TIPS OF WINGS.

SLIT SKIN DOWN BACK, START AT OYSTER AND CUT MEAT AWAY FROM CARCASS.

USE BOXING KNIFE LIKE A SAW TO LOOSEN MEAT WITHOUT PIERCING SKIN.

BONE TO LEG, WITH SHEARS, SEVER LEG JOINT AT BODY.

FOLD BACK SKIN AT WING, SEVER JOINT, CUT AWAY FROM CARCASS, BONE BREAST.

STUFF SQUAB, FOLD SKIN OVER STUFFING, SEW TOGETHER WITH NYLON THREAD.

TURN SQUAB OVER, TUCK IN FLAPS, SKEWER LEGS TO BODY TO KEEP SHAPE.

BROWN, TURNING WITH WOOD SPOONS TO KEEP INTACT.

Wild Rice and Turkey Casserole

1 cup wild rice
1 pound mushrooms, sliced
1 onion, chopped
6 tablespoons butter
2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
3 cups diced cooked turkey
1/2 cup blanched sliced almonds
3 cups turkey or chicken broth
3 1/2 cups heavy cream
3 tablespoons Parmesan cheese

Wash the rice thoroughly and cover with boiling water. Let soak 1 hour. Drain well.

Saute the mushrooms and onion in 1 tablespoon butter for 10 minutes. In a greased casserole, combine the rice, sauteed vegetables, salt, pepper, turkey and almonds. Add the broth and cream. Mix lightly. Cover and bake in a 350° oven 1 1/2 hours. Remove cover; sprinkle with the cheese and dot with the remaining butter. Turn oven up to 450° and bake 5 minutes. Serves 6-8.

Chicken in White Wine Sauce (Coq au Vin Blanc)

2 1/4-pound fryers, quartered
4 tablespoons olive oil
1/2 cup minced onions
1 carrot, grated
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 bay leaf
3 tablespoons minced parsley
3/4 teaspoon marjoram
4 cups dry white wine
1/2 pound mushrooms, sliced
4 tablespoons butter
2 cloves
12 small white onions
1 tablespoon potato flour or cornstarch

Heat the oil in a casserole and brown the chicken. Add minced onions, carrot and garlic; saute 10 minutes. Add the salt, pepper, bay leaf, parsley, marjoram and wine. Cover and cook over low heat 10 minutes. Saute the mushrooms in the butter for 5 minutes. Stick cloves in one of the onions. Add onions and mushrooms to the casserole. Cover and cook over low heat 20 minutes or until chicken is tender. Mix the potato flour with a little water to make a smooth pastte and blend into the sauce. Cook, stirring steadily, until thickened. Taste for seasoning. Serves 6-8.

Almond Capon

(Camela de Gallina y Almendras)

5-pound capon, disjointed
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
3 tablespoons olive oil
3 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup minced onions
1 clove garlic, crushed
1/2 cup diced prosciutto
1 cup chicken broth
1/8 cup fino sherry (dry)
3 tablespoons orange juice
1 cup blanched almonds

Season the capon with the salt and pepper. Heat the oil and butter in a casserole; saute the capon until browned. Add the onions, garlic and prosciutto; saute 5 minutes. Stir in the broth, sherry and orange juice; cover and cook over low heat 1 hour, or until capon is tender. Grind almonds very fine; blend into sauce. Cook 5 minutes. Taste for seasoning. Serves 4-5.

Roast Chicken Casserole (Poulet Rôti en Casserole)

5-pound roasting chicken, disjointed
2 1/4 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 clove garlic, minced
1 teaspoon paprika
4 tablespoons rendered chicken fat or butter
12 small white onions
3 potatoes, peeled and quartered
12 mushroom caps
3 carrots, quartered
1/2 cup chicken broth
2 tablespoons chopped parsley

Mix together the salt, pepper, garlic and paprika; rub into the chicken. Melt the fat or butter in a casserole; brown the chicken in it. Add the onions and potatoes and brown lightly. Add the mushrooms, carrots and broth. Cover and cook over low heat 45 minutes or until chicken is tender. To serve, remove cover, sprinkle the peas over the top and arrange the asparagus and pimientos over them. Serves 4-6.
Chicken Financière
2 2 1/2-pound fryers, disjointed
2 tablespoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 cup flour
3 tablespoons olive oil
6 chicken livers, cut in quarters
4 tablespoons butter
1/4 pound mushrooms, sliced
1/4 teaspoon Tabasco
1 cup chicken broth
1 cup amontillado sherry
6 tablespoons butter
1/2 cup sliced carrots
1/2 pound fryers, disjointed
5 tablespoons olive oil
1/8 cup sliced onions
2 tablespoons vinegar
2 tablespoons dry sherry
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 green peppers, cut julienne
1/4 teaspoon dried ground chili peppers
1 cup apple brandy
1 cup chicken broth
2 tablespoons sliced onions
2 tablespoons capers
1/4 cup sliced mushrooms
1/4 cup diced ham
1/2 cup cognac
1/4 cup sweet sherry
1/2 cup heavy cream
Pastry for 1-crust pie

Roll the chickens in a mixture of the salt, pepper and flour. Heat the oil in a casserole and brown the chicken in it. Sauté the livers in 2 tablespoons butter. Add to the casserole with the mushrooms, Tabasco, chicken broth and sherry. Cover and cook over low heat 25 minutes. Add the olives and remaining butter; cook 10 minutes longer or until chicken is tender. Taste for seasoning and garnish with the truffles. Serves 6-8.

Chicken and Sweetbreads with Pastry Crust
(Poulet et Riz de Veau en Pâte)
2 pair sweetbreads
4 pound roasting chicken, disjointed
6 tablespoons butter
1 cup sliced onions
1/2 cup sliced carrots
1 tablespoon salt
1/2 cup freshly ground black pepper
1 cup sliced mushrooms
1/2 cup diced ham
1/2 cup cognac
1/4 cup sweet sherry
1/2 cups heavy cream

Soak sweetbreads in cold water for 2 hours. Cook in lightly salted water 10 minutes. Drain, cool, remove membranes, dice. Refrigerate.
Melt half the butter in a casserole. Add the chicken, onions, carrots, salt and pepper. Cover and cook over low heat 1 hour, turning the chicken frequently. Add the remaining butter, the mushrooms, ham and sweetbreads. Cook 10 minutes. Add the cognac, sherry and cream, mixing gently. Cook 5 minutes. Taste for seasoning and cover with the pastry.
Bake in a 450° oven 20 minutes or until pastry is browned. Serves 6-8.

Turkey, Chilean Style
(Pavo a la Viña del Mar)
5-pound turkey
4 cups sweet sherry
1 tablespoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 pound butter
10 small white onions
1 21/2-ounce can tomatoes
2 bay leaves
1/4 teaspoon basil
1 cup sliced stuffed olives

Have the turkey cut into serving-sized pieces. Combine the sherry, salt and pepper in a bowl (not metal). Marinade the turkey in the mixture in the refrigerator for 12-24 hours, turning the pieces occasionally. Drain the turkey, reserving the marinade.
Heat the butter in a casserole; brown the turkey in it. Add the onions and brown them. Add the tomatoes, bay leaves, basil and reserved marinade. Cover and bake in a 350° oven 1 1/2 hours. Add the olives and bake uncovered for 30 minutes. Discard bay leaves before serving. Taste for seasoning. Serves 4-6.

Chicken in Cider—on cook book cover
(Gallo en Chicha)
2 2 1/2-pound fryers, disjointed
2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/4 pound butter
1 1/4 cups chopped onions
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 green peppers, cut julienne
1/4 teaspoon dried ground chili peppers
1 cup apple brandy
1 cup chicken broth
2 tablespoons sliced onions
2 tablespoons capers
6 hot Spanish sausages

Saute the chicken with the salt and pepper. Melt the butter in a casserole; brown the chicken. Add chopped onions and saute for 10 minutes. Add the garlic, green peppers, chili peppers, brandy, cider and vinegar. Cover and cook over low heat 1 hour. Add the prunes, onions, onions, potaters and capers. Cover and cook 15 minutes.
Slice the sausages and brown in a skillet. Drain and add to the casserole. Cook 10 minutes longer. Taste for seasoning. Serves 8.

Indian Spiced Chicken
(Ajam Boombol Roldjak)
2 2 1/2-pound broilers, disjointed
1 cup grated coconut
1/2 cup light cream
6 tablespoons peanut or salad oil
1 1/4 cups finely chopped onions
1 clove garlic, minced
1/2 cup ground blanched walnuts
1/2 teaspoon grated fresh ginger
1/2 teaspoon grated lemon rind
1 bay leaf
1/2 teaspoons salt
1/2 cup water

If dried coconut is used, rinse under running water and drain. Combine the fresh or dried coconut and cream in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and let stand 10 minutes.
Heat the oil in a casserole; brown the chicken in it. Add the onions and garlic; saute 10 minutes. Blend in the walnuts, chili peppers, pepper, lemon juice and rind, bay leaf, salt, water and coconut with cream. Cover and cook over low heat 30 minutes or until chicken is tender. Stir frequently and add a little more water if necessary. Serves 6-8.

Hawaiian Duck
4-pound duck
1/2 cup soy sauce
2 tablespoons dry sherry
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons chopped fresh ginger
1 cup pineapple chunks
3 tablespoons peanut oil
1/2 cup sliced mushrooms
5 tablespoons butter

Have the duck cut into 12 pieces and combine as much fat as possible. In a bowl, combine the soy sauce, sherry, garlic, ginger and juice from pineapple. Marinate duck in this for 4 hours or overnight. Remove duck. Reserve marinade.
Heat the oil in a casserole; brown the duck in it and pour off the fat. Add the marinade; cover and bake in a 350° oven 30 minutes. Sautè the mushrooms in half the butter for 5 minutes and add to the casserole. Cover and bake 30 minutes or until tender. Brown the pineapple chunks in the remaining butter and arrange on top of the duck. Serves 4.

Stuffed Boned Squabs
6 squabs or Rock Cornish hens
1 cup wild rice
6 cups chicken broth
1 cup chopped onions
1 cup chopped mushrooms
12 tablespoons butter
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1 tablespoon salt
1 teaspoon paprika
1 cup sliced onions
1 cup sliced carrots
1/2 cup cognac

Wash the wild rice thoroughly. Put in a saucepan with 6 cups chicken broth; bring to a boil and cook over low heat 25 minutes, or until tender but still firm. Drain if any liquid remains. Sauté 1 cup chopped onions and the mushrooms in 6 tablespoons butter for 10 minutes. Add to the rice with 1/2 teaspoon pepper and the Worcestershire sauce. Taste slightly and taste for seasoning. Have the birds boned by the butcher or bone them yourself as shown on opposite page. Season with the salt, 1/2 teaspoon pepper and the paprika and stuff with the wild rice. Sew up the birds securely and close the openings. Melt remaining butter in a casserole; sauté the sliced onions and carrots for 10 minutes. Add the birds and brown on all sides. Stir in remaining broth. Cover and roast in a 350° oven 45 minutes or until tender. Remove from oven and place over direct heat. Pour the warmed cognac over the birds and set aflame. When flames die, taste for seasoning. Thicken sauce if necessary with 2 teaspoons flour mixed with water. Serves 6.

Turkey, Mexican Style
(Mole de Guajolote)
8-pound turkey
1 cup peanut or salad oil
1 small onion
4 cloves garlic
2 green peppers
1 cup almonds
2 tortillas or 1 slice toast
6 tomatoes, pitted
3 tablespoons sesame seeds
2 squares (ounces) unsweetened chocolate
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ground coriander
2 tablespoons chili powder
1/2 teaspoon salt

Have the turkey cut into serving-sized pieces. Cook in salted water to barely cover for 1 hour, or until tender. Drain, reserving 2 cups stock. Heat half the oil in a skillet and brown the turkey in it. Transfer turkey to a casserole. Grind together the onion, garlic, green peppers, almonds, tortillas, tomatoes, sesame seeds and chocolate. Blend in cinnamon, coriander, chili powder and salt. Heat remaining oil in the skillet and cook the mixture in it for 5 minutes, stirring constantly. Pour mixture over turkey and add 2 cups stock. Cover. Cook over very low heat 3 hours. Shake casserole frequently and stir to prevent burning. Serve with rice. Serves 8-10.
Vegetable Casserole, Provençal Style

(Ratatouille)

3 cups thinly sliced onions
⅓ cup olive oil
4 green peppers, sliced
1 eggplant, peeled and sliced thin
4 zucchini, thinly sliced
5 tomatoes, thinly sliced
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 teaspoons salt
⅛ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Sauté the onions in 2 tablespoons oil for 5 minutes. Remove. Sauté the green peppers for 2 minutes on each side in 2 tablespoons oil. Remove. Sauté the eggplant in the remaining oil for 3 minutes. Arrange successive layers of the sautéed vegetables and tomatoes in a casserole; sprinkle each layer with garlic, salt and pepper. Cover and bake in a 325° oven for 45 minutes. Remove cover and bake 5 minutes longer. Serve hot or cold. Serves 6-8.

Albanian Vegetable Casserole

(Gjelle me Zarzavata)

6 large potatoes, peeled and sliced thick
4 tomatoes, chopped
2 carrots, grated
⅓ cup chopped celery
1 cup chopped onions
1 green pepper, cut julienne
2 cloves garlic, minced
3 tablespoons chopped parsley
2 teaspoons salt
⅛ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
2 cups chicken broth
⅓ cup olive oil

Place the potatoes in a greased shallow casserole. Mix together the tomatoes, carrots, celery, onions, green pepper, garlic, parsley, salt and pepper. Spread over the potatoes and add the broth. Bake in a 375° oven for 55 minutes. Pour the oil over the top, bake 20 minutes longer. Serve hot or cold. Serves 6-8.

Chick Pea Casserole

(Carrela de Garbanzos)

2 cups dried chick peas
4 tablespoons olive oil
2 pounds pork, cut in 1" cubes
1 cup chopped onions
3 cloves garlic, minced
1 cup diced green peppers
4 Spanish or Mexican sausages, sliced
2 tablespoons chili powder
12-ounce (2½ oz.) can tomatoes
1 can tomato paste
2 teaspoons salt

Wash the chick peas and cover with water. Bring to a boil and let soak 1 hour. Drain and cover with fresh water. Bring to a boil and cook over low heat for 30 minutes. Drain. Heat the oil in a casserole; brown the pork, onions, garlic and green peppers in it. Brown the sausages in a skillet; drain and add to the casserole with the chili powder, tomatoes, tomato paste, salt and chic peas. Cover and bake in a 350° oven for 2 hours, stirring occasionally. Taste for seasoning. Serves 6-8.

How to chop parsley

BUNCH UNWASHED PARSLEY AND CHOP COARSELY, KEEP TIP OF KNIFE STEADY ON BOARD.

HOLD KNIFE TIP AT END, CHOP QUICKLY WITH LENGTH OF BLADE IN BACK AND FORTH MOTION.

TWIST PARSLEY IN PAPER TOWEL, HOLD UNDER FAUCET, DRY ON ANOTHER PAPER TOWEL, THIS KEEPS FLAVOR OF HERB.

How to mince garlic

SLICE GARLIC THIN, MIX WITH SALT TO KEEP IT FROM STICKING TO KNIFE DURING CHOPPING.

CHOP SLICES INTO THIN SLIVERS WITH UP AND DOWN STROKES, KNIFE TIP RESTING ON BOARD.

TO MINCE FINE, CHOP BACKWARD AND FORWARD AS FOR PARSLEY, KEEPING KNIFE TIP STATIONARY.

Potato Puff

3 pounds potatoes, cooked and mashed
⅛ cup melted butter
1½ teaspoons salt
1 cup hot milk
⅛ cup light cream
2 eggs
⅛ cup ground almonds
Mix together potatoes, butter, salt, milk, cream. Beat eggs until thick. Add to potato mixture. Grease a 2-quart casserole and dust with half the almonds. Turn potato mixture into it and sprinkle remaining almonds on top. Bake in a 400° oven for 35 minutes or until browned. Serves 8.

Lima Bean Casserole

2 cups dried lima beans
1 tablespoon salt
1⅔ cups diced onions
3 tablespoons butter
⅓ cup dry white wine
1⅓ cups tomato sauce
1 clove garlic, minced
2 tablespoons minced parsley

Wash the beans and cover with water. Bring to a boil, remove from the heat and let soak 1 hour. Drain; add fresh water to cover. Bring to a boil and cook over low heat 1 hour, adding the salt after 30 minutes. Drain, reserving ½ cup liquid. In a casserole, sauté the onions in the butter for 10 minutes. Add the beans, wine, tomato sauce, garlic, parsley and bean water. Mix lightly. Cover and cook over low heat for 1 hour. Taste for seasoning. Serves 6-8.

Cabbage, Normandy Style

(Choux à la Normande)

6 pounds red cabbage
6 tablespoons butter
3 cups diced apples
⅔ cup chopped onions
1½ teaspoons salt
3 cloves
1 bay leaf
1⅓ cups dry red wine
⅓ cup cider
2 tablespoons cider vinegar
2 tablespoons sugar

Shred the cabbage very fine. Melt the butter in a casserole. Add the cabbage, apples, onions, salt, cloves, bay leaf. Mix lightly; then add the wine, cider, cider vinegar and sugar. Bring to a boil, cover and cook over low heat for 2½ hours. Stir once or twice and watch carefully to prevent burning. Discard bay leaf before serving. Serves 6-8.

Arabian Squash Casserole

(Masbahet Ed-Darweesiti)

3 pounds yellow squash
1 tablespoon salt
1⅓ cups grated Cheddar cheese
1 cup cottage cheese
5 eggs, beaten
1 cup bread crumbs
3 tablespoons minced parsley
⅛ teaspoon pepper
4 tablespoons melted butter

Peel and grate the squash. Mix with the salt and let stand 20 minutes. Press all the liquid from squash. Mix together squash, Cheddar and cottage cheese, eggs, bread crumbs, parsley, pepper. Put in a buttered 3-quart casserole. Pour butter on top. Bake at 350° 1 hour. Serves 6.
**PERIFTS continued from page 90**

your enjoyment. If you will refer to the January, 1959 Corkscrew, you will find some recipes for these rather pleasant aperitifs of the absinthe type which are popular and deservedly so.

Here are recipes for some of the aperitifs:

The AMERICANO is made in a tall glass. It should be three parts sweet vermouth, one part Campari bitters, with ice cubes. Fill the glass with soda, not forgetting a twist of lemon peel.

The Negroni, which is an ounce of sweet vermouth, an ounce of gin and an ounce of Campari, with ice and soda, is popular everywhere.

A favorite cocktail in Italy, and an exceedingly pleasant one is a CARDINAL, which takes 1/2 ounce dry vermouth, 1 1/2 ounces gin, and 1 ounce Campari. Stir with cracked ice and pour into a chilled glass.

The VODKA-DUBONNET has become exceedingly popular in the last few years. This can be two to one either way. Stir it with ice and pour into a chilled glass.

A DUBONNET COCKTAIL is sometimes referred to as a Dubonnet Martini and is prepared with both blonde and regular Dubonnet, according to your particular measurements for a Martini.

A MARY GARDEN is 1/2 Dubonnet and 1/2 dry vermouth: when you add a twist of lemon, it becomes a MERRY WIDOW.

A YODEL is 1/2 Fernet Branca, 1/2 orange juice in a tall glass with soda.

An ITALIAN COCKTAIL, which is strained and poured into a chilled glass, contains 1 teaspoon sugar syrup and 2 parts sweet vermouth to one part Fernet Branca, topped with a dash of Pernod.

Of course, the greatest of all aperitif wines—if not the greatest of all aperitifs—is chilled French Champagne. It is easy, it is delicious and no one has found a better substitute.

**CONVERSATION continued from page 44**

some Friend of Man will instantly ask if anyone has read any good books recently.

Of course I rule out of both good talk and conversation people who are incapable of anything but vaying. There is really no niche in civilized communication for those who recount the plot of motion pictures and whose only form of address is limited to “And so I said to her and then he said to me...” ad infinitum.

It is my experience that if talk falters anywhere in the world today, there are four sure-fire topics to rev it up. There are no people under the shining sun who are not plagued by the servant problem, an agricultural mess, inflation and a housing shortage. These four are of guaranteed interest from the tents of the Arabs to the reservations of the Zunis.

Then, of course, there is a fifth topic that is a self-starter for the world over. Gossip is the glue of social communicating, but it must observe one rule: Its level must be above that of the confessional trash mags. If the proper study of man is man, nothing contributes to that study as much as good gossip; witness the memoirs, both great and small, that we search to find the true flavor of the individual. If gossip must be justified, Emerson established the perfect defense when he said “There is probably no history—only biography.” ( Carlyle said it in a slightly different way.)

If I may be permitted two more hints about good talk they are (1) Logic is for lawyers. It kills more good talk than it sustains. (2) Let a man speak from a point of view, or not at all. Not from prejudice or bias, but from a point of view. There’s a vast difference. A talker without a point of view, i.e., a personal conviction, is as salt that has lost its savor.

If conversation is dead, then let us cry “Long Live Talk” and hope that this age’s tendency to Flat Assertiveness will not, in turn, another talk. But I am an optimist. It wouldn’t surprise me if some Ph.D. discovered that the level of talk in all segments of society is higher now than at any time since the flowering of Athens. More persons have been exposed to more education. Only the dyspeptic will deny that the ready availability to the masses of books, newspapers, movies, radio and TV has raised the general cultural level. It is entirely possible that this Age of Talk is only the preparation for a magnificent new Age of Conversation, to be ushered in by the leisure we have been promised along with the 30-hour week.
Among twenty Cordials by Cointreau, there's a flavor that can be the crowning touch to your dinner tonight. There are liqueurs, fruit-flavored brandies and specialties—Cointreau in quality, Cointreau in reputation. • Cointreau Liqueur, the crowning touch to a perfect dinner, 80 Proof. Produced and bottled by ©Cointreau Ltd., Pennington, N. J.

A wealth of windows: wonderful walls
A continuous expanse of glass gives an airy look to the south, north and west façades overlooking the gardens and lawn. But at the front, where privacy is necessary, glass is used in moderation. The dining room can be completely opened to the loggia, above, by sliding all three panels of glass into a wall recess. Other openings range in width from 5' to 30' and all framing is aluminum. Opaque wall materials are rich and exuberant. Neither the outside panels of sleek dark slate (5' x 8'/6") nor the interior walls of handsomely grained white Georgia marble need architectural ornament to enhance their beauty. Both cover inner walls of concrete, 8" thick.

Plentiful storage promotes order
Periodic drives to pick up and put away are never called for when you have storage facilities as uncommonly generous and well-thought-out as these. Both parents' and children's wings boast capacious walk-in closets and there are three more such "rooms" off the kitchen. Each has a door that can be closed to

Everything that goes on the dining table is kept in one kitchen closet which has shelves on three sides. At its left is a planning desk with shelves for cookbooks.
OF METICULOUS DETAILS

shield from critical scrutiny, any clutter. But clutter is far less likely to develop when you can sweep your eye over open shelves and racks and see and reach immediately what you are looking for. Housekeeping throughout the house also can be far more meticulous when you have the space to store clothes, linens, towels, luggage and kitchen supplies as each should be stored and in a thoroughly logical manner according to use.

In father's dressing-room closet, shirts are filed in plastic boxes, shoes and hats on open shelves. Racks on opposite wall hold shirts and overcoats.  

Continued on page 110
### Conversation Grouping
**Page 43**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table (curving around sofa), in mahogany: with two small drawers, $319.</th>
<th>Angle sofa with arms, $1290 in muslin. Stools, upholstered seat, mahogany frame, $180 each in muslin.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Shopping Information
**Page 50**

**Top and middle pictures:** Privately owned.

- **Bottom:**
  - Sofa and love seat, Warren-Lloyd, Inc. Oval armchair, mahogany frame, cane seat, mahogany furniture, $289 each in muslin.
  - "Olympian" vermeil flatware, 6-piece place setting, $87.50.
  - Vermeil salt and pepper, 57 pair.
  - All at Tiffany & Co., New York.

### Hag’s Idea Kitchen
**Page 50 to 53**

- "Everlite" curved-edge prefabricated aluminum greenhouse, Aluminum Greenhouses, Inc. Two gas-burned-in ovens, 22" x 301/2" x 221/2", gas range surface unit, 21 x 251/2"; gas refrigerator, 651/2" x 34" x 32"; gas combination washer-dryer, dishwasher and under-counter freezer. All appliances in yellow. Whirlpool Corporation.
- Yellow cabinets, stainless steel sink and countertop, Republic Steel Kitchen.
- "La Ronde" metal furniture, circles of stainless steel, $10.95 each. Uncle Tom’s Cabin Bracket Co.
- Dish towel, by Fieldcrest Mills.

### Accessories and Foods
**Page 57**

- "Rainmaster" 8 qt. Hayacinth polyethylene sprinkling can, $13.98, Federal Tool Corp.
- Garden hand tools with rosewood handles, The Voss Co.
- S. S. Pierce canned goods.

### Cook Book
**Page 91**

- Danish flambeau casserole with cover, 1 1/2 qt. $10.95. Bloomingdale's, New York.
- Bamboo trivet, 12" round. $3.50. Lord & Taylor, New York.

### Page 93

1. Shallow round Porcelain de Paris, ovenware casserole, with cover. Toile de Jouy design in Persian blue on white, 7 1/4 qt. $12.50. 
2. Round Porcelain de Paris ovenware casserole, with cover. Toile de Jouy design in Persian blue on white. 2 qt. $23.50. Both exclusive at Hummelp-Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York.
3. Brown earthenware casserole, round, with glazed cover and interior, 2 qt. $3.20. La Cuisiniere, 133 East 55th St., New York.
4. Oval Trivan Ware casserole, with cover. Flame red or yellow enamel on cast iron, 4 1/2 qt. $12.95. Imported from Belgium. Kresse, Inc., Newark, New Jersey.
5. Oval Porcelain de France ovenware casserole, with cover. Toile de Jouy design in Persian blue on white. 2 qt. $23.50. Both exclusive at Hummelp-Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York.
6. Rounded Porcelain de Paris casserole, with cover. Yellow or flame red enamel on cast iron, 2 1/2 qt. $8.50. Imported from Belgium. J. & E. Stevens, New Jersey.
7. Round 10" copper casserole, tin-nickel alloy, "Interiors, dripless rim, "...and painting is so quick and easy with Super Kem-Tone. This amazing velvet-flat paint goes on smoothly with brush or roller...dries free of brush marks in less than an hour. It's guaranteed washable, or your money back.

---

**SHOPPING INFORMATION**

All prices approximate. Include Federal tax.

**Page 26**

**TOP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table, dark green tole, onion-shaped canopy, Chairs, antique English beech. Carrocher, antique toile and brass, Euro-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| PAGE 56 Bottom: | Table, dark green tole, onion-shaped canopy, Chairs, antique English beech. Carrocher, antique toile and brass, Euro- |

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

---

**NEW WALL COLORS YOU'LL LOVE!**
H&G’s IDEA KITCHEN continued from page 83

Rugged surface is used where plants are cared for

Floor of greenhouse built into the kitchen is covered with Uvalde rock asphalt to insure a rugged surface against water and earth spillage. Slate gray sintered with bright colors, it makes a handsome neutral background for the house plants and herbs in residence.

Shopping information for page 93 continued

with cover. 3½ qt. $3.15. Imported from Holland. D. H. Holmes, New Orleans, Louisiana.
8. Square Corning Ware casserole of Pyroceram, in white (blue flower design). Clear Pyrex top. 1½ qt. $6.95. By Corning Glass.

In an effort to learn how genius operates, a questionnaire was recently directed to 67 of the world's great minds. One of the questions asked was: during what part of the day do you usually get your best ideas? The results were startling. 26 of those questioned said their best thought was the last reflective glimmer that took place before they dropped off to sleep. Another 22 said it was their first waking thought in the morning. And still another 10 said in effect that they woke up screaming with inspiration in the middle of the night.

In other words, 56 geniuses out of 67 did their best thinking in bed! Carrying this one step further, we see that genius cannot think without beds. Fieldcrest has known this all along, and therefore devotes itself to making bed and bedroom an absolute glory.

But what of your husband? Is he a genius? How do you know he isn’t? So he hasn’t written a book or shown himself a financial wizard or built that shelf for you. Has it ever occurred to you that perhaps it is because you have never bedded him on Fieldcrest’s easyful sheets under the Fieldcrest has shown himself a financial wizard or built that shelf for you. Has it ever occurred to you that perhaps it is because you have never bedded him on Fieldcrest’s easyful sheets under the Fieldcrest automatic blanket in a bedroom dancing with Fieldcrest decor? Is it not possible that if he knew this all absolute glory.

In an effort to learn how genius operates, a questionnaire was recently directed to 67 of the world's great minds. One of the questions asked was: during what part of the day do you usually get your best ideas? The results were startling. 26 of those questioned said their best thought was the last reflective glimmer that took place before they dropped off to sleep. Another 22 said it was their first waking thought in the morning. And still another 10 said in effect that they woke up screaming with inspiration in the middle of the night.

In other words, 56 geniuses out of 67 did their best thinking in bed! Carrying this one step further, we see that genius cannot think without beds. Fieldcrest has known this all along, and therefore devotes itself to making bed and bedroom an absolute glory.

But what of your husband? Is he a genius? How do you know he isn’t? So he hasn’t written a book or shown himself a financial wizard or built that shelf for you. Has it ever occurred to you that perhaps it is because you have never bedded him on Fieldcrest’s easyful sheets under the Fieldcrest automatic blanket in a bedroom dancing with Fieldcrest decor? Is it not possible that if he could do his thinking in a Fieldcrest context, he would get to see things your way?

Fulfill yourself, madam! If it is true that the hand that rocks the cradle rules the world...then it is ten times true that the hand that cradles a man in Fieldcrest rules over genius!
what many good gardeners call the most beautiful rose of all was originated twenty years ago by Francis Meilland in France and named Mine. A. Meilland after his mother. In Italy, at the close of World War II, they called it Gioia. The Germans promptly named it Gloria Dei. In the United States, by a simple stroke of intuitive genius, it was introduced as Peace. So remarkable in size, form and substance that it must, literally, be judged in a class by itself at rose shows, Peace would have succeeded anywhere and under any name. Presented at a time when people were starved for both peace and beauty, it could scarcely miss. The man who made the cross that produced the seedling that displayed the flower he thought worthy of his mother's name died of cancer last year in mid-career—but not before he had added new fame to a good name in the world of rose men. (Two other roses that are singularly appealing in widely different ways accompany Peace in the photographs below.) White Knight is a lovely but by no means showy hybrid tea with good growing habits that earned an All America award two seasons ago. Cocorico is a floribunda: bright, gay with full clusters of geranium red semi-double flowers (8 petals) on healthy bushes. Charles Mallerin is a dark red hybrid tea, notable for its deep color and leathery foliage rather than consistent production of bloom. Pink Peace, shown as it grew in a sunny trial garden last September, is one of the fine new hybrid teas for 1959. Unlike its namesake except in clean dark foliage, it has a shimmering grace that Peace itself lacks. The petals, barely edged with silver, spin warm and clear-veined from their calyx.

Peace, most spectacular of all

White Knight, 1957 winner

Pink Peace, brand new, adds grace to a great inheritance

Francis Meilland
Behind the 30 million roses that will be sold this year stand a half dozen men—giants among hybridizers. Death and retirement have taken two of the greatest, but their roses are gardener’s choice everywhere.

### The Roses in Their Lives

**Crimson Glory sets seal on his half-century with roses**

If there is one rose that prevents Peace from being the undisputed favorite, that one is Crimson Glory. And among red roses, Crimson Glory stands at the head of a small select group in a class where it is hard to excel. The man responsible for Crimson Glory has just called it a career after coming half way with the Twentieth Century. His name is Wilhelm Kordes, and it is doubtful that those who know him take much stock in his plans for retirement. Kordes is that rare bird, an able critic who is also a first-rate creator and producer. And like Meilland, he has consistently brightened and polished a family name that was already bright. Beginning after World War I Kordes’ reports on new roses and their performance in his test gardens in Germany were models of frankness, brevity and precision. Twenty-five years ago he prefaced one of his reports to the American Rose Annual by saying, “Some progress has been made, but still at least 90 per cent of the newcomers are of no use—either worthless or little different from older sorts.” (He was to repeat these words in substance frequently.) But in 1935 he gave his own best answer in Crimson Glory—still the standard by which all red hybrid tea roses everywhere must be measured. In its climbing form (you can obtain climbing “sports” of all hybrid teas and floribundas that enjoy enough popularity to guarantee a good sale) it is pictured below. If roses were prize fighters you would know immediately that Crimson Glory had class. Apart from the luminous, bottomless red of its noble flowers, its rich fragrance is perhaps its most distinguishing characteristic. Other answers to critic Kordes by producer Kordes are pictured below. They culminate this year in his last, Kordes Perfecta.

(Continued on page 106)
TWO MEN AND THEIR ROSES continued

Both Francis Meilland and Wilhelm Kordes have been more than mere hybridizers of notable roses.

Cocorico, bright and bouncy

Both were born plantmen who dedicated their lives to plants. If it had not been roses it would have been azaleas or lilacs or alpines or zinnias. Both measured their work by the most exacting standards. Both displayed what might be termed driving patience in the pursuit of their objectives. In addition each man has made conspicuous contributions to the trade and profession of commercial plant production. Meilland, almost singlehanded, brought order out of chaos with Europe's first effective plant patent law. Patterned after the law that became operative in the United States 25 years ago (Crimson Glory bears Plant Patent 105; Peace, 591), the rules now governing new introductions in France are especially adapted to control the ceaseless infighting and often vicious plant piracy that formerly prevailed. A rose originator now has the same kind of protection, and for the same reason, that the inventor of a better mousetrap might enjoy. He also has a sounder means for distributing his mousetrap—or his rose—thanks to Meilland. Meilland's roses will be introduced for several reasons to come, since many fine ones were being tested at his death. Officially Kordes Perfecta may be Wilhelm Kordes' last—or it may not. (The next generations of both families are continuing the work.)

As you run down the list of the Kordes' writings to their originators. Gardeners seriously interested in the growing of roses may find this an aggravation. For those of you who would further mark the passing of these two giants from the garden, here is a brief selection. All are currently available and are well described in good catalogs.

For Francis Meilland; those already mentioned include Peace, Pink Peace, Charles Maillerin, White Knight and Cocorico, Others you should know are Caprice, Confidence, Dr. Debak, Fantan, Fred Edmunds, Good News, Grand'mere Jenny, Lady Elgin, Lavender Girl (you will either like the color or loathe it), and the new Suntan and Torch Song.

For Wilhelm Kordes: to Crimson Glory, Pinocchio, Rosen-}
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THOMR-RITE MFG. CO.

BEAUTIFUL... 
Thermo-Rite FIREPLACE ENCLOSURE
WITH HEAT-TEMPERED GLASS DOORS
• ENJOY—EVENLY-RADIATED HEAT
• VIEW—FULL BEAUTY OF FIRE
• PREVENT—DAMAGE OF SMOKE, SOOT, DIRT, SPARKS
• BURN—WOOD, COAL, OR GAS
With Sturdy, Rich, Solid, Brass Frame

McFarland
Fall-Winter TRAVEL GUIDE

Charles Mailerin, deep red

A World's Fair, all distinguished either as precursors or parents of comparable varieties—in some cases whole groups of varieties—add this brief choice of the many: Baby Chateau, Catherine Kordes, Cheereio, Detroiter, Gail Borden, Golden Rapture, Holstein, Independence, Kordes Perfecta.

To genealogists (armchair brand) we commend an evening's venture into the pages of Modern Roses V (just published) to identify some of the progeny of these roses that have brought renown, or added renown, to other hybridizers now hard at work. Many generations, both of men and roses, will pass before Meilland and Kordes are forgotten.
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NOTES FOR
FEBRUARY’S GARDENER

The well oriented gardener now keeps heart in garden, hand in flower pot, eye on book, nose to grindstone.

First weekend

Everybody’s winter: Best grindstone for the gardener is the genuine old fashioned article, with a big (and true) natural sandstone wheel, a treadle or pedals for steady turning, and either a trough or drip can for wet grinding of tempered tools. Nothing will cause a good implement and a good workman to lose temper faster and more completely than one of these modern four-inch carborundum jokers spinning at 2000 revolutions a minute. In the hands of a skilled machinist they can be made to do, especially with small blades. But for the amateur’s primers, shears, sickles, especially axes, they are lethal. Modern versions of grandfather’s wheel are available if you search. Commercially built into it by controlled heating is a promise wheels, a foot or so in diameter and geared for relatively slow operation (4000 RPM) by a standard-speed (1725 RPM) shop motor, will give results of compromise quality at a considerable saving of space. Point to remember when sharpening edge tools: what makes a tool cut well is the “temper” built into it by controlled heating and cooling of the steel during manufacture. Gardener’s goal: slow, intermittent, water-cooled contact between the tool and a “soft” wheel of large diameter. Q. E. D., Practical tip: when putting an edge on rough tools such as cultivator, hoe, spade, use side of grindstone, near circumference, thus keeping the rim flat and unscarred for fine edged tools.

Second weekend

Northern tier: For all but a few horticultural fanatics, a hodgepodge of miscellaneous plants falls far short of a good winter indoor garden. The plants must be pretty, decently arranged for winter-based work, and their best may be retired, rotated, rejuvenated when need arises. A special place where plants not at their best may be retired, rotated, rejuvenated when need arises. Such a hospital or sanitarium may be provided in an attic room (who has an attic?), a spare bedroom (what do you mean, spare?), a garage, or garage windows, place: ailing, awkward or surplus pot plants; dormant plants or those that, having flowered, should be cut back and grown more slowly; forced bulbs that have already flowered but must continue their leaf growth in order to store up the source for next year’s flowers before the outdoor garden is warm enough to receive them. The fact that the garage temperatures may run in the forties or fifties is seldom harmful to most plants from which normal amounts of water are being withheld in order to slow the growth processes. But to prevent the atmosphere from becoming too parched, take the trouble to provide waterproof trays of gravel or sand, kept continually moist, on which to place your pots, the garage, near circumference, thus keeping the rim flat and unscarred for fine edged tools.

Third weekend

North and northeast: With the frost still in the ground and, almost always nowadays, a little escaped warmth from an attached house. So in and beneath the garage, windows, place: ailing, awkward or surplus pot plants; dormant plants or those that, having flowered, should be cut back and grown more slowly; forced bulbs that have already flowered but must continue their leaf growth in order to store up the source for next year’s flowers before the outdoor garden is warm enough to receive them. The fact that the garage temperatures may run in the forties or fifties is seldom harmful to most plants from which normal amounts of water are being withheld in order to slow the growth processes. But to prevent the atmosphere from becoming too parched, take the trouble to provide waterproof trays of gravel or sand, kept continually moist, on which to place your pots, the garage, near circumference, thus keeping the rim flat and unscarred for fine edged tools.

Both Winter and Summer Work Become WHEEL-HORSE TRACTOR

—year ’round work horse hooks up to 22 optional attachments including popular snow plow, 32” rotary, 3-gang reel mower with 5 foot cutting swath, dump trailer, and all garden tools.

WHEEL-HORSE Suburban Tractor

WHEEL-HORSE PRODUCTS, 51466-D, U. S. 31, SOUTH BEND 17, IND.

Continued on page 108
FEBRUARY'S NOTES continued

to the standard but still useful general types. As for the common grass killers, those that are applied before the seed sprouts in spring and that kill the seedlings as they germinate are currently the tier maker's white hopes. There are now several good ones, available nationally—will un-
doubtedly be many brands in another season or two. Basic require-
ment: all pre-emergence seed killers must be applied three to six
weeks before the germination time

of the seeds they are to kill—whether in the spring, to control the
main crop, or later.

Fourth weekend

Northern tier: Some garden misapprehensions die hard. One is
that as the twig is bent the tree is inclined. This is not true. Another
is that tuber rooted begonias should be started with the upper
surface of the tuber out of the ground. The mum-hum-jumbo has it
stills it has in most gardening lit-
erature) that if you get moisture
in the hollow center of the tuber,
the tuber will rot—wait till the
plants are growing before you
cover the corm, the warning runs.
Nonsense. The tubers put out their
roots from the top, not the bot-
tom. Unless you cover the whole
thing you make it difficult for
plants to develop vigorous roots.
The next time you grow tuberos
begonias, dig up a plant when the
top growth is three or four inches
high and see where the roots come
from and how. In the meantime,
for insuring a summer's matchless
color around the garden's rim, here is HG's annual advice—
with 1959 amendments: Fill as
many of the new peat and pulp
Planter-pots (four-inch size) as
you have tubers with a mixture—
equal parts—of sand, leafmold and
peatmoss (or half sand, half
peat). Into the loose surface of
the filled pots press your tubers
and peatmoss (or half sand, half
peat). With the tubers covered,
it is unnecessary to screen out
light. As tubers sprout, provide
full sun. When plants are six
inches high, you may plant pot
and all in a seven or eight inch
clay pot of rich loam or, when
the ground is warm, set the Planter-
pot, now bearded with roots, in
the open garden.

FIGHT HEART DISEASE
GIVE TO YOUR HEART FUND

BUY U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

Queen for a Day
POPULAR AUDIO-TV
PROGRAM FEATURING
Singing and Singing
Actress
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of a foreign language. And besides, she would learn, painlessly, a few German words.

About two hours beyond Zirl, the castles and churches and green carpets disappear and the road begins to rise to the more rocky regions of the Arlberg Pass.

Shadowed and somber, with a less obvious tourist appeal than Kitzbühel or Innsbruck, St. Anton has a quiet charm. In winter, it attracts discriminating skiers and in summer it attracts mountain climbers and wilderness worshippers, who walk all day in search of pink moss campion, evergreen rockflowers, alpine crowfoot and edelweiss and spend their nights in huts on the surrounding peaks.

With a nice disregard for the fact that they are blocking the exit to Switzerland, the St. Anton cows amble down the main street, temporarily flattening villagers against the façade of the delicatessen store. Every house, no matter how small or poor, has a window box dripping with purple, pink, and magenta petunias. And the Rosanna River meanders west away, so we planned to catch the train at Zuers and change at St. Anton to Switzerland, the St. Anton, we browsed through the shops, bought enamel-on-copper crosses to the Vallugu ridge. From St. Anton we rode a tramway up to the Galzig for its odd larches and views of the fast-disappearing Tyrol. I began thinking about mountain climbers and was happy to note that the prices were lower than those we paid in Munich. The manufacturer will ship them for as little as S600 delivered. Remember a Sunlyt needs a reasonable amount of sunlight, for the sun that warms the Uralt Pass in a thrashing rain toward Switzerland.

As the rain blurred my vision of the fast-disappearing Tyrol, I had time to think about Austria. And about Gemütlichkeit, that untranslatable word that means zither and dim light; hot Glashütten and the smell of cold snow: new wine and sunlit on crocus-covered meadows; baroque and rococo; friendly people; the enchantment that has compelled middle-aged school teachers and fourteen-year-old girls to fall in love with mountain climbers and ski equipment.

Gemütlichkeit, I began thinking, is an illness from which I will never recover.
The carport is part of the house

Now that we have become a car borne people, there is little point in denying that the real front door is the carport. Here, it is an integral part of the house itself, under the same roof. The family can drive under cover, get out of the car and walk through a door into the entrance foyer. There is also a separate front door, right, with a well protected approach. The service area has its own entrance, screened from the 60' deep parking space by a series of opaque glass panels. On rainy days, the carport, which can be closed off with a folding metal grille, makes an ideal spot for children's play and ping pong games.

Espaliered trees are planted on alternate sides of glass divider panels.

Glass paneled front door offers friendly welcome

Continued on next page
Skylights of opaque glass are channels of light across roof

The construction is an integral part of the design

Because of the expansive floor areas, steel framing was imperative (there are no walls to support the roof across spans as great as 47 feet) and it is the essence of the distinctive design. That's why the 16 cross-shaped steel posts that form the vertical supports are left exposed. The gridiron of double 18" steel beams that rests on the posts and forms the frame of the roof is also in evidence since it houses the lighting system. You can see below, the criss-cross pattern on the roof of the skylights that illuminate the whole interior by night as well as by day.

Steel frame of posts and beams supports walls and roof and permits open interior.

Top of white enameled steel posts fit right into the steel beams that carry roof load. Ceilings hang from beams.
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Here is an outline of the construction of HG's Hallmark House No. 3 along with the materials and equipment used and the manufacturers who make them.


**GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS**

Here are some shops we found well worth visiting.

**MUNICH**

**KITZBUHEL**
Herr Muller's Shop in the old village for handmade sweaters. Anna Werner, Ruf 483. After-skii shoes for children and grown-ups.

**INNSBRUCK**

**ST. ANTON AM ARLEBERG**
Hannes Schneider Sporthaus. Tyrolean novelties, climbing boots, ski socks, ice axes and leather gloves.

**Manuscripts**

HOUSE & GARDEN assumes no responsibility for unsolicited contributions except to accord them courteous attention and ordinary care. Manuscripts must be accompanied by postage for return.
ON TODAY'S SMARTEST FLOORS

THE RICHNESS OF CORK—IN ALL OF NATURE'S SUBTLE SHADINGS!

This long-wearing floor uses light shades of cork tile. Medium shades on walls. Black and white Rubber Feature Strips add extra drama.

ONLY KENTILE® Cork Flooring gives you such natural variations in shading. Never monotonous to look at. Quiet and warm underfoot. Costs just pennies more than low-cost flooring. Wears and wears...easy to clean...slip-resistant. Most comfortable of all flooring. And—with the natural beauty of Kentile Cork—you'll never want carpet!

SAVE MONEY: Install your own floor. Get the genuine. Look for Kentile on every carton. See your Kentile Dealer. He’s listed under FLOORS in the Yellow Pages. Kentile Floors are available in Cork (KenCork®), Solid Vinyl, Crystatile® Vinyl, Vinyl Asbestos, Rubber, Asphalt Tile. Over 100 colors.

YOU PAY NO MORE FOR A KENTILE FLOOR
Morgan-Jones weaves decorative magic for your bedroom

Such fun (and so thrifty!) to dress up a bedroom with Morgan-Jones' delightful new Buttons 'n' Bows bedspread! That versatile pattern of crisp cording and tiny tufts blends so cleverly with accessories of any mood or period. Those lovely colors (14 in all!) will inspire the decorator in you. And Buttons 'n' Bows is such a practical choice—lint free, needs no ironing. Twin or double super-sizes for only $9.98.*

*Slightly higher in the West.

MORGAN-JONES, INC. • FINE FABRICS SINCE 1872 • 402 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 18, N.Y.